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TOURISM IN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

Biljana Petrevska1, Virna Manasieva Gerasimova2  

Abstract 
Due to the fact that tourism has strong influences on regional 
development, many undeveloped and developing countries have 
detected it as a chance for economic prosperity. This paper argues the 
inevitable relationship between tourism development and regional 
development. The objective of the paper is to present the influence of 
tourism on regional development in south-west part of Macedonia. 
Moreover, it addresses the issues of tourism flows, accommodation 
capacities as well as the tourism consumption within the south-west 
region. In this respect, the analyses are based generally on official 
sources of secondary data spreading over the sample period from 2003 
to 2010. Furthermore, the descriptive statistics applied in different types 
of analyses, point out that the South-West planning region is the leading 
statistical region in Macedonia when referring tourism and regional 
development issues. Yet, despite its enormous potentials, tourism in the 
south-west part of Macedonia, still has not reached its peak point. On 
one hand, this empirical evidence underscores a good example of 
tourism application in regional development, but on the other hand, 
points out the necessity of undertaking governmental measures and 
initiatives for enhancing tourism contribution to the regional 
development. 
 
Key words: Regional development; Tourism; South-West planning 
region; Macedonia. 
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Stip, Faculty of Tourism and Business Logistics - Gevgelija, Republic of Macedonia 
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2 Msc. Virna Manasieva Gerasimova is a Senior Researcher at the Centre for Local 
Development and Transparent Governance, Republic of Macedonia (virna.manasieva 
(at) yahoo.com) 
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Introduction 
Tourism and regional development are closely linked. In many regions, 
the tourism industry is one of the greatest sources of economic growth 
and job creation. Moreover, tourism can contribute to integrating less 
developed regions or giving them equal access to the fruits of growth. In 
this respect, one of the major challenges consists of setting up 
mechanisms to improve competitiveness and quality of tourism at 
regional and local levels, as well as to ensure sustainable and balanced 
tourism development at national levels.  
 
At the same time, tourism has emerged as a major factor for regional 
economic development. Regardless the nature, tourism has a major 
economic and social impact at regional and local levels in the areas 
where tourism activities take place. So, some regions were highly 
positively influenced by tourism impacts, like mainly coastal (Emilia-
Romagna in Italy), mountainous (Valais in Switzerland), urban and 
historic (Ile-de-France in France) or regions with exceptional natural 
resources (Quebec in Canada, Arizona in the United States). 
Additionally, regions with different profiles can also benefit from the 
growth of tourism. In this line, they can be rural, promoting green 
tourism, leisure and nature activities (Queensland in Australia), very 
remote, (Greenland in Denmark) or regions undergoing industrial 
restructuring (Nord-Pas-de-Calais in France).  
 
The regional development of tourism can trigger general economic 
growth by creating a new dynamic. It can also contribute to better land 
use planning by countering rapid urbanisation in developed countries 
and by attracting populations to new regions where tourism is 
developing. However, some guidelines for development must be laid 
down in order to preserve resources, ensure complementarily between 
areas and define tourism poles (which may not coincide with 
administrative boundaries). Yet, tourism development in the 
underdeveloped areas enables development of the periphery, retaining 
the population in the homeland, infrastructure is improved as well as all 
other activities which contribute to prosperity of the region and a country.  
The objective of this paper is to disentangle tourism influence on 
regional development of Macedonia in terms of tourist resources, tourist 
arrivals, nights spent and similar basic economic parameters. In order of 
achieving that goal, the paper addresses the case of the South-West 
planning region of Macedonia as the best practice and the leading 
statistical region when referring tourism development.  
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Literature Review 
The concept of regional development includes on one hand, the 
dynamics of development of specific areas, primarily understood as a 
regional economic development of those areas, but also regional traffic, 
population or environmental development. There is a large body of 
literature which main thesis are that regional development must be 
based on the exploitation of best potentials of the regions environmental 
features, and sustainable development must be based on reasonable 
regional development.  
 
In this respect, the conventional thinking about the relationship between 
tourism and regional development is present in the most studies 
(Sharpley and Telfer, 2002; Rayan, 2010; Stabler et al., 2010). Other 
researchers investigate the local, place-based factors that influence 
tourism development, and ask why some tourism areas develop more 
than others (Raina and Agarwal, 2004). Likewise, a focus is put 
specifically on the less developed world and by arising many 
assumptions about the role of tourism in development and, in particular, 
highlighting the dilemmas faced by destinations seeking to achieve 
development through tourism (Huybers, 2007; Telfer and Sharpley, 
2008). Some authors even endeavour to a critical approach within a 
multi-disciplinary framework to relook at the complex phenomenon of 
tourism development (Babu et al., 2008; Ramos and JimЀnez, 2008). In 
the last twenty years, large regional differences in the quality of life have 
emerged within many transition economies (Bartlett et al., 2010).  
 
Tourism is seen as a ‘sunrise’ industry that is labour intensive and 
therefore offers the potential to be a substantial source of employment. 
In short, much attention has been directed to tourism’s economic 
potential (Hall and Jenkins, 1998; Jenkins et al., 1998; Butler et al., 
1998). Due to the relationship between food and tourism, some authors 
underscore the significant opportunity for product development as a 
means to rural diversification (BessiЀre, 1998). Others examine the 
contemporary issues and reasons for tourism development as a strategy 
for urban revitalization (Pearce and Butler, 2002) as well as for providing 
the basis for a better informed integration of tourism in regional 
development strategies (Sharma, 2004). Moreover, some discussions 
are towards various policy innovations as activities by regions in terms of 
tourism development considering continuous growth within the sector 
(Giaoutzi and Nijkamp, 2006). Additionally, as tourism and regional 
development are closely linked, regions and local authorities play a key 
role in the formulation of policy and the organization and development of 
tourism (Constantin, 2000). 
 

http://www.google.mk/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Sutheeshna+S+Babu%22
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Background Material 
Like many countries, Macedonia has been affected by growing regional 
inequalities during transition. Pre-existing regional inequalities have 
intensified during the transition process and have been exacerbated by 
non-economic factors. Per capita income in the capital city of Skopje is 
far above the rest of the country and became the main pole of 
development. While the other regions have secondary towns that are 
poles for their development, none can compete with the capital. 
Consequently, this kind of monocentric pattern of development 
underpinned huge differences in the quality of life among the regions of 
the country. 
 
Although regional policies have been put in place over the years and a 
process of decentralisation has been applied since the end of the 2001 
conflict, they have as yet not addressed these fundamental inequalities. 
In recent years eight planning regions have been defined, each with own 
specific characteristics and development problems. In that line, the Law 
on Equal Regional Development set in 2007 laid the foundation for a 
regional policy that conforms to EU standards and foresees resolving the 
problem of delayed development of some regions in an institutional 
manner. A Council for Equal Development has been established with a 
mandate to coordinate regional development policy, and a Council for 
the Development of the Planning Regions has been established as a 
body responsible for the implementation of the policy in each planning 
region. The former Agency for Economically Underdeveloped Areas has 
been transformed into the Regional Development Bureau. Additionally, 
the National Strategy for Sustainable Development and National 
Strategy for Regional Development (Government of the Republic of 
Macedonia 2009a and 2009b) offered possibilities for revitalization of 
numerous deserted areas in Macedonia. Furthermore, recently revised 
National Strategy of Tourism Development (Government of the Republic 
of Macedonia, 2009c) gives recommendations for tourism development 
and identifies five strategic clusters as a framework to Macedonian 
tourism development. 
 
As a consequence to the global economic crisis, the economic growth 
began to slow down sharply in early 2009. In this context, the opening of 
EU accession negotiations increased the financial assistance for pre-
accession reform being focused on cross-border co-operation and 
regional development. This was seen as an important part of 
government policy and a strategically important issue in the EU 
accession process which aims to reduce regional differences within the 
country. As from 2010, the National Programme to Promote Regional 
Development was launched resulting with more than 200 regional 
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development projects being submitted and still in process of 
implementation. Nevertheless, so far, regional policy has been mainly 
concerned with economic conditions and with creation of economic 
infrastructure, while less attention was paid to the quality of life and its 
regional differences. 
 
Methodology 
The paper makes an attempt to document different views and paradigms 
on tourism development in an in-depth manner. So, the objective of this 
research is to give an overview of tourism importance as a source of 
economic development in the south-west part of Macedonia. In order to 
fulfill its main aim, the paper is reach on different types of analysis 
mostly based on available sources of secondary data. Furthermore, it 
follows some of the main factors presented in the Table 1, as a 
precondition for identification of tourism regional economic impacts. 
 
Table 1: Tourism regional economic impacts 
 

Factors Resources Changes Parameters and 
standards 

Prices 
Employment 
Investment 
Imports 
Expenditure 
Foreign 
exchange 

Fiscal 
Financial 
Infrastructure 
Marketing 
Trade 
Incentives 

Direct, indirect 
and induced 
changes in 
economic 
factors 
Multiplier 
effects 
 

Unemployment 
Inflation 
Average weekly 
earnings 
Interest 
Exchange rates 
Multiplier, etc. 

 
Source: Atherton (1992: 294) 
 
Yet, despite the enormous potentials, tourism in the South-West 
planning region in Macedonia, still has not reached its peak point. On 
one hand, this empirical evidence underscores a good example of 
tourism application in regional development, but on the other, points out 
the necessity of undertaking governmental measures and initiatives for 
enhancing tourism contribution to the regional development. 
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Analysis, Results and Discussion 
Generally, the paper addresses the issues of tourism flows, 
accommodation capacities, as well as the tourism consumption within 
the South-West planning region. Previously, a brief introduction 
regarding the territorial division in statistical and planning regions is 
presented.  
 
For this purpose, the analyses are based generally on official sources of 
secondary data spreading over the sample period from 2003 to 2010. 
Furthermore, the descriptive statistics applied in different types of 
analyses, point out that the South-West planning region is the leading 
statistical region in Macedonia when referring tourism and regional 
development issues.  
 
NUTS Classification 
In 2007, under the imperative to harmonize its laws with the EU, 
Macedonia adopted the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics 
(NUTS 3 level) and created eight statistical regions: Vardar, East, South-
West, South-East, Pelagonija, Polog, North-East and Skopje (Figure 1). 
These regions serve as main units for development planning. Moreover, 
they have been assigned the role of planning regions entitled for 
planning process and implementation of a consistent regional 
development policy and for harmonization of regional policy in 
Macedonia with the EU regional policy. 
 
According to Marcou (2002), the experience of the Central and Eastern 
European countries show that there is no obligation under the EU law to 
align NUTS units to the existing administrative organization of the 
country. However, “for practical reasons regarding data availability, the 
design of the statistical units follows the borders of the existing 
administrative units, and it is usually revised following an administrative 
reform in the respective country” (Marcou, 2002: 182).  
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Table 2: Population by statistical   Figure 1: Statistical 
regions, 2010     regions in Macedonia 
 

Region Population 
Vardar 
East 
South-West 
South-East 
Pelagonija 
Polog 
North-East 
Skopje 

133 248 
203 213 
221 651 
171 416 
221 019 
304 125 
173 814 
571 040 
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Source: State Statistical Office (2010) S
 
The Table 2 gives an overview of the
regions in Macedonia. If we exclude 
accounts the capital city, than the South
in rang. It is consisted of 286 inhabited p
which five are urban and eight are rural 
Each of the planning regions has a Ce
for the purposes of carrying out prof
development of that particular region.  
 
Tourism Flows 
The planning regions were created for
and for realizating measures and instr
regional development. The data point o
region is the leading statistical region
tourism development issues. 
 
The Table 3 describes tourist arrivals 
2010. Also, it is visually noticeable that
is by far absolutely dominant in terms o
other planning regions in Macedonia
domestic tourists visited the South
representing 52% of total domestic to
conclusion can be underlined when r
demand, when the region was visit
representing one-third of the total foreig
 
Speaking generally, this region particip
half of the total tourist arrivals in Maced
ource: www.wikipedia.org 

 size of population by statistical 
Skopje planning region since it 
-West planning region is second 
laces or 13 municipalities, out of 

municipalities.  
ntre for development established 
essional tasks relevant for the 

 regional development planning 
uments for promoting balanced 
ut that the South-West planning 
 in Macedonia when referring 

within the sample period 2003-
 the South-West planning region 
f tourist arrivals in comparison to 
 (Figure 2). In 2009, 170 127 
-West planning region, thus 
urism demand. Similar positive 
eferring to international tourism 
ed by 87 353 foreign tourists 
n tourists in Macedonia. 

ates with 40-50% or nearly one-
onia. This fact indicates that the 
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Region/year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Vardar 12 698 8 334 7 564 8 173 8 419 7 799 9 448 10 572 
East 8 602 9 865 9 377 12 069 10 813 13 739 12 680 13 054 
South-West 241 380 222 950 236 434 233 218 255 257 276 669 257 480 234 665 
South-East 35 313 44 094 61 851 58 577 66 043 84 031 90 998 84 856 
Pelagonija 63 689 56 710 58 553 51 970 51 715 63 325 50 740 69 712 
Polog 16 255 22 679 20 555 21 890 17 188 19 153 31 596 31 828 
North-East 4 540 3 373 3 672 2 433 3 657 3 395 3 560 3 098 
Skopje 100 674 97 010 111 700 111 143 123 120 138 209 131 268 138 456 
Total 483 151 465 015 509 706 499 473 536212 605 320 587 770 586 241 

 
Source: Authors’ own calculations based on: State Statistical Office 
(various years). 
 
Figure 2: Tourist arrivals by statistical regions in Macedonia, 2003-2010 

 
Source: Authors’ own calculations based on: State Statistical Office 
(various years). 
 
The South-West planning region has once again the leading role when 
analyzing tourist nights spent for the period 2003-2010. Namely, the 
Table 3 performs that two-thirds of the total tourist nights spent are 
registered within this region i.e. 58-67% of the tourist nights spent are 
noted within the past eight years. This fact is not a surprise since it is in 
a direct correlation to the previously analysis outcome in terms of tourist 
arrivals. It can be concluded that the South-West planning region still 
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has the biggest piece of the cake, although a downward trend is noted 
from 2008-2010 as a consequence to the world financial crisis.   
 
The analyzed data perform that even 71% of total domestic nights spent 
and 43% of total foreign nights spent are registered in the South-West 
region. The last available official statistical data addressing 2010 
indicate that 58% of the total tourist nights spent are recorder in the 
South-West planning region (Figure 3). 
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Table 3: Tourist nights spent by statistical regions in Macedonia, 2003-
2010 
 
Region/year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Vardar 30 859 17 772 15 803 16 880 15 530 13 861 17 228 20 137 
East 22 171 26 406 19 909 28 989 21 694 28 449 27 509 25 687 
South-West 1339022 1170481 1288135 1244487 1351806 1452205 1326192 1168824 
South-East 169 100 233 738 208 858 218 077 211 619 260 351 277 030 262 787 
Pelagonija 202 424 176 930 178 814 155 461 152 726 171 928 139 699 170 354 
Polog 39 536 53 450 50 476 53 824 37 986 45 345 61 146 61 455  
North-East 6 365 5 684 6 066 4 003 5 677 5 130 6 247 5 628 
Skopje 197 390 180 973 201 980 195 674 222 674 258 251 246 555 305 345 
Total 2006867 1865434 1970041 1917395 2019712 2235520 2101606 2020217 

 
Source: Authors’ own calculations based on: State Statistical Office 
(various years). 
 
 
Figure 3: Tourist nights spent, by statistical regions in 2010 
 

  

South-West 

 
 
Source: Authors’ own calculations based on: State Statistical Office 
(2011: 40).  
 
The sustainability of tourism as a leading accelerator for development in 
the South-West planning region is supported by another positive finding. 
Namely, this region is well-established as a leading tourist center in 
Macedonia since it fulfills the highest average length of stay. So, 
between 2003 and 2010, the average length of stay is between 5 and 
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5.5 days. When compared with the average of Macedonia which is 3.4 to 
4.2 days, it is 1.5 times higher. Thus, one must respect tourism results of 
the South-West region and appoints tourism as the strategic priority 
areas for regional development.  
 
Accommodation Capacity and Tourism Consumption 
The analysis of the accommodation capacity is important since it argues 
the (in)appropriateness of tourism accommodation supply. In this 
respect, it is noted that the comparative analysis of the estimated values 
regarding the number of needed hotel beds with the existing ones, 
points to an over dimension of hotel accommodation capacities in 
Macedonia (Petrevska, 2011).  
 
Moreover, the main aim is to lead us to concluding remarks weather key 
actors which are responsible for tourism policy, should carry out 
measures and activities for enhancing tourism competitiveness in the 
South-West planning region. The Table 4 gives an overview of the 
accommodation capacity in all eight statistical planning regions in 
Macedonia in 2010. It is noticeable that the South-West region accounts 
for 60% of the total number of beds in Macedonia and 61% of the total 
number of rooms. However, the limited data regarding the structure of 
the accommodation capacity prevented us in more in-depth analysis. 
  
Table 4: Accommodation capacity by statistical regions in Macedonia in 
2010 
 

Region/year Number of rooms Number of beds 
Vardar 
East 
South-West 
South-East 
Pelagonija 
Polog 
North-East 
Skopje 
Total 

 554 
 533 
16 013 
 2 105 
 3 390 
 1 011 
 292 
 2 291 
26 189 

 1 496 
 1 591 
41 458 
 5 724 
10 229 
 3 057 
 633 
 4 914 
69 102 

 
Source: Authors’ own calculations based on: State Statistical Office 
(2011: 42).  
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Tourism Potentials for Regional Development  
All eight statistical planning regions in Macedonia have potentials for 
tourism development based on variety of natural and cultural attractions. 
Yet, the undertaken analysis indicates on shortage of identified types of 
tourism as priorities for regions’ tourism development. The priorities may 
serve as a starting point in the process of creation competitive tourism 
supply which might enable regional development, but with obligatory 
attention of their sustainability. 
 
The above noted analysis outcomes clearly indicate an 
inappropriateness of current tourism development. This is mainly due to 
the lack of correspondence and balance between existing tourism 
potentials and development effects. The Table 5 presents certain 
tourism potentials of the South-West planning region which might 
produce positive results, not only within that particular region, but in 
broader frames as well.  
 
Table 5: Tourism potentials of the South-West planning region 
 

Place Type of tourism 
Ohrid Lake tourism; Eco tourism; City tourism; Events; 

Cultural tourism; Wine tourism; Alternative forms of 
tourism  

St. Naum Lake tourism; Eco tourism; Cultural tourism; Fishing 
Struga Lake tourism; Eco tourism; City tourism; Events; 

Cultural tourism; Wine tourism; Alternative forms of 
tourism  

Kicevo Mountain tourism; River tourism; Fishing; Hunting; 
Eco tourism; Cultural tourism; Transit tourism 

Debar Thermal tourism; Mountain tourism; River tourism; 
Fishing; Hunting; Eco tourism; Rural tourism; Lake 
tourism 

Pesna Speleological tourism 
Radozda Lake tourism; Fishing 
Pestani Lake tourism; Cultural tourism; Fishing; Eco tourism 
Trpejca Lake tourism; Cultural tourism; Fishing; Eco tourism 
Vevcani Rural tourism; Cultural tourism; Events; Mountain 

tourism; Eco tourism 
 
Source: Authors’ notes based on various publications. 
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Future Challenges  
Positive effects of tourism are rising from day to day, not only for a 
separate region like the South-West, but also for Macedonia. It is 
noticeable that tourism has strong influences on the regional 
development so the developing countries as Macedonia are exploring it 
as a chance for development. Namely, tourism development affects the 
regional development and is interconnected with variety of other 
activities, like new jobs creation, traffic development and higher prices of 
land, from agricultural to building land, and alike. 
 
However, numerous constraints and opportunities for regional prosperity 
through tourism development arise in the case of the South-West 
planning region. The key challenge is the lack of critical mass of users 
and of suppliers. The local consumer base tends to be too small to 
support a diversity of businesses. Consequently, it is difficult to develop 
a range of tourism product, and many regional destinations become 
tourism ‘monocultures’ with a small number of product types. 
Furthermore, tourism businesses tend to build greater reliance on 
tourism markets than those in major urban areas. This increases the 
pressure on tourism infrastructure, particularly transport and destination 
marketing. It also increases the need for tourism businesses to 
collaborate within and across other seven regions, as it will require a 
number of destinations to build an experience that will justify a visitor 
making the trip.  
 
Beyond tourism policy, regional development policy generally can 
contribute to innovation capacity of destinations. In this respect, it is 
necessary that several point marks are included: (1) departments of 
regional development to recognise that departments of tourism have 
traditionally been charged with promotion rather than development and 
management; (2) many regions are not well connected with the people 
and organisations who represent important interests at state and 
national level, and facilitation is required to forge connections; (3) 
expansion of public sector funding programs to include build capacity to 
assess feasibility; and (4) to follow recent trends in regional development 
programs toward specific developments with immediate impact on 
particular communities. 
 
Conclusion and Recommendations 
The paper in general shows that the potential role of tourism in 
economic development of the South-West planning region is significant. 
However, further development in tourism depends on: (1) public policies 
directed towards specific investments which is tailored according to the 
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needs of the region; (2) efforts to increase tourist accommodation 
capacity and the occupancy rate in the planning region and (3) 
significant efforts to increase tourism income through subsidies, tax 
deductions, etc., as a precondition for regions’ tourism development.  
 
Furthermore, from the analyzed data can be seen that tourism potentials 
of the South-West planning region are still insufficiently used. The 
reason for this lies mostly in the nonexistence of a tradition of tourism 
development, poor development of the traffic network and the lack of 
modern hotel accommodation. There are only few geographic areas in 
Macedonia which are strongly affected by location factors in tourism 
development. This is the first factor that makes the South-West planning 
region different from other planning regions in Macedonia. With 
exception to the past few years due to the global financial crisis, this 
region notes upward trend in terms of tourist arrivals and nights spent. 
The foreign tourists mostly come from the neighboring countries and 
together with the domestic ones visit it for the well preserved and clean 
environment, the Lake Ohrid and the numerous cultural and historical 
monuments. Additionally, the research outcome disentangle that tourism 
industry must have a significant position in the regional programmes and 
the development strategy being defined as a key opportunity for 
development.  
 
So, the research allows increased understanding of the way tourism 
operates in the South-West planning region, and identifies potential 
challenges Macedonia may face in its attempt to employ tourism as part 
of a comprehensive regional development strategy. At the same time, it 
defines some strength that can be brought to tourism planning and 
management processes in the South-West planning region. 
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THE IMPACT OF CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF SMALL AND 

MEDIUM ENTERPRISE  

Dejan Jelovac1 

Abstract 
This article offers a critical insight into the impact of corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) on entrepreneurship i.e. small business within an 
EU context. While today the prevailing opinion is still that socially 
responsible activities of business only apply to large companies, we are 
witnessing a growing interest by scholars in the area of the 
implementation of CSR in SMEs. This article focuses on this growing 
area of discussion, and more specifically, on the relationship between 
the concepts of small business social responsibility (SBSR) and the 
moral responsibility of the businessman or entrepreneur, topics which, 
according to author's opinion, have been most neglected in recent 
literature. The article concludes that within the context of small 
businesses, which are the focus of attention for the EU when setting its 
priorities regarding the promotion of CSR activities, the entrepreneur 
themselves as the founder/owner/manager (they are generally all three) 
of the SME are of crucial importance in this regard. Therefore, it seems 
to be extremely important to find out, with the aid of ethical analysis, 
what the entrepreneur’s personal moral integrity might be, since 
research has shown that the attitude held by the small business towards 
social responsibility very often overlaps with the attitude of its owner-
manager to their own environment. 
 
Key words: business ethics, moral responsibility, corporate social 
responsibility, small business social responsibility, small and medium 
enterprise. 
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Introduction 
The academic debate on the concept of corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) has a relatively short history. Although its origins can be traced as 
far back as the U.S. in the 1950’s, it is still in its infancy as a field of 
research still defining its basic tenants. The same can be said for in 
relation to the horizon within which the field of practical action and 
academic research can move around. In fact, these dilemmas still 
haven’t been successfully resolved by the theorists and/or practitioners 
who are dealing with CSR. In the meantime this concept has become so 
widespread in today's world, that it could be already discussed as a kind 
of unique fashion. In the widest sense, it's all about trying to find the right 
connection between the social and economic aspects of business, or in 
other words, it’s about the fundamental dilemma that is as old as 
business. The basic question at the heart of CSR is the same as the 
basic issue of each business separately: what is a business for and what 
contribution does it make to society (Handy, 2002)? 
 
The concept of CSR has emerged as a response to the irresponsible 
behaviour of big corporations that are exclusively interested solely in its 
own economic success: The business of business is to make - profit. 
Such a view was expressed most clearly and openly defended by Milton 
Friedman, Nobel Laureate – Prize in Economic Sciences 1976. In 1970 
he claimed that the only social responsibility of a company is to increase 
its profit (Friedman, 1990). According to Friedman, the study of CSR is 
in a "subversive doctrine", the coat that hides irresponsible managers. 
Since the owners of a corporation hire managers to increase profits and 
thus justify their investment, Friedman believes that the mitigating of 
social problems is not included amongst their responsibilities, but it is, 
rather, the obligation of the government or the state (ibid.). CSR 
proponents represent a completely opposite view. One of the first 
definitions of social responsibility can be attributed to Bowen in the early 
fifties when he stated that "the obligations of businessmen to pursue 
those policies, to make those decisions, or to follow those lines of action 
which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values of our society" 
(Bowen, 1953: 6). Later, during the Vietnam War civil-society 
movements emerged in the U.S. that were concerned about the 
unethical and irresponsible business practices of large corporations, 
most of all, in their community. The media also focused their attention on 
such practices as a result of pressure from various NGOs and activist 
groups. With the expansion of globalization and the relocation of 
industrial production from the West to mainly underdeveloped countries, 
corporations behaved socially irresponsible and abused the lack of 
regulation in these states. What was not allowed or considered to be 
morally unacceptable at home these companies carried in the Third 
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World without conscience. Because globalization also meant the 
globalization of information flow the media broke news about the truth of 
the ethics of dual standards of many famous corporations (for example, 
Nike in Asia, Nestle in Africa, Union Carbide in Bhopal, India, etc.). Top 
management of these corporations began to suffer at home as a 
consequence of their immoral behaviour in the third world, and began to 
realise that the attention of media and adverse publicity can lead to 
reduced sales of their products and employee dissatisfaction as well. 
The top management responded proactively in favour of social 
responsibility in order to prevent these negative consequences. In this 
way they reduced the public pressure and prevented the adoption of 
adverse legislation by the state. Thus, in the 1970s the concept of CSR 
emerged in the form of social responsiveness of the corporation. In 
support of the concept of CSR, in 1984, Freeman engaged with his 
stakeholder theory of the corporation, in which it is responsible not only 
to its shareholders but also to all its stakeholders. They are defined as 
''any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement 
of the organization's objectives'' (Freeman, 1984: 46). According to this 
theory, the corporation has an obligation to act responsibly towards the 
wider community or to anything that corporation contacts, whether it is or 
is not provided for by the law (Freeman, 1984).  
 
A conceptual and practical background of CSR 
Considering that we are living in times of financial crisis, weak economic 
growth and/or recession, companies are deciding more and more to 
reduce costs. Included in this process of cost reduction is CSR. There 
are still many owners and managers who believe that large investments 
in technologies that preserve the environment, providing benefits to 
many employees or supporting local community development 
significantly increases the costs of their product or service. It may bring a 
short-term benefit to the enterprises trying to increase their 
competitiveness in the market – but on the contrary in the long term 
such a strategy does not pay off because it is, simply, morally 
disputable. The theories of social responsibility argue that the traditional 
view, which suggests that the only way that enterprises contribute to 
society is by providing jobs and eo ipso enhance social welfare, is 
considered to be the wrong one. For example, Carroll (1979) has offered 
the following definition of CSR: "The social responsibility of business 
encompasses economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary expectation 
that society has of organizations at a given point in time" (Carroll, 1979: 
500). In later works Carroll developed a "pyramid of CSR" that included 
economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic expectations, the economic 
responsibility representing the cornerstone of this pyramid (Carroll, 
1991). Clarkson (1995) defined a theory of the rights of stakeholders that 
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relies on Freeman, according to whom corporation stakeholders are 
actually individuals and groups whose activities have impact on it and/or 
are affected by the activity of the corporation. Hart (1995) developed a 
natural resource-based theory of competitive advantage of corporations, 
based on a relation to the environment, McWilliams and Siegel define 
CSR "as actions that appear to further some social good, beyond the 
interests of the firm and that which is required by law "(McWilliams and 
Siegel, 2001: 117). Consequently, "CSR means going beyond obeying 
the law" (ibid.). Drucker sees social responsibility through another 
dimension that might be named the business opportunity (Drucker, 
2002), Porter and Kramer (2002), as representatives of the theory of 
social investment developed concepts of strategic philanthropy and 
strategic social responsibility which enable corporations greater 
competitive advantage and benefit to the wider community, Matten and 
Crane (2005) introduced a different perspective (basing on the political 
theory) which they called "extended theoretical conceptualization of 
Corporate Citizenship". The authors state that corporations are "in active 
citizenship and exhibit citizenship behaviour" (Matten and Crane, 2005: 
175), but the corporation is neither a citizen itself (as individuals are) nor 
does it have citizenship. Thus they describe Corporate Citizenship as 
"the role of the corporation in administering citizenship rights for 
individuals" (Matten and Crane, 2005: 173). All these authors derive 
from the assumption that corporations should take on the part of their 
own costs associated with the environment and associated with the 
problems of society as whole. 
 
International institutions and organizations could not stay out of these 
trends either. Perinni (2006) illustrates this point with a few typical 
examples. The World Commission on Environment and Development 
states that “sustainable development meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs'' (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987: 
43) and “CSR is the continuing commitment by business to behave 
ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the 
quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local 
community and society at large'' (World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development, 1999). The Prince of Wales International 
Business Leaders Forum meant by CSR a concept of "open and 
transparent business practices that are based on ethical values and 
respect for employees, communities, and the environment. It is designed 
to deliver sustainable value to society at large, as well as to 
shareholders'' (http://www.iblf.org/csr). Business for Social Responsibility 
(BSR, a US-based global business organization) define CSR as ''a 
business enterprise operating in a manner that consistently meets or 
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exceeds the ethical, legal, commercial, and public expectations society 
has of business'' (http://www.bsr.org/). The UN Global Compact through 
the power of collective action "seeks to advance responsible CC so that 
business can be part of the solution to the challenges of globalization. In 
this way, the private sector - in partnership with other social actors - can 
help realize the Secretary-General's vision: a more sustainable and 
inclusive global economy'' (http://www.unglobalcompact.org) (Perinni, 
2006: 307). The European Commission defines the concept of social 
responsibility in its Green Paper on Promoting European Framework for 
CSR (2001) as well as responsible actions of companies not only in 
relation to its owners, partners and employees, but also beyond. Social 
responsibility in this way goes beyond the boundaries and expectations, 
arising from a purely legal framework, since the company must devote 
greater attention to human resources, relations with other stakeholders 
and, last but not least, to the environment. It's the only way the company 
can help to increase their competitive advantage for conscious 
consumers, its employees and investors in the global market. And, 
finally, at the G8 Evian Summit 2003, where it was said that CSR can be 
understood as consistent with the outcomes of the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development. Hence, G8 support "voluntary efforts to 
enhance corporate social and environmental responsibility" 
(http://www.g8.fr/evian/english/).  
 
Due to the economic crisis that has resulted from the inflated 
construction and financial sector and its social consequences, which in 
some instances shaken the faith of consumers in the economy, more 
public attention directed to the moral action of enterprises and their 
managers was needed. For this reason the European Commission 
renewed its efforts in the direction of supporting social responsibility and 
is committed to medium and long term creating of conditions for lasting 
growth, responsible action of enterprises and for creation of permanent 
jobs. For this purpose, the European Commission adopted a new 
strategy on CSR entitled "Corporate Social Responsibility: a new 
definition, a new agenda for action" on 25th October 2011. This 
document redefines social responsibility as "the responsibility of 
enterprises for their impacts on society ... Corporate social responsibility 
concerns actions by companies over and above their legal obligations 
towards society and the environment" (European Commission, 2011). 
According to the European Commission, the necessary condition to take 
such responsibility is to respect the current legislation and collective 
agreements between social partners. Enterprises consistently ought to 
carry out the duties they have as part of the process of the integration of 
"social, environmental, human rights and ethical consumer concerns into 
their core business operations and strategy in close cooperation with 

http://www.g8.fr/evian/english/
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their stakeholders" (European Commission, 2011). The main objective 
is: "(1) to maximise the creation of shared value, which means to create 
returns on investment for the company's shareholders at the same time 
as ensuring benefits for the company's other stakeholders, (2) to identify, 
prevent and mitigate possible adverse impacts which enterprises may 
have on society "(ibid.). Such a renewed strategy is based on the 
internationally recognized principles and guidelines of the OECD for 
Multinational Enterprises, the ten principles of the UN Global Compact, 
the ISO 26000 Guidance Standard, the ILO Tripartite Declaration and 
the guiding principles of the UN on Entrepreneurship and Social Rights. 
Based on these documents and the situation in which there is in 
European society currently, the European Commission amended the 
scope and content (denotation and connotation) of the concept of CSR 
by determining that social responsibility includes within itself in any case 
fields such as: human rights, labour and employment practice, issues of 
environment protection and fight against corruption. The European 
Commission expands the content of the concept of CSR, and also on 
the problems of social cohesion and social development, inclusion of 
disabled persons and the interests of consumers along with the 
protection of their privacy. Among the important common issues are also 
issues of encouraging companies to take responsibility for the wider 
community and the environment in the supplying network, and the 
disclosure of non-financial information about their business in their 
reports. The Commission introduced another novelty by involving 
voluntary participation of employees in the CSR. And finally, the 
Commission encourages companies to disclose information about the 
realisation of their standards of good governance regarding taxes. At the 
same time in relations among states it encourages the three principles of 
tax management: transparency, exchange of information and fair tax 
competition. 
 
To meet all these expectations a company must not only be 
economically successful but also morally correct. This means it should 
implement in its actions the care of their internal and external 
environment. Supporting this goal are the leading managerial virtues, 
and their system of values and legal obligations. A company can 
successfully carry out the inclusion of CSR in their business practice in a 
number of ways. There are different models of CSR. They have been 
theoretically set by Carroll (1979, 1991) and other theorists and 
practitioners. The company must provide at least: (1) the definition of its 
socially responsible business, (2) the participation of management, (3) a 
change of the organizational culture of the company, especially in its 
attitude to social problems, (4) the selection and rewarding of 
management that takes account of social political aspects and (5) 
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management training programs for socially responsible behaviour. All 
this applies particularly to large companies, but what about small and 
medium-sized companies? In SMEs, as we shall see below, things are 
slightly different. 
 
CSR and small business social responsibility (SBSR) 
It is still the prevailing opinion today, that socially responsible activities 
and business operations that are based on so-called sustainable 
development are suitable only for large companies. But it is forgotten 
that most jobs are in fact created by small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs). Therefore, SMEs are in the focus of the European Union when 
it sets its priorities in promoting CSR. Thus, the European Commission 
defined the concept of so-called responsible entrepreneurship in early 
2003 "as one that (1) treats customers, business partners and 
competitors with fairness and honesty, (2) cares about the health, safety 
and general well-being of employees and customers, (3) motivates his 
workforce by offering training and development opportunities, (4) acts as 
a good citizen in the local community, and (5) is respectful of natural 
resources and the environment" (European Commission, 2003). Hence, 
we could argue that such a concept is complex and multifaceted. For 
this reason we will try to integrate contributions from the fields of 
business ethics, entrepreneurship and social responsibility into our 
critical discussion of SBSR. In the course of this discussion the concept 
of CSR shall be shown to also be relevant to SMEs and not just large 
corporations. This means that the so-called responsible 
entrepreneurship provides for both the economic success of the 
company and also offers a positive impact on society as a whole and on 
the environment at the same time. Since CSR had been studied during 
last few decades, as previously stated, mainly from the perspective of 
large companies, today it is very important to shift the research focus on 
the small and medium enterprises. According to the latest Observatory 
of European SMEs (2007), they represent over 99% of all companies the 
EU, and those companies achieve more than a half of the total value 
added and two-thirds of jobs in the European Union (ibid.). SMEs have, 
therefore, an important role in modern European society. That's why the 
study of their characteristics and attitudes towards social responsibility 
can positively influence the development of theory and practice of CSR 
(Heene and Lepoutre, 2006). The authors argue that "although the 
literature on SBSR has been growing over the last years, the knowledge 
on SBSR is still fragmented and has not yet developed into a coherent 
theory" (Heene and Lepoutre, 2006: 257). They illustrate this argument 
by way of a meta-analysis of existing empirical studies, which show that 
the different findings of researchers are sometimes very contradictory. 
For this reason authors tried to construct a model that would help further 
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research into the theory and practice of SBSR. They have used 
European Commission’s 2003 definition that determined conduct of 
responsible entrepreneur as the basis for this model. Leputre and Heene 
explored the influence of a company's size on its socially responsible 
behaviour. Based on research that had been carried out regarding the 
impact of firm size on all factors of contingency SBSR behaviour, they 
classified them into four, more or less similar dimensions (Chau and Siu, 
2000; d'Amboise and Muldowney, 1988; Longenacker et al.; 2006; 
Solynossy and Masters, 2002; Lepoutre and Heene, 2006). The four 
dimensions are issue, personal, organizational and contextual 
characteristics. The authors explain that "issue characteristics refer to 
the situation or the matter of concern to SBSR behaviour; personal 
characteristics relate to the values, competencies and actions of the 
owner-manager; organizational characteristics involve the tangible and 
intangible resources and structures of the firm; and context 
characteristics refer to the economic, social and institutional factors, 
which are external to the organization« (Lepoutre and Heene, 2006: 
259). 
 
In the past few decades, researchers dealing with SBSR identified some 
common characteristics of SMEs. They found typically that the 
founder/owner of the SME is general the manager in their company as 
well. Therefore, the attitude that such a company has for social 
responsibility is often the same as that of the owner-entrepreneur to their 
environment (Jenkins, 2006; Lepoutre and Heene, 2006; Cambra-Fierro 
et al., 2007; Courrent Gundolf, 2009). For the SME it is characteristic 
that they: (1) are closely associated with the local community because 
their owner/owners usually originate from those surroundings, (2) have a 
diverse ownership structure, (3) have mainly local partners, (4) are 
flexible, which means to respond rapidly to changes, (5) do not trust 
bureaucracy and government agencies and do not respond to 
institutional pressures, (6) are not confined to a single economic sector 
(7) are driven with different managerial styles but not too bureaucratic as 
day to day problems must be solved by various solutions, (8) in formal 
communication with employees, they tend to have informal relations and 
generally attach importance to these informal relations. Perrini believes 
that whilst large enterprises interpret CSR as a multi-stakeholder 
approach, in SMEs, CSR practices are based on synergies and 
relationships between different subjects, i.e. they are based on social 
capital (Perrin, 2006). The concept of social capital is usually associated 
with intangible assets, reputation, credibility, legitimacy and consensus 
(Putnam et al., 1993; Spence and Schmindpeter, 2003; Habisch et al., 
2005). Socially responsible actions can often be very exciting because 
the community believes in the companies that implement them and vice 
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versa, as the company fosters a positive relationship with its 
environment. SMEs have a problem in that they are generally lacking in 
the human, technical and organizational resources that are needed to 
realize social responsibility policy (Lepoutre and Heene, 2006). 
Investments in CSR are so complicated and expensive for SMEs 
because they have a lack of know-how and the benefit from it is often 
vague and uncertain. For this reason, in recent years scholars are 
exploring what might help SME to adopt and integrate CSR into their 
daily business practices. The results of empirical research, carried out in 
Britain in 24 small and medium-sized enterprises, which were 
"champions" of good practices, suggest that SMEs act mostly 
unconscious socially responsible (Jenkins, 2006). The purpose of this 
study was to construct a model which would enable the transfer of these 
companies’ experiences of best practices to other SMEs. Jenkins states 
that entrepreneurs prefer to learn through networking and from their 
idols. She has seen this as a possible way of knowledge-sharing of 
social responsibility. Therefore, support organizations such as trade 
associations, business clusters, chambers of crafts, chambers of 
commerce and similar can with their engagement (e.g. selection of the 
most socially responsible businesses, organizing workshops to transfer 
knowledge in the field of CSR, etc.) contribute to the development of 
social responsibility in small and medium-sized enterprises. 
 
Battaglia et al. (2010) had comparable findings suggesting that small 
and medium enterprises can overcome the barriers that occur when 
introducing CSR in their business policy by connecting in a "cluster" that 
will systematically coordinate relationships with local partners. "This 
allows the sharing of a collective identity based on common values , also 
with respect to the way the business is run" (Battaglia et al., 2010: 134). 
Their research in industrial enterprises confirms the tendency of SMEs 
to act in clusters that are tightly linked to its environment and its context. 
Therefore, it is possible to expect that it might have a positive effect on 
the integration of SBSR in their business.  
 
Murillo and Lozano investigated the impact of the promotion of social 
responsibility in SMEs. Their study was carried out in Catalonia in four 
medium-sized enterprises, which had received awards in the field of best 
practices. They found that the term “corporate social responsibility” is 
somehow unsuitable for small and medium enterprises. They felt that 
terms such as social practices, business practices, and environmental 
practices seem to be more appropriate in this regard. At the time of 
introduction of the concept of CSR into SMEs they suggest as much 
attention as possible should be paid to the presentation and promotion 
of the benefits of existing best practices and creating an environment for 
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the implementation of these practices and for the integration of CSR and 
competitive advantage (Murillo and Lozano, 2006). 
 
Spence and Schmidpeter (2003) carried out a comparative study in the 
UK and Germany (different social and institutional traditions) and 
identified how SMEs contribute to the common good in different cultural 
contexts. The authors started from the position that SMEs represent at 
least 99% of all companies in the economies of the studied countries, 
and consequently, that investment in entrepreneurship is actually 
investment in social capital. It is therefore in the interest of companies to 
take seriously their role in society and participate in the development of 
society. The authors rely on Putnam’s (1993) definition of social capital 
claiming that features of social organization, such as networks, norms 
and trust can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating coordinated 
actions. On the basis of sociological research, Putnam argues that the 
regions in which social capital is available (more than in other regions) 
are more successful in terms of economic and democratic self-
regulation. In these regions weak links allow efficient transmission of 
information that leads to effective cooperation structures. Such creation 
of networks in which companies, social and educational institutions and 
civil society organizations are involved, create a specific social 
framework i.e. milieu through which the values and norms are 
transmitted. It establish social trust which is especially important for 
today's highly specialized society which has a distinct division of work. 
Based on the results of their research the authors, therefore, note that 
"investment in social capital (networks and institution building) seems to 
have influence both on business success and on society as a whole« 
(Spence and Schmidpeter, 2003: 107). 
 
Discussion 
According to Fitjar (2011), “there are essentially two reasons for 
companies to engage in CSR work: because they want to do well and 
because they want to do business” (Fitjar, 2011: 32). It follows that 
economics and ethics can go hand in hand. In this case, entrepreneurs 
and small business will be voluntarily encouraged on the basis of their 
good will (bona fide) to work well. Consequently, the moral values and 
virtues of entrepreneur will function as an important predictor of the 
company’s social responsible behaviour. If the economy is only one of 
the subsystems within the socio-system of modern developed Western 
societies, then it must give its own contribution to the realization of the 
goal function of the system as a whole. This means that the economy 
cannot be an aim for itself. This is the reason why the personal, 
organizational and social values and norms of the socio-system 
determine the manner in which enterprises, especially SMEs, 
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understand and practically implement their socially responsible activities. 
To a certain extent, stresses Fitjar (2011), SMEs engage in CSR 
activities because “it is the correct, ethical or normal thing to do, not 
because it pays off… intrinsically motivated CSR suggests that 
businesses are not always profit-maximising, contrary to the 
assumptions of most theories in economics” (Fitjar, 2011: 34). 
 
In confirmation of the theses above there are not only the results of 
Fitjar’s research but also empirical studies of Courrent and Gundolf 
(2009) conducted in France in 125 micro-enterprises (ME) in all types of 
economic activity. Both studies show that the size of companies doesn’t 
play as important a role as thought by SBSR researchers in the past. 
Small size does not prevent a company that is exposed to public scrutiny 
indeed, which seems to be one of the key drivers of CSR activities. A 
small enterprise is more depended on and integrated into its 
environment than a larger one. Therefore, it has to adopt the ethos of its 
environment. In the opposite case, an SME can be eliminated more 
easily than a large one. In the environment of a local community a small 
business is exposed to observation by its own competition, which takes 
care of verification of its activities and the exposing of those which do 
not match fair-play. The stakeholders of an SME conduct the same 
socially responsible activities. Morsing and Perrini concluded that their 
pressure is stronger than proactive CSR engagement at promoting 
SMEs to improve their "social initiatives" (Morsing and Perrini, 2009). 
 
The above discussion shows that the ethics of local communities play an 
important role in the decision-making process in an SME context. Their 
ethos as a specific human mode of moral coexistence within particular 
socio-cultural milieu, force them to act in accordance with it. Such a 
mode of coexistence is most reflected through the values that 
entrepreneurs and SMEs implement in everyday business life. We have 
recently tried to verify this assumption in Slovenia as a relatively new 
member of the EU (from year 2004). The results of this quantitative 
empirical study, which, examined private and public sector 
organisational values on a sample of 400 managers, indicate that the 
moral value of "responsibility i.e. accountability" was ranked in 12th 
place by both sectors (out of 20 organizational values set ) (Jelovac et 
al., 2011: 137). In the Netherlands, representing an “old” EU member, a 
similar study was previously carried out with the same methodology on a 
sample of 382 managers from both sectors which indicated that the 
same value (i.e. accountability) was ranked at the 2nd place in the public 
and 6th place in the private sector. The organisational value of 
“sustainability” fared even worse with Slovenian manager, in the private 
sector it is ranked to 14th place and in the public sector it reaches 16th 
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place (Jelovac et al., 2011: 137). This shows that a manager in 
Slovenian business is less likely to behave responsibly on the basis of 
their moral motives than their Dutch colleagues. In the future it seems to 
be necessary to pay more attention to the moral development of 
entrepreneurs and managers in post-socialist transition countries, in 
order to achieve a level of moral integrity similar to their colleagues in 
the founding countries of the EU. It's hard to believe that the managers 
will voluntarily engage in CSR initiatives and implement good practice if 
they do not stick too much about moral responsibility in their own system 
of values and patterns of business conduct. Therefore, we consider the 
urgent need for further research in this field, which is obviously 
neglected, and relates to the impact of the moral responsibility of 
individuals (entrepreneurs, managers, etc.) on a company's social 
responsibility. 
 
Conclusion  
As previously stated, CSR has grown in the last few decades, from a 
narrow and often marginalized field to a complex and multi-layered 
concept that has become important in the decision-making process of a 
large number of companies. In Europe, more and more companies in 
their reports disclose social and environmental information, thus 
informing all stakeholders about their SCR activities. According to the 
data of Corporate Register 9,027 different companies from 163 countries 
around the world sent 39,886 reports about the social responsibility and 
sustainable development with the EU currently in first place in the world. 
This is only a small percentage as over 19 million SMEs (Schmiemann, 
2008) and around 42,000 large companies operated outside of the 
financial sector in Europe in 2005. As reporting on social responsibility 
represents an important medium and long-term goal to the European 
Commission, it will soon present a legislative proposal on the 
transparency of social and environmental information disclosed by 
companies in all sectors. “An impact assessment of possible options for 
this proposal, which will also include a competitiveness proofing and 
SME test, is currently ongoing. The Commission is also developing a 
policy to encourage companies to measure and benchmark their 
environmental performance using a common lifecycle based 
methodology that could also be used for disclosure purposes« 
(European Commission, 2011: 12). In its policy, the Commission 
encourages companies to measure and benchmark the environmental 
performance of the method based on the total life cycle, which could 
also be used for the purposes of disclosure of companies about CSR. 
Therefore, today, entrepreneurs and managers can no longer decide 
either to do business in a socially responsible way or not, since 
guidelines and rules relating to the area of social responsibility are 
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becoming more and more important. They guide the company through 
various policies, regulatory framework, standards and codes, and 
through advice and guidelines motivate them to be morally autonomous, 
i.e. act socially responsible and seek sustainable development through 
their own volition. 
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SECOND RATED CAMPAIGN: THE POSITION OF 
REGIONAL ELECTION IN SLOVAK POLITICAL 

SYSTEM  

Viera Žúborová1 

Abstract 
The researches and literature on the political communication and 
campaigns is often only biased on the election which in theoretical point 
of view are characterise as the first-order elections. This study try to 
expand the scope on it, using the dates of the regional elections in 
Slovak republic, whose are define as the second-order election. The 
result showed that the electoral competition and the campaign at the 
regional level is still ambiguity and vague in the terms of promoting the 
regional issues, values. In other words, second – order elections are 
less important and more open to the national politics in the term of the 
dictating the rhythm of the election and regional policy. They also 
determine the outputs of „weaker“ offices as for example regional or 
local.  
 
Key words: communication, campaigns, second-order election, second-
rate election, regional election, regionalism  
 
The development, impact and intensity of political communication 
reached also the region of post-communist countries in Central Europe. 
The development of political communication with the comparison to the 
western countries was characterised as a process of day – to – day 
learning. The main reason was that the post-countries step right the third 
age of the political communication2. Both systems – political and media, 
from the beginning of their independence, were stands in front a new 

                                                 
1 Viera Žúborova: Department of political science in Trnava, Faculty of social science, 
University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava, position – lecturer. Department of 
political science and European studies in Olomouc, Palackeho University Olomouc, 
position – PhD. candidate.  

2 The scientific literature focus on three ages of political communication. The first age of 
political communication also known as the golden ages followed after the Second World 
War, when the connection of the voters and political parties was based on a strong 
ideological or party base. The second age of political communication started with the 
remaining impact of the television in the 60s. The media logic started to changed 
rapidlically which climaxed in the third age of political communication.  
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environment, in other words the actors entered to a new politics and 
mediated reality (Žúborová: 2011).  
Their forced rapidly the processes of homogenization, Americanization, 
mediatization, globalization. However the post-countries were not able to 
adapt the whole scales of these processes in their political and median 
systems. This in many cases led to a misunderstanding of the position of 
individuals (political) actors in the communication process and thus in 
some way undermines the overall functionality of the democratic system. 
In other words, the lack of effective communication to the society led to 
the opposite case – no willingness towards to the participation not only 
in the elections but also in the public affairs.  
 
We can conclude that mass media are undoubtedly connective tissues 
of the democracy, through which they communicate with the citizens and 
elected political representatives – one of them are focusing on the 
primary desire for information, and another to influence others. Although 
we have a fairly wide knowledge of the political communication, literature 
provides only a minimum of comparative analysis on how to influence by 
one hand, the flow of information about politics, and on the other hand, 
the democratic character of political system and political, individual 
values.  
 
The Slovak republic has already past her third regional election (2001, 
2005, 2009), which outputs are the same, especially in the term of voter 
turnout, fluctuation of voters, negative mobilization, universality, 
ambiguity and vagueness. These are only few issues that affected the 
nature, status and legitimacy of the regional election campaign in Slovak 
republic.  
 
The main objective of the present text is therefore to highlight the 
deficiencies which affecting the character of the „deformed“ regional 
campaigns in the context of the political communication.  
 
We could today say that the literature and research emphasized the 
increasing personalization, negativity and also professionalization of 
politics in Slovak republic (Žúborová: 2011 a,b; Štefančík: 2012, 
Klimovský – Žúborová: 2011). But as Plasser and Plasser observe the 
research and the literature of these developments pertains to the first-
order election and especially come from the United States (Plasser-
Plasser: 2002). The first problem that we don’t have any knowledge, or 
less knowledge of the position and impact of the main pillars of the third 
age of political communication on the second - order election, with 
expectation with the election to the European parliament.  
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In this study, we investigate the election campaigning in the regional 
election in Slovak republic. We are following the unwritten rule that the 
regional elections are characterise through the term „second – order 
“elections and this we implicate for the position, level and intensity of the 
campaigns themselves.  
 
The theoretical models of the „second - order“ 
As it was mentioned previous, the term second – order election was 
introduced in the decade of the firs direct elections in the European 
Parliament. Karlheinz Reif and Hermann Schmitt found out that the 
electoral results did not mirror the current situation in the European 
institution, rather there where reflecting the situation in the national 
parliaments. Reif and Schmitt also confirmed their hypothesis that „what 
is important is the political situation of the first-order arena at the 
moment when the second-order election is being held“ (Reif: 1985). In 
other words, the comparison of this election suggest that there is a 
qualitative difference between these types of elections. The first 
difference is logically and rise from the fact that the second – rated 
election do not determine the composition of the government (Reif, 
Schmitt: 1980).  
 
In other words, second – order elections are less important and more 
open to the national politics in the term of the dictating the rhythm of the 
election and regional policy. They also determine the outputs of „weaker“ 
offices as for example regional or local.  
 
From the first point, our basis assumption, as we already wrote 
previously, will be built around three broad factors that characterise the 
second-rated election (Reif, Schmitt: 1980):  

• Low level of voter´s participation – low voter turnout; 
• better results for small parties, 
• governmental parties lose favour and the opposition parties gain 

it – cyclical pattern,  
• the main issues of the election campaigns are dominantly first – 

order specific issues (Šaradín: 2008) 
 
We must also conclude, that Reif and Schmitt not made any attempt to 
expound complete model of every voters individual electoral choice, but 
as we can observe, they describe sort of elements which can be used to 
explain some of the patterns in terms of individual choice.  
 
The first choice is related to the voters him / herself from voting to not 
voting. This could be related to the fact, that in this type of election 
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„nothing is in the stake“, and this is automatically absorbed by the main 
actors in the society – politics – media and voters. So without any 
sufficient information from the main actors (politics and media), voters 
are left with the only possibility to compare the competing parties, 
candidates on the basis of their work at the national level. This choice it 
voters behaviour could be also influenced by the national electoral cycle. 
In other words, different patterns of voting behaviour are following the 
different cycle of the national politics – national governments (Reif: 1984, 
Marsch: 1998). Simply we can say, that if the second-order election and 
before the national election, voters may act rationally / strategically in 
order the punish the governing parties, or to influence the national 
elections. Obviously governing parties lose votes anyway, but they lose 
less if the second-order election is held at the beginning, or close to the 
end, of the national electoral cycle. The second choice is connect with 
the party. When we analyse the individual positions of the parties in the 
second-order election, we examine „shifting“, as a common action in the 
party system. Reif describe this action as the shift in support from bigger 
to smaller parties, the shift in support from government to non-
government parties, and the shift from central to (more) extreme parties 
(Reif: 1984, pp. 249 - 254).  
 
In the last decades, the model of second-order election was refresh with 
new approaches, that very surrounding especially the nature of the 
election to the European parliament. The research conducted the public 
communication deficit (Scharpf: 1999, Schlesinger: 1999), decreased 
visibility of the elections in the national news that should give voters an 
indication of the importance of the election. The research on the news 
coverage in the EP election 2004 (Vreese, Banducci, Semetko, 
Boomgaarden: 2006, p. 21) also define two main characteristics about 
the election campaign:  
 
• low campaign intensity and 
• national not European issues on the agenda.  

 
If we followed the fact, that second-order elections refers that the issues, 
values, campaign and also the results of them are more or less 
influenced by the dominant political area – in term of the first – order 
political area, our basis assumption will be the comparison of the 
theoretical approaches of the model of the second-order election within 
the condition of regional election in Slovak republic. But our main target 
will be the position of the campaigning at the regional level and by this 
reason we will also add the main approaches the definition of Vresse 
(2009) of the second-rated campaign, which was explain in the EP 
elections.  
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He defined the model of second-rated campaign through:  
 
• the alleged / non-issue character of the election;  
• absence of newsworthiness;  
• lack of a core news values, conflicts, etc 
 

Another concern, that we can add to this general model which is visible 
in the term of the regional election in CEE countries, in common, is the 
lack of electoral competition, which is influenced by the weakness of the 
regional government (Hooghe et a.: 2010).  
 
Regional elections in Slovak republic  
Each of elections are interesting not only in the term of political 
culmination of the division of mandates, but the statement about the 
political inclination of the voters. In particular, when the electoral system 
is a majoritarian. As we mentioned at the beginning of this article, the 
regional election in Slovak republic are after their third „round“, but their 
are still lack of any clear understanding of the position and the role of the 
representatives at the regional level.  
 
In the case of regional elections in Slovak republic, it’s also not easy to 
reach the summary finding of the votes cast. Not only that the election 
are held by majority system, the district differed significantly in the 
number of acting candidates, as well as selectable number of candidates 
in it.  
 
Despite the fact, that the regional authorities have decision – making 
powers in social services, public transport, inter-regional cooperation, 
tourism or education, many people are still unaware of how much their 
are responsible to these powers. Also their are many specifications that 
should be able to promote in the campaigns and gain more popularity in 
the eyes of the voters and media, but still their remain the shadow of the 
national issues. As for example, the race for Bratislava region, which 
was still usually the most – watched (after Kosice region), but remain in 
the last places of the voter – turnout (see the table 1), or the traditionally 
Nitra region where in every election political parties formed a broad 
Slovak coalition following the main scope to prevent the electoral 
success of an ethnic Hungarian candidate.  
 
As already Jan Buček (2011) has observed, we can see two 
fundamental aspect that are threatened the position of the campaign at 
the regional level – low participation in the election and the less standard 
political behaviour of the political parties (Buček: 2011, p. 10). The 
results of these elections have contributed also another fact, the rise of 
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„pessimism“ - partly maybe justified and partly not. Even the election 
results in the last decades where interpreted by the media as an 
evidence of „pessimism“ in the terms of loose of public support for the 
ruling coalition’s, in other wards for the parties that where responsible for 
the political direction of Slovak republic after / before the national 
elections (Krivý: 2002). We can conduct that many statements from the 
media were partly justified, justified by the low voter participation and 
also political outcome of the elections that was reflected in the elected 
members and chairpersons.  
 
Challenges to the electoral campaigning at the regional level  
To explain the creation of the second-rated campaign in the regional 
election in Slovak republic, we start with the first approach of Reif and 
Schmitt (1980) broad factor that characterise the term second – order 
election, which is: „lower level of voting participation, since less is at the 
peak stake of the citizens to participate in the election..... it’s also related 
to the common popularity of the national political elites / parties, rather 
than promoting the particular regional issues, or specific individual 
characteristic of the candidates“.  
 
In the last three regional elections 2001, 2005, 2009, every step was 
followed by the same electoral rule (Act 303/2001). In this article we are 
focused only on the position of the chairpersons, while there are still 
less-more attractive and promote to the public. The Regional 
chairpersons are elected directly in a two round majority system, in other 
words two most successful candidates compete for the majority in the 
second round. 
 
If we analyse the results of the regional election we can see that there is 
a number of additional disadvantages. The first of these has to do with 
the voter turnout in the second round, which is in common view lower 
than in the first round (Table 1). It mean that the main Sartori point of the 
„intelligent choosing“ in the second round from more informed voters is 
in Slovakian case a myth. This should be mean in the boarders as Sarah 
Birch pointed it in her article „that in the context of countries that are 
under democratization, there is a danger that an informed choice may be 
an antidemocratic choice“ (Birch: 2003, p. 325).  
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Table 1: Voter turnout the regional elections in Slovak republic 2001, 
2005, 2009 
 

2001 2005 2009 
Electoral 
district  First 

round 
Second 
round 

First 
round 

Second 
round 

First 
round 

Second 
round 

Bratislava 
region 

23,96 * 14,45 10,72 19,46 20,18 

Trnava 
region 

33,73 36,87 14,5 9,41 20,46 * 

Trenčin 
region 

21,55 16,17 12,3 7,12 20,59 15,77 

Nitra 
region  

34,69 39,49 27,67 16,19 21,81 * 

Žilina 
region 

23,47 10,85 15,69 9,19 23,68 * 

Banska 
Bystrica 
region 

24,16 19,92 18,65 10,65 27,06 18,01 

Prešov 
region  

25,5 18,06 19,47 13,2 26,31 19,22 

Košice 
region  

21,79 22,61 19,27 10,82 22,93 * 

Total  26,02 22,61 18,02 11,07 22,9 18,39 
 
* regional chairpersons elected in the First round  
 
Source: Statistical Office 
/http://portal.statistics.sk/showdoc.do?docid=5683/  
 
In other words, we can see the „antidemocratic choice“ to do not go vote 
for any alternative. The first reason that could be observed in the 
Slovakian case is the process of building a fruitful cooperation between 
the elections. We are use to, in the two – round systems that political 
alternative – party blocs are made, and the main party affiliation to build 
such block is the „closeness“ of the political programs or ideological 
issues.  
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Table 2: The elected chairpersons according to the political parties and 
independent candidates in regional elections in Slovak republic 2001, 
2005, 2009 
 

2001 2005 2009 
Electoral 
district  First round Second 

round 
First 
round Second round First round Second 

round 

Bratislava 
region 

SDKÚ, KDH, 
ANO, SMK, DS - - INCA* - 

KDH, OKS, 
SaS, 
SDKÚ, 
SMK 

Trnava 
region - 

HZDS, 
Smer, 
SOP 

- HZDS, ĽB, P 
SNS, ZSNS INCA* - 

Trenčin 
region - HZDS - ANO, HZDS, 

P SNS, ZSNS - HZDS, 
Smer 

Nitra region  - 
HZDS, 
SDĽ, 
Stred, 
SOP 

- 
ASV, KSS, ĽB, 
HZDS, P SNS, 
ZSNS 

Smer, 
SDKÚ, 
KDH 

- 

Žilina region - HZDS - ANO, HZD, 
SNS, Smer 

Smer, 
SNS, 
HZDS, 
HZD, SZ, 
SF 

- 

B.Bystrica 
region - HZDS, 

Smer - 
HZD, KDH, 
SNS, Smer, 
SZS 

- HZDS, 
Smer 

Prešov 
region  - SDKÚ, 

KDH - HZD, SNS, 
Smer - 

Smer, 
HZDS, 
HZD, SZS 

Košice 
region  - 

HZDS, 
SDĽ, 
SOP 

- HZD, Smer 

Smer, 
SMK, 
HZDS, 
HZD, 
S.O.S, 
Most-Híd, 
Liga 

- 

 
INCA* independent candidate  
 
Source: Statistical Office 
/http://portal.statistics.sk/showdoc.do?docid=5683/  
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In the Slovakian case these factors are more rare than usual. The trend 
was visible in the first two regional election (2001, 2005), where more 
atypical coalitions breaking the traditional divisions in the party sphere 
(Table 2). Despite the fact, that the last regional election in 2009 the 
atypical party blocs almost disappeared, still is the voter turnout on a low 
level.  
 
This competition ignorance not only in the second round (first we must 
also count), could be influence not only by the atypical party blocks in 
the past, but also the bye the unclear goals of the candidates. Maybe 
more standard coalitions might influence the outcome in the terms of 
participation in the next election, or the growing number of independent 
candidates.  
 
This leads us to the second approach of Reif and Schmitt (1980), which 
is connected with the definition of the second-order election, which is: 
„the results are strongly related to the popularity of political parties at the 
national level and the cyclical pattern of rise / fall in support within the 
parties in government or opposition – such pattern is define as an 
opportunity to protest against the current office“.  
 
Following this approach we can confirm that the parties in the 
government loosed support in every elections except the year 2009, 
moreover this was related to the stage of the previous government in the 
term of popularity of the strongest coalition party Smer-SD. Also the 
comparison of all elections proved that in every election the parties are 
turning to favour the constellation of a party bloc rather to run the 
competition alone, to maximize their ability to win the seat. For example, 
in the first regional election (2001) a number of 102 candidates from the 
coalitions parties take the seats (76 from the opposition parties), in the 
second only 62 (opposition 1) and in the last regional election only 32 
candidates from coalitions parties (34 from the opposition) were 
successful in the competition without any cooperation, in other words 
their were not forming any party blocs. A different reaction to the political 
parties in the parliament and their behaviour is the growing number of 
elected independent candidates, while in 2001 elections there were 76, 
in the 2005 elections only 39 councilors and in the 2009 regional 
elections 55 independent candidates. We can see the main pillar that 
comes from the majority two round system, or better jut „the half“ of it, in 
the term of creation blocs, which is related to the polarization from the 
national level politics. The missing peace in it is the voter behaviour, 
which should be visible in the second round within the voting for another 
alternative, or another than the first preference, obviously it was 
mentioned previous that the participation is very low. 
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The last approach of Reif and Schmitt (1980) about the main campaign 
issue is related Vresse (2009) „lack of core news and specific values“ 
and related to the first-order election, which is: „absence of revolving 
around specific issues, values and, in our case, regional values,.... they 
are preferred dominant issues from the first-order elections“.  
 
In comparison within the all elections in the last decades we can 
conclude, that in the early years the campaign issues where influenced 
by dissatisfaction with the position and reforms of the territorial division 
in the regions. On one hand, we saw lack of clear information about the 
role and the future of the regional politics, and also the absence of 
promotion in the term of importance of the regional elections. As Buček 
(2002) observed, that in the first election 2001 „electoral rules that 
preferred party voting and placed restrictions on campaigning via the 
electronic media also affected voter turnout, so the governing party 
voters probably stayed home due to dissatisfaction with the efficiency of 
their national government“ (Buček: 2002, p. 149).  
 
We can also observe two types of campaigning, whose are related to the 
subject – object which is promoted. The first type, we described it as 
„general policy face“ is a sort of campaigning, which is related to 
promote general (national) issues, without any indication of use of the 
phrase „regional – regionalism – regional issues“. In other words, there 
is an absence of any identification factor within the region in the 
messages towards the voters, there is an absence of concrete proposals 
and solutions to the current situation in the regions. Usually the main 
issues of the regional elections are related to the national situation and 
the candidates using phrases as for example: „No cause, just honest 
work“ (candidate on the chairperson Jozef Mikuš in Banska Bystrica 
region in the election 2009), or „Responsibly and consistently“ 
(candidate on the chairperson Tibor Mikuš in Trnava region in the 
election 2009), or „We offer more than just promises“ (candidate on the 
chairperson of party bloc KDH, SDKÚ, SaS – Ján Hudacký in Presov 
region in the election in 2009).  
 
The second type, in this article described as „party policy face“ is a sort 
of campaigning, which is strongly related to the promotion of the 
candidates through political elites on the national level – parliamentary 
level. In other words, the candidates are using party identification as 
their main targeting tool in the campaign period. Such promotion is 
following the general point to mobilize selected parts of social segments 
(party members, activists, etc.). 
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Conclusion 
Despite the increase of the voter participation in the last regional election 
we can observe that in terms of „legitimacy“ of the elected candidates it’s 
still remain in the under-represented level. One of the main reasons for 
the low participation is the lack of a strong relation of the electorate with 
their own regions, or in other words – the absence of a specific „regional 
society“. One of the possible reasons is that the term „VÚC“ (HTUs) isn’t 
still associated in the people minds, which could be due the „youth“ of 
the units. Another reason could be seen in the wrong way of using the 
communication networks, especially in the campaign period. Political 
actors rather use party affiliation to promote their personality, rather than 
to promote regional values, approaches etc. The main reason for using 
such electoral strategies is the absence of a relevant topics or problems, 
so to fear of losing electoral preferences the potential candidates for the 
offices using general terms, slogans. So if they choose any strategy, it 
would be neutral or as the previous regional election showed, they are 
on the course of negative campaigning. 
 
After the last regional election, even when the voters participation 
slightly increase, still their are many question how to improve this 
situation, how to step from the shadow of the second – rate. The first, 
what should be done, as also some authors that observe this at the 
European level in the parliamentary election recommended a permanent 
or constant contact with the citizens – political actors should constantly 
work not only before the election. Here is one tool that could be apply 
especially on the regional level and could be more preferable so called 
door – to – door contact, as it was applied in the local elections.  
 
Another change that could solve the undesirable situation is to change 
legislation (electoral system to STV) and to change the election law 
itself, or rather a clarification especially in sections dealing with the 
campaign period (specify the campaign tools, time horizon, the 
possibility of promotion through advertising, radio, television).  
 
One possible premise is also to built direct communication network 
between citizens and political (regional) actors that would gain attention 
from the citizens into the political process (regular transmission of 
political debates in the councils, regional policy news through short 
messages via mobile, as it is already implemented in some 
municipalities). In other word, with the connectivity to achieve 
convergence of the regions, regional policy towards the public and 
thereby lay a solid foundation of decentralization and regionalization of 
the Slovak republic.  
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SUPERVISOR: MINORITY AND MINORITY 
FACILITATOR 

Tomaž Vec1 

Abstract 
Supervision groups often assume the role of a minority, as they provide 
the rest of their collectives with different views, thinking, approaches, 
relationships. When conducting a supervision group, a supervisor 
himself acquires the characteristics of a minority and encounters 
different ways of using social powers. In regard to group supervision it is 
essential, from the supervisor's point of view, to understand and be 
familiar with the processes which take place in groups between 
minorities and majorities. Only thus can he act more successfully and at 
the same time enable supervision groups to more systematically, 
purposefully and efficiently influence.  
 
Key words: supervision group, supervisor, minority, social power, 
innovation. 
 
Supervisor as a minority and a minority facilitator 
A supervisor at his work encounters in different ways the meaning and 
significance of minorities. His work itself is concerned with the field of 
minorities. Supervision in the field of pedagogy in Slovenia is in most 
cases carried out only through the work of a collective, which in the 
relation with others acquires the functions of group dynamics 
characteristic for minorities. The aim of this paper is to present how a 
supervision group acquires a status of minority within a collective and to 
analyze the consequences of this process. A group which begins to form 
its own norms, values, peculiar manner of communication within a 
system (e.g. school), and begins to recognise its difference in relation to 
the rest of a system, develops a special kind of dynamics. This dynamics 
of the characteristic mutual influencing between a minority and a 
majority can produce different outcomes (in the first place because it is 
based on a conflict), which can be constructive and for the benefit of an 
entire collective, yet they can either consolidate status quo or lead to the 
disqualification of a minority. Besides elucidating the formation of a 
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specific meaning of a supervision group in relation to the rest of 
collective, I intend to address the thesis that a supervisor's role, too, is to 
a great extent similar to that of a minority (he is not merely an expert 
authority, which is unfortunately too often the case in Slovenian 
supervision practice) when he as an individual (or in pair, which is not so 
common) enters the process of supervision.  
 
The primary purpose of this paper is thus to present how important it is 
for a supervisor to be familiar with group dynamics from the perspective 
of mutual influence between a majority and a minority, to know the 
meaning of being different, which a supervision group experiences in the 
process of supervision and which provokes various responses – from 
stigmatisation or even marginalisation in a collective, recognition of 
differences (being incongruous with the norms) to perceiving a 
supervision group as normatively different (as the one which enables 
completeness by supplements and variegated innovativeness). Knowing 
the principle by which minorities function is for a supervisor important 
also from the perspective of understanding and regulating his own role in 
a supervision group, which should facilitate better work (here I mean 
more systematic and functional work in the role of a constructive 
minority). A supervisor should according to this thesis abandon the role 
of an expert authority and act as a model for his supervision group by 
applying the principles governing work of a functional minority – not so 
much by altering the patterns of those who are being supervised as by 
introducing changes in a collective and primarily by approaching the 
users (students, pupils, teachers, prisoners etc.). 
 
Basic principles governing functioning of minorities 
Two basic aspects of defining a minority are important for a supervisor: 
number of its members (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) and its attitude towards 
the norms of a majority (Martin & Hewstone, 2003a). With a minority I 
mean a small number of people (or even one person) in relation to a 
group as a whole, whose behaviour is perceived by a majority as anti-
normative. Social psychology had until 1967 primarily concerned itself 
with the ways others influence an individual (his behaviour, thinking, 
perception etc.). Then the experiments carried out by Moscovici and 
Faucheux showed that also reverse influences take place, that a 
minority influences a majority when its work is consistent. Consistency is 
always a sign of conviction and confidence in being different. By 
responding differently, a minority becomes evidently different, exposed, 
transparent, it becomes the one bringing conflict and doubt. Through its 
consistency a minority acts convincingly, thus introducing uncertainty 
concerning established norms, this consistency at the same time 
appears intransigent, which means that a majority can avoid unpleasant 
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conflicts only by coming closer to a minority (Moscovici, Lage & 
Naffrechoux, 1969). The process in which a consistent minority under 
certain conditions change a prevailing norm is called innovation. 
 
The process of innovation is always initiated by an individual or a 
minority by being different – for this it is enough that a minority lacks a 
certain norm. A minority triggers the process of innovation by a mere fact 
that a majority perceives it as such. Thus even an individual or a minority 
which is only in the process of integration into an existing group triggers 
the process of innovation by its lack of a norm (which already exists in a 
majority) and by being recognised by a majority as "the one who is 
entering". When a new member (also a supervisor) enters an existing 
group, possibly without an "antipode" for the existing norm of group 
members, this "non-existence" of a norm itself will for a majority present 
the source of certain conflict. This conflict will manifest in endeavours of 
a majority to align the "different" or the "new" with important norms of a 
group.  
 
According to the initial research carried out by Moscovici and his 
colleagues, minorities have far greater influence on majorities when they 
create a conflict in a majority's consensus by consistently different 
behaviour, firm and inflexible insistence, refusal of compromise and 
unwillingness to negotiate, yet some subsequent research modified this 
notion to some extent. It has been discovered (Mucchi-Faina, Maass & 
Volpato, 1991, Nemeth, Swedlund & Kanki 1974) that more original and 
flexible minorities, which are willing to negotiate and whose starting 
points are closer to those of a majority, have greater possibilities to 
implement changes since they do not require a majority to pass the 
boundary of acceptable (in this case a majority devaluating a minority 
and declares it extreme, stupid, so peculiar it does not deserve attention 
etc. More active (Kerr, 2002) and internal (Clark & Maass, 1988) 
minorities have greater chance to influence than rigid and external ones, 
their influence, however, does not depend so much on whether they are 
categorised as external or internal, it depends on frameworks and 
methodology (Volpato, Maass, Mucchi-Faina & Vitti, 1990). The 
objective consistency of a minority's behaviour is not as important as the 
fact that a majority perceives a minority's behaviour as consistent, that 
the message of a minority (mediated by its behaviour) is perceived by a 
majority as coherent, different, plausible, natural, in accordance with 
reality and objective (Turner, 1991), and that a minority is in its entirety 
perceived as convinced and trustworthy (Papastamou & Mugny, 1990). 
The change of established norms is facilitated by consistent behaviour of 
a minority, but it should not be extreme in regard to its contents, lest it 
causes the so-called boomerang effect (Mugny, 1975). Martin and 
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Hewstone (2003b) concluded that the influence of a minority depends on 
the contents of a message, on whether a minority follows or disregards 
the behaviour of a majority and on whether it brings personal positive or 
negative outcomes. Mucchi-Faina and Cicoletti (2006) established that 
minorities assert their starting points more easily in less important 
circumstances, while in important situations they trigger disparities 
(polarisation). Moscovici in Perez (2007) presuppose two basically very 
different kinds of minorities: active minorities and minorities in the role of 
a victim. An active minority in relation to a majority does not accept its 
norms and beliefs, thus triggering explicit, outwardly perceptible 
conflicts. The power of a minority can on the other hand derive from the 
injustices perpetrated by a majority in the past.  
 
The minority role of a supervision group 
A supervision group in the field of pedagogy (schools, kindergartens, 
educational institutions and homes, hostels etc.) normally does not 
include an entire collective but only a few individuals. The reason for this 
is either financial or the management’s decision about who within a 
collective needs some supervision. A combination of both is normal, and 
the number of participants in supervision groups is due to financial 
reasons limited, so the principle of volunteering prevails. Sometimes a 
supervision group forms as a consequence of some project in which a 
group of interested individuals has participated.  
 
The role of goals and aims of supervision in the formation of a 
supervision group as a minority 
The process of supervision enables a professional to gain insight into his 
own work. This insight is of course not necessarily pleasant, as it 
requires an individual to face his conduct and feelings which till then 
have not been given much thought. A person also confronts his own 
understandings and subjective theories which have been formed through 
repeated experiences. He thus critically re-examines them in a group, 
which means he again experiences – in a safe and understanding 
environment – the uncertainty and peculiarity of situations in which he 
has worked. Only in this way can one again make sense of them and 
thus find in his work new challenges and opportunities for professional 
development. We can learn from situations only by looking them as 
unique (Zorga & Vec, 2004). A supervision group helps individual with its 
way of problematisation and reflection on conduct and decisions 
(Hawkins & Shohet, 2006), as well as with continual questioning and 
looking at situations from different perspectives. The process of 
supervision in this way efficiently facilitates progress of professionals 
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who recognise and face the said conflict between their needs and the 
demands of society.  
 
Supervision thus also enables developing a more integrated personality 
– the higher the level of integration of a professional, the higher the 
levels of work responsibility he can assume. When professional skills 
and knowledge are appropriately integrated with one's personal 
characteristics, abilities and hypersensitivities, this enables a person to 
respond harmoniously at work and avoid burnout (Lange-Schmidt, 
1992). In this case people act in accordance with their thoughts, feelings 
and wishes, and at the same time follow professional doctrines and 
demands, as well as the factual possibilities in a concrete unique 
situation. This is possible when supervision enables the so-called 
systemic view of work (Hegeler, 1992, Muhl, 1992) and when 
supervision turns from the goals which are based on counselling models 
to social roles, phases of group development etc. (Carroll, 2006). 
"Supervision in the field of pedagogy is a special learning, 
developmental in supportive method, which enables teachers, educators 
and other workers in the field of pedagogy to gain new personal and 
professional insights through the integration of practical experiences and 
theoretical knowledge, thus building up professional identity and 
competence." (Zorga, 1995: 8) 
 
Supervision as a special method therefore stimulates participants to 
form a unique group culture, not only through specific knowledge, but 
primarily through: 

• intensive participation in a small group (meetings are frequent, 
they last a few hours, participants during meetings write down 
and share their reflections, everybody is active during each 
meeting, everybody is obliged to prepare a case for each 
meeting …), 

• exchange of practical experiences, which are as a rule related to 
intensive emotional experiences (the majority of cases presented 
in the process of supervision is "problem-oriented", i.e. people 
have not solved them the way they wanted, which evokes 
feelings of powerlessness, fear, frustration, shame etc.), 

• markedly personal participation, since it is carried out in a small 
group which provides intimacy, thus enabling insight into the 
mechanisms of personal backgrounds at professional work. 

 
This culture of a supervision group, viewed from the perspective of 
social-psychological characteristics, is established also by forming 
distinctly specific group norms (for each group). In this way certain 
knowledge, the manner and the contents of communication become a 
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habit and thus predictable, the clear structure of a group with 
characteristic roles, stable interpersonal relationships and defined 
expectations and goals is formed. These norms are "internal pointers" of 
behaviour (there is a willingness to act according to a norm because one 
perceives it as sensible, proper, "normal", taken for granted). Members 
of a supervision group act in accordance with the norms both when 
alone (it is true, however, that some accept them more "intimately") and 
within a wider collective, since the norms of a supervision group usually 
acquire the significance of reference groups' norms. 
 
The norms formed in a supervision group enhance reliability in deciding 
how to act in certain situations, especially in those which do not allow a 
uniform "recipe". In short – when the goal of supervision (harmonious 
regulation of one's thoughts, emotions and wishes, taking into account 
the professional doctrines, demands and factual possibilities in a 
concrete, unique situation) becomes normatively accepted by a group, 
individuals feel their opinions and beliefs are appropriate. This feeling of 
appropriateness when conforming to a norm will remain in those 
participating in a supervision group also when they are outside their 
supervision groups, it will manifest in their actions in a wider collective. 
Supervision therefore not only enables change of professional work in 
individuals who participate in it, but also affects the changing of an entire 
collective (through knowledge, convictions and the norms acquired in a 
supervision group). The relation of a supervision group towards those in 
a collective who are not included in a supervision group has – from the 
social-psychological point of view – all group dynamics characteristics of 
minorities. Apart from the fact that being different (which supervisees 
gradually begin to present to others in a collective) itself brings potential 
for conflicts, a supervision group functions also according to other 
principles governing work of a consistent minority (Turner, 1991). It thus 
follows:  

1. A supervision group as a minority disturbs the established norms 
and causes doubt and insecurity in other members of a 
collective. 

2. A supervision group is as a minority exposed and it draws attention 
to itself. 

3. It shows there are also other, alternative and coherent aspects of 
working with people. 

4. It expresses certainty, trust and commitment to those different 
views. 

5. Is sends messages that it will not move or compromise. 
6. This means the only possible solution for reinstitution of stability 

and cognitive coherence of a collective is that a majority comes 
closer to a minority. 
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To sum up – a supervision group brings changes to an entire collective 
by its consistently different conduct and ways of communication (which 
agrees with Moscovici's basic postulates about the functioning of 
minorities). When a member of a supervision group by his conduct and 
communication represents a minority, he will have greater influence on a 
majority (its norms, behaviour, communication, decisions etc.) if he is 
consistent in conduct and communication (on his own, over time and 
with other members of a group). Consistency is an important element of 
opinion change in a majority as it in the process manifests conviction 
and confidence in being different, which is advocated by a minority. A 
minority's consistency is perceived by a majority as firmness and 
intransigence, a majority is thus forced to reflect on or doubt its 
standpoints, norms, conduct etc. In some cases an individual in the role 
of a minority will have more influence if he conforms at the beginning (in 
accordance with a majority) and only later act in a different way. One 
should bear in mind that consistency enables everybody in the role of 
minority to influence others (members of a majority) even if they – which 
is often the case – do not publicly acknowledge, show or admit this. 
 
Supervisors in the role of minorities 
Viewing a supervision group as a minority – due to similar group 
dynamics – may be new and unusual, yet the thesis that a supervisor, 
too, represents the so-called active minority within a supervision group is 
even more radical. The simplest way to define the position of a 
supervisor in a supervision group in social-psychological terms is to 
apply the term social power. French and Raven were in 1959 the first to 
write (Raven, 1992) that "social power is a potential influence", which 
meant the ability and possibility to influence someone else, thus only a 
possible influence which may or may not be used. It follows from such 
definition that influence is the change in behaviour of a person over 
whom someone else exerts power (Collins & Raven, 1969). 
 
Forms of social power and their use in the role of a supervisor 
Since the most frequently cited and consequently influential is the 
definition of different forms of social power (French & Raven, 1959, 
Raven, 1992), we will look at it and try to apply it in connection with the 
supervisor's role in a supervision group: 
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a) Information power means someone possesses the information which 
others in a group do not, though they ascribe certain value to this 
information. Raven (1992) says we could distinguish: 
 

• power of direct information, and 
• power of indirect information. 

 
Information power is the one a supervisor should renounce as it may 
easily push him into the role of a mentor. A mentor is supposed to 
instruct and inform on something participants are usually not well 
informed about or not familiar with at all. This of course means that a 
supervisor in the process of supervision does not convey data which 
would facilitate one's professional work. It would be prudent, however, 
that a supervisor in the initial phase of reaching an agreement on 
supervision with participants clearly rejects their expectations that he will 
be the one to tell them what/how/when to do, with what purpose etc. in 
the situations supervisees describe. 
 
b) Reward power – an individual can grant rewards to others when they 
behave according to his expectations (or withdraw rewards when they 
fail to behave in that manner). This power was later further divided into: 
 
impersonal rewarding (when merely granting a reward), and 
personal rewarding (when rewarding is connected with some relation – 
either positive or negative – between the one who rewards and the one 
who is rewarded). 
 
c) Coercive power – an individual can use negative conditioning and 
punishment in relation with others. Punishment comprises the entire 
spectrum from corporal and verbal punishment to subtle forms of non-
verbal messages of rejection. Like rewarding, it is further divided into: 
 

o impersonal coercion, and 
o personal coercion. 

 
A supervisor should (in view of the goals and basic assumptions of 
supervision) already in the process of reaching an agreement eliminate 
all so-called external motivations (rewards and punishments) which 
might stimulate participation/non-participation and contribute to the work 
in a supervision group. This can be much easier done if a supervisor at 
the beginning clearly states his attitude towards impersonal rewarding, 
while he cannot avoid personal rewarding (because some participants 
will perceive his behaviour and communication as such). The question 
arises whether one should try to avoid it at all, since paying directed, 
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systematic, focused etc. attention to the one who represents a case 
constitutes a peculiar reward for a participant in a supervision group. 
The same holds true for personal and impersonal coercion. The latter 
due to its clear manifestation in a group sometimes helps discontinue 
some dysfunctional or even inappropriate acts in practice. 
 
d) Legitimate power or the so-called formal power – an individual can 
have it due to his situation, formal role, title, mandate ... It derives from 
internalised values of an individual (O) according to which other 
individual (P) has a legitimate right to influence O, and the latter has to 
accept him and pay regard to him (e.g. in the army) – even when P is 
absent. An "authority" (the one who exerts legitimate power) is 
sometimes equated with the generalised concept "social power". An 
authority is only one of the possible kinds of power. This power is further 
divided into: 
 

• formal legitimacy (it refers to legitimate power derived from one's 
formal position), 

• legitimacy of reciprocity (Raven maintains it is based on social 
norms which constitute obligation to perform something; e.g.: "I 
did this for you, so you should feel obliged to do it for me."), 

• legitimacy of equity (e.g.: "I worked hard and suffered, so I have 
the right to demand a favour from you.") 

• legitimacy of dependence or powerlessness (according to which 
we are "normatively obliged" to help those who are helpless and 
depend on us). 

 
Legitimate power is the one a supervisor (at least in case he adheres to 
the so-called developmental-educational model) should openly renounce 
already when beginning the negotiations for supervision (in other case 
the process leads to a model of control, which is sometimes mistaken for 
supervision). 
  
e) Professional power (expert power) – this is manifested when a person 
has knowledge and/or abilities which are important for other members of 
a group. Professional power is further divided into: 
 

• positive professional power (when a person in fact does 
something a professional expects of him), and 

• negative professional power (when a person does exactly the 
opposite of what a professional expects of him, this implies the 
so-called "boomerang effect"). 
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A supervisor should primarily make an impression of a professional 
authority in a supervision group. Yet the opinions on whether his 
professional power should be based on the knowledge of supervisees' 
field of work are quite divided. Sound knowledge of their professional 
work can on one hand help him to understand and lead him to solutions, 
yet on the other hand the very same knowledge may tempt him to give 
advice (which is the role of consultants and mentors) or make him adopt 
a precisely defined personal style of problem-solving.  
 
A supervisor should nonetheless definitely posses professional power in 
his particular line of work so as to be able to lead the process of 
supervision. Here I mean not only familiarity with supervision but also 
(especially when supervision is carried out in a group) familiarity with 
group dynamics, as well as with the principles governing the functioning 
of minorities. Here we should take into account: 
 
- When we do not act and communicate like a majority, we expose 
ourselves, become distinct, recognisable. A supervisor is thus 
recognisable as "special" or "different" not only because he comes into a 
collective or a group from elsewhere, but also because he in most cases 
introduces different approaches and considerations (e.g. about feeling of 
responsibility for the results of work, work goals, competences etc.). 
 
- Altering what has been firmly established (by a majority) always 
creates conflict. If a supervisor is aware of that, he can perceive conflicts 
as something "normal", an integral part of the process of change (within 
a supervision group and in a wider collective), thus as something 
positive, and he can present it to the participants in a supervision group 
as such. 
 
- Altering what has been firmly established can have different 
consequences. These are sometimes desired (coming closer), while at 
other times they lead to refusal or (sometimes only temporary) 
polarisation (when a majority more forcibly defends its firmly established 
opinions or standpoints). It is important for a supervisor to be familiar 
with both – the situations which create or intensify refusal and 
polarisation, and efficient ways to introduce constructive changes.  
 
- The most important element of change is consistency which a 
supervisor derives not only from his beliefs (which may be more or less 
realistic, professional, feasible), but also from his awareness of his own 
competences, roles, abilities, possibilities, responsibilities, limits … This 
can be attained only through years of experiences in direct practice and 
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in work with groups, continual self-supervision, reflective and critical 
judgment of one's own work and communication. 
 
f) Referent power – this power can be possessed by those towards 
whom others are favourably disposed (imitation and identification are 
usually the case here), e.g.: parents, educators ... Referent power, like 
professional power, was later on divided into: 
 

• Positive referent power, and 
• negative referent power. 

 
A supervisor usually gains positive referent power already with his 
humane and benevolent disposition (which makes participants feel 
respected, intimate and accepted), yet he gains it also with an 
appropriate way of communication (frank, clear, direct …), particularly 
during conflicts. A supervisor with his work serves as a model of how to 
form referent power in a group and how to work in this capacity. He 
should at the same time help supervisees to form their own inner 
supervisor. This means that each participant re-evaluates his own 
procedures, forms his own system for critical reviewing of these 
procedures, establishes his own mechanisms which enables him to 
more systematically and truly accept, monitor and maintain his own and 
common goals, limits of competences and other important factors which 
are relevant for professional work. 
 
 
Implications of a supervision group's work and/or a supervisor's 
work as a minority  
Already Moscovici and Faucheux (1972) speak of three possible 
resolutions of the conflict which a minority provoked with its being 
different: a majority coming closer to a minority, polarisation, and 
avoidance of a minority, which is manifested by distrust. Polarisation and 
avoidance were later sometimes referred to as the process of 
divergence, while approaching was termed validation, e.g. Mucchi-Faina 
and Cicoletti (2006).  
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a) Polarisation 
Polarisation is manifested by a complete refusal of a proposed new 
norm and the reinforcement of existing standpoints, opinions, norms, 
standards. Most of the initial studies showed that the desired influence of 
a minority on a majority will not occur if differences between a minority 
and a majority are too great. Moscovici and his colleagues carried out a 
series of experiments in the filed of polarisation – they found out that 
group discussion leads to polarisation in the field of social judgments, it 
is related to cognitive simplifications and is essentially normative in 
nature (Moscovici & Néve, 1971), that it is related to group interaction in 
the field of personal perception (Moscovici, Zavalloni & Weinberger, 
1972), that only complex judgments trigger polarisation (Moscovici, 
Zavalloni & Louis-Guerin, 1972) etc. These studies of polarisation in fact 
also confirmed the statement by Moscovici and Faucheux (1972) that a 
minority's influence always occur, the only difference is that it occurs in 
the reverse direction from the expected and desired (though in some 
situations polarisation can be a goal, too, as it enables better starting 
points for negotiating). Polarisation can be thus also considered a result 
of influences.  
 
As has been already mentioned, every perceived difference can lead to 
polarisation. A supervisor in his work often applies alternative, different, 
innovative, unusual approaches to professional work, while members of 
a supervision group are usually a kind of initiators of innovative views 
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and approaches in their collective. Being different itself stimulates others 
(a majority) to seek solutions in a more creative manner, Nemeth and 
Wachtler (1983) considered this as one of more important implications of 
a minority's influence. For this reason polarisation should not be 
regarded as something extraordinary and "abnormal". More important 
than the phenomenon of polarisation should for a supervisor be the 
question of how to proceed from that point on – regardless of whether it 
occurs in a supervision group (due to a supervisor's work) or in a 
collective (due to the work of a supervision group's members). When a 
supervisor experience polarisation as something unusual, unnecessary 
or even personal (taking it personally), there will be danger that he will 
deal with it in an inappropriate manner. 
 
b) Avoidance 
Avoidance as a result of the influence occurs when a majority can find 
the cause of differences between itself and a minority in a minority's 
peculiarities. If a supervision group is thus in the eyes of a collective so 
special, different, "weird", deviant, that a majority can perceive it as 
inappropriate or incompetent, then it "can" also neglect all its ideas, 
thoughts, judgments …, since everything it expresses is unimportant for 
a majority. If a supervisor in his work repeatedly encounters avoidance 
by the members of a supervision group, he should primarily reflect on his 
own conduct (not alone but through consultation, supervision or 
therapy). He simply cannot carry out supervision if participants do not 
perceive him as a competent leader. Yet when avoidance occurs in the 
relation between a supervision group and the rest of a collective, it can 
become a subject of supervision itself (whose goal would be adopting 
new ways of a minority's work, which will be discussed later). 
  
Avoidance is the consequence of innovation which is, unlike polarisation, 
less desirable phenomenon in the relation between a collective and the 
members of a supervision group. It proves that a majority has begun to 
perceive a professional as deviant and incompetent, consequently 
ignoring all his professional work. Avoidance means high probability that 
the one who experiences it has taken the position of an anti-conformist 
in a group. And if a supervisor is in a certain period perceived as such by 
the members of a supervision group, they can be further motivated to 
seek different, less usual solutions for their cases. A greater problem 
arises, however, when a majority (in a collective or in a supervision 
group) begins to perceive someone as a habitual opposer, the one who 
always opposes and is motivated by opposing itself – when he is 
perceived as the one who will oppose (every proposal, standpoint, 
conduct, procedure etc.) without sufficient professional arguments and 
because of some reasons of his own (because he is inexperienced, too 
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young, weird, deviant, corrupt, excessively theoretical, unprofessional, 
because he in this way tries to solve his own problems etc.). Social 
perception can become social reality, which means that he will be 
treated in this way (he will be avoided) already if he is perceived as an 
anti-conformist and regardless of his real behaviour. A supervisor should 
for this reason plan a strategy for influencing the way he is perceived by 
the members of a supervision group also when in reality he does not act 
as an anti-conformist.  
 
c) Coming closer – integration of basic principles governing 
constructive work of a supervision group and of a supervisor as a 
minority 
A minority can also trigger the process of coming closer (Moscovici and 
Faucheux, 1972) – the introduction of a new norm which has been 
considerably transformed by a minority. Moscovici elaborated this 
process in his theory of conversion (1980), according to which we should 
distinguish not only two types of relations which constitute social 
pressure (pressure of power and power of influence) but also two 
different processes: influence of a majority over a minority and vice 
versa. From this Moscovici assumes the existence of two forms of social 
behaviour: lenience (change in behaviour of a minority) and conversion 
(change in attitude of a majority). Laurens and Moscovici, (2005) talk 
also of the so-called self-conversion – a process in which an individual 
persuades himself of something while attempting to influence others. 
Coming closer and conversion are both recognised as two important 
goals of supervision. 
 
What has been said is depicted in the "net" of possibilities for 
constructive actions, which takes into account the findings of different 
studies explaining when a minority can be successful (not only 
influential!) in its endeavours to make a majority adopt its standpoints, 
opinions, convictions and conduct or to make a majority again normalise 
its norms or to attain conversion in a majority (in its conduct, thinking, 
standpoints etc.).  
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A supervisor, who in the role of an "external" minority enters a 
supervision group, and the members of a s supervision groups, who 
want to spread the "difference" in the wider collective, have many 
constructive2 possibilities and procedures which increase the probability 
that a different view will become the view of a wider group: 
 
o Permanency or consistency of conduct and communication is 

undoubtedly the basic factor (which was discussed already by 
Moscovici) – the more consistent is a supervision group, the greater 
influence it has on the rest of a collective. A minority's consistency of 
behaviour is itself not so important as the fact that it is recognised as 

                                                 
2 Here I point out constructive possibilities, as there are also a series of non-constructive 
actions which sometimes even sooner cause (temporary) changes, yet in the long term 
they can be – due to the manner in which they are performed – dysfunctional or even 
harmful, both for the representatives of a minority and those of a majority (e.g. 
manipulation, distortion, doctoring of data, threats, pressures, bribes etc.). 
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such by the majority of a group and the fact that minority is then 
attributed self-confidence, autonomy etc. by a majority. For a 
majority to recognise consistency in the behaviour of a minority, a 
minority must behave in a transparent way, show its autonomy, show 
it is different and draw the attention of others to itself. 

o The influence of a minority sometimes increases the feeling that 
some injustice was done in the past. 

o Graduality (the principle of small steps, taking into account the 
stages which have to be consolidated first in order to carry on with 
novelties) is a principle which does not only ensure good functioning 
of a minority but also facilitates any change and development. In 
regard to graduality we should also highlight the fact that once a 
majority consents to the first (no matter how small) change, it 
becomes more improbable that it will resist further changes. And with 
each subsequent change it accepts it becomes harder for it to 
abandon the process of change (this effect is well known also among 
sales representatives, who know that the deal is almost closed the 
moment a buyer let them in). 

o By repetition a minority makes sure that a majority cannot ignore it 
(in fact or only seemingly). It is unobtrusive repetition that draws 
attention and "forces" a majority to take an interest in a minority in 
the first place (if for no other reason than because "it must be 
something to it, otherwise one would not keep on repeating one and 
the same thing"). 

o Argumentation; knowing reasons, causes, consequences, intentions 
etc. gives changes logicality and rationality which are difficult to 
reject – providing the arguments of a minority are real! Stating unreal 
arguments (also those in which a minority "merely" exaggerates) is in 
the long term harmful for a minority (as they later provide an excuse 
for a majority to disregard also valid, "real" arguments). 

o Verbal and non-verbal persuasiveness confirms that those in the role 
of a minority are in fact convinced that their ideas are correct – when 
they are in such situation, they act congruently. 

o Determination and assertiveness are also manners of conduct which 
reflect stability and importance of a minority's convictions, and this 
more readily triggers conversion in a majority than hesitation, 
vagueness, "indifference". 

o The influence of its actions is increased when a minority displays the 
above factors vigorously and "zealously", therefore in a way which 
reassures that a minority will not lack will and energy to carry on with 
possible initiated changes also in the future. A majority tend to avoid 
change when it gets the impression that a minority will only trigger 
change, while a majority will have to deal with inconveniences 
stemming from its long-term implementation. 
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o Tolerance (concerning contents and manner of action) often enables 
a minority to prevent polarisation (the boomerang effect) and 
avoidance (a majority devaluating a minority and declaring it 
extreme, stupid or so special that one need not take it seriously). If a 
supervisor and a minority are tolerant, then the majority a staff room 
will not perceive it as extreme to a degree which makes all its ideas 
infeasible. 

o Flexibility of a minority (which should not convey indecisiveness) 
facilitates the introduction of novelties in a majority – especially when 
a minority includes into its ideas some elements of the ideas 
advocated by a majority. In such cases the members of a majority 
tend to feel that changes have been to some extent their own 
decision and consequently feel less decrease in status if they 
publicly and openly accept the ideas of a minority. 

o Each newly acquired supporter of an idea talks about the increased 
power of a minority. A supervisor or a minority can here use two 
different tactics with a majority: (1) he/it tries to detect "weak links", 
influence them and make them his/its allies (such acquisition of 
supporters is not difficult, though it can take more time, a minority's 
power grows gradually); (2) he/it focuses on persuading "the 
strongest link", the leader of a majority (if he/it is successful with him, 
then most of others will follow suit quickly and to a larger extent) – 
the problem with the second tactic is that if a minority fails to gain a 
leader’s support for its idea, then the ideas of a majority will be at the 
end of this process even more firm and any change more difficult. 

o A minority will more readily introduce changes in the fields where it is 
recognised by a majority as credible and competent. Here we should 
bear in mind that the use of non-constructive methods while 
introducing changes in the past affects the perception of a minority 
as either credible or not. Thus even if a minority manages to 
influence a majority, for example by manipulation, it may lose 
credibility in potential innovations in the future.  

o Reality and objectivity in a minority's approach reduce the possibility 
that a majority will perceive it as deviant in general and have an 
excuse to ignore its ideas (also when they are realistic and 
objective). If a minority tries to introduce unrealistic ideas and 
proposals, it will appear untrustworthy and incompetent, and vice 
versa – if a majority does not attribute the introduction of changes to 
the different nature of a minority but to objective circumstances, it will 
more easily agree on changes. 

o Taking into account circumstances is in fact flexibility in its own 
reality, since a minority has to adjust the introduction of change to 
present and (possibly) changed circumstances (objective, social, 
cultural, developmental, those pertaining to thinking and values etc.). 
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ROMANIAN ETHNIC GROUP AND THE PROBLEMS 
WITH THEIR SITUATION IN SLOVENIAN SCHOOLS 

AND IN EDUCATION 

Nevenka Podgornik1 

Abstract  
The social exclusion of Romani in Slovenia is complicated and multi-
dimensional. The Romani are a marginalized social group, their social 
position is distinctly inferior to the majority of the population, as in the 
material sphere as with education, the profession and the employment 
opportunities. Because of their low socio-economic and ethnic status, 
the Romani do not attain the same possibilities of integration in the 
educational system. In Slovenia, like in the other states of the EU, the 
problems with the lower education level are present with the immigrants 
too. The article exposes the educational and the employment 
opportunities for Romani and the immigrants in Slovenia. 
 
Key words: immigrants, Romani, Slovenian schools, education, 
employment, inclusion 
 
The situation of the immigrants and of their children in the 
Slovenian educational system 
In the last years in Slovenia, the migration movement from foreign 
countries has grown stronger. Compared with the period from 2000 to 
2004, in 2006 the number of immigrants augmented for 2,5 times, or 
slightly more than 20.000. Among them the citizens of Slovakia are 
prevailing all the countries in the EU, in 2006 there were 25,8 % of them 
(SURS, Meddržavne selitve po državljanstvu, Slovenija, 2007). For 
Slovenia, like for all the EU members, is typical for the immigrants to 
have a lower educational level. Among the active workers that come to 
Slovenia in 2005, the majority (60,9 %) has finished elementary school, 
30,6% had secondary school education and only 6,3% of them had a 
higher education. According to a research comparing the educational 
structure of the immigrants and the entire Slovenian population, quoted 
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by Mojca Medvešček (2007), the educational structure of the 
descendants of immigrants from ex-Yugoslavia is slightly lower than the 
educational structure of the entire population. The analysis of the 
educational structure of 84.909 citizens, immigrant's descendants, that 
took part in the research, showed us that the immigrant’s descendants 
have an educational structure comparable to the one of the majority of 
the population and so, a higher educational structure than the 
immigrants. 
 
Mojca Peček (2005) establishes that the Slovenian school legislation is 
contradictory in itself. From the aspect of general principles, the school 
legislation is about the school justness, the principle of equal possibilities 
with the right of each other’s individuality, but it denies it on the 
realization level. Within the school system them immigrant’s children are 
not getting the necessary attention from the department and the 
politicians, consecutively neither from the teachers.  
 
For the inclusion of all the students, the role of the teacher is 
fundamental, that’s why the response of Slovenian teachers to 
immigrant’s children from ex-Yugoslavia, presented in a research done 
by Irena Lesar (2005), is alarming. The results of the research shows 
that Slovenian teachers feels less responsible for the school 
achievements of an immigrant child that for the success of other children 
and that they don’t feel responsible for a successful social inclusion of 
an immigrant’s child in the class. The teacher’s feeling of irresponsibility 
for immigrants children, recognized in the research, requires an 
emphasize of the relations inside the educational system, a necessity to 
sensitize the teachers for what the children need and a qualification for 
intercultural education. It’s well known that a mono-cultural school 
system (such in Germany) does not provoke a reduction of the 
educational possibilities just of immigrants children, but also of local 
children.  
 
Mojca Medvešek (2006) estimates that the Slovenian educational 
system, which transmits from generation to generation just the 
predominant ‘Slovenian’ culture without considering other cultural and 
ethnic groups present in Slovenia in big numbers, is very problematic. 
The author quotes the results of the PSIP research (The perception of 
the Slovenian integration politics) which show us that the immigrants and 
their children have different experiences in the educational system, from 
positive to negative ones. Above all, the research proves the 
incompatibility between what the educational system offers and what the 
immigrants and their children want and need. There is more and more 
immigrant’s children that are being treated differently in schools because 
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of their ethnical appurtenance; they are indirectly discriminated by the 
teachers, the rest of the classmates, coming from a different ethnical 
group, do not accept them. At the same time the educational system 
does not offer to the majority community an adequate knowledge of the 
ethnical heterogeneity of Slovenia’s inhabitants, of their cultural and 
linguistic characteristics, of the concept of a Slovenian nation that 
includes all the citizens in the Slovenian society, and consequently, of a 
knowledge that would enable the development of respect for ethnical 
and cultural differences (Medvešek 2006: 124).  
 
Foreign children or persons without a Slovenian citizenship living in 
Slovenia have the right to an obligatory elementary school education on 
the same conditions as Slovenian citizens, but there is only one 
International elementary school in Slovenia (Ljubljana) that has also an 
international kindergarten. In 2006 there was 114 scholars from 41 
countries attending this international school and there was 30 infants in 
the kindergarten. The others, from all the 4.562 children of foreign 
nationals (data from December 2006), were integrated in the regular 
elementary education. This children have only one supplemental hour of 
Slovenian language per week. That is really not enough, especially 
because their low results are attributed to their language deficiency, 
which they cannot compensate during the educational process. 
 
The researchers state that the language is precisely the biggest obstacle for 
the Romani, other immigrants and their children. At the school beginning, the 
mastering of Slovenian language by the Romani scholars and immigrants 
children is very poor, they cannot express themselves very well, they tend to 
answer just with single words, they form phrases that way, they confound 
the gender, etc. (Stvarnik 1998). The linguistic differences among children 
from different social classes are an important factor of scholar efficiency. The 
researchers state that a lot of the differences rising among children from 
different social classes and social environments can be explained to a great 
extend by unequal verbal abilities. The language is an obstacle for the 
reception and understanding of the educational contents, because the 
Romani grow up in a Romanian speaking environment and a lot of them do 
not hear Slovenian language until they enter the school or kindergarten. 
They do not have the possibility to get the necessary basic education in their 
native language. 
 
Educational achievements of Romani children 
The data, quoted by The strategy of Romani education in the Republic of 
Slovenia (2004 : 10), about the inclusion of Romani children and adults 
in educational and training programs show us that the Romani still do 
not attain a proper educational level. However the number of Romani 
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children entering the kindergarten and elementary schools and children 
that attend the elementary school regularly is increasing. According to 
the Ministry of School and Sport’s data, in 2008 there were 1658 
children included in the elementary school educational departments and 
139 children in the adapted departments. It’s not possible to determine 
the percentage of school-age children, because their actual number is 
only estimated. There are from 7.000 to 12.000 of them living in 
Slovenia. Compared to other children, the Romani scholars attain very 
low results and a lot of them also redouble the year. A lot of these 
children fulfill all of their scholar duties, but they do not finish elementary 
school’s last year. They quit the school in 6, 5 or 4 grade. Most of them, 
especially girls, they quit school right after finishing the obligatory 
education, if not before. According to this data there is a low number of 
Romani students and scholars, which is characteristic.  
 
The low learning results of Romani children and the big number of 
Romani children in the adjusted programs, compared to the number of 
all the school-aged children, directs our attention to the children’s 
classification, influenced by their school failure and behavior problems, 
without recognizing and admitting other causes for their failure (social-
economic status, lack of language knowledge, culture,…). Without a 
doubt the Romani in Slovenia are one of the most stigmatized and 
discriminated groups.  
 
Avsec (1999: 107) warns us that we often hear complaints about 
Romani children in schools of being problematic, aggressive, violent, 
inactive, inadaptable, educationally neglected and that they terrorize and 
have a negative influence on non-Romani scholars, etc. But we do not 
ask ourselves enough how a Romani child feels and experiences in a 
group of foreign coevals. And if we put ourselves in his shoes we can 
see a series of factors that indicates discrimination, deprivation and a 
violation of children’s rights. 
 
In accordance with a low educational level of Romani, there is a high 
percentage of unemployed workers (95% of unemployed Romani adults 
have only the 1st scholar degree, most of them did not finish elementary 
school). According to a research, quoted by Smerdu (1999), the 
educational structure of the parents shows that only 10,3% of them 
finished elementary school, 71% did not finish it and 15,7% were without 
elementary school. 3,2% of the parents had vocational and incomplete 
secondary school. The educational deficit is visible in particular with the 
mothers. The educational structure is closely linked to the parents 
occupational structure. 
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There was 89% of unskilled workers, 7% of semiskilled, 4% of qualified 
and only one highly qualified worker. It was the same with the parents 
employment. 56% of the parents was unemployed, 3,6% periodically 
employed, 27% employed regularly and 13,6% employed in a foreign 
country. Smerdu states that the children of employed parents go to 
school more regularly (Smerdu 1999: 114). We conclude that parent’s 
education and employment have a big influence on the living conditions 
and educational possibilities of a child.  
 
The people accountable in Slovenian Republic are aware of the unjust 
situation of Romani in our country and they try to solve and improve the 
situation of Romani children in the Slovenian elementary schools by 
adopting new documents (Directives to adapt the elementary school’s 
program to Romani scholars, Directives to carry out the program for the 
9-years elementary school for Romani scholars, Supplement for the 
kindergarten’s curriculum for work with Romani children). 
 
The earlier practical work showed that children integrated in a 
department with non-Romani children achieved better results than 
children integrated in departments meant only for Romani children. The 
separation of Romani and non-Romani children leads to a negative 
accentuation and marking of their differences and strangeness, which 
increase the segregation of Romani scholars and at the same time make 
it impossible for them to preserve and express the multiculturalism, their 
own identity as Romani that we have no right to change or erase. 
 
The strategy of educational and social politics 
Besides all the documents for the rise of the educational level and a 
better social inclusion of Romani children, we are starting with a nursery 
education for Romani children. This preschool education is executed by 
the Kindergarten's law, which determines the rights of the Romani 
community in the article no7, and in the principles it defends equal 
possibilities and a consideration of the differences among children (Ur. l. 
RS št. 12/96). 
 
In 2002 the Professional council accepted the Supplement for the 
kindergarten’s curriculum for work with Romani children with the 
intention of offering ‘help to the leading and professional workers in the 
kindergarten by creating the conditions for realizing the Romani 
children’s rights to equal possibilities’ (Supplement for the kindergarten’s 
curriculum… 2002: 3). In the document there are exposed parts and 
competences of the professional workers in the educational process of 
Romani children. The written principles take into consideration the 
Romani’s rights to diversity, to speaking in their own language and to 
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preserve their Romani identity. In this document the kindergarten is 
defined as ‘an environment where everyone has equal possibilities to 
become a part of an activity and everyday life, regardless of the gender, 
physical and mental constitution, national citizenship, cultural origins, 
religious belief, etc.’ (Supplement for the kindergarten’s curriculum… 
2002: 4). The professional workers have a duty to pass the values and 
methods for a different perception and understanding of other cultures 
and people of different races.  
 
The principle of collaboration with the parents stimulate the 
establishment of more cooperative relations between an educational 
institution and the parents, which means a good investment for the work 
and progress on different life spheres of the Romani.  
 
In the document there is also mentioned a positive practical work of 
introducing Romani assistants into kindergartens with Romani children, 
which is starting to get enforced in some Slovenian kindergartens.  
 
The ordinance of normative and cadre conditions for the performing of 
preschool education (1997) is positively discriminatory for the Romani, 
for it defines that that the Department of Romani children can be formed 
when there is at least 5 children enrolled, while in the other departments 
of the first-age period there has to be at least 9 children in homogeneous 
and 7 children in heterogeneous departments, in the second-age period 
departments there has to be at least 17 children in homogeneous and 14 
children in heterogeneous departments. 
 
Elementary school’s education of Romani community members is 
performed in accordance with the general Law of elementary schools 
and other directives. The law states that children of Slovenian citizens, 
whose native language is not Slovenian, must have school courses of 
their native language and culture and also courses of Slovenian 
language. 
 
The program of arrangements to help the Romani in the Slovenian 
Republic from 1995 was assigned by the Ministry Of Education and 
Sports in individual collaboration with the communes to ensure the 
inclusion to educational programs to Romani children at least two years 
before entering the school. The Ministry Of Education and Sports gives 
financial support for school’s initiatives to encourage the Romani 
children’s integration, among other things the extended stay in school, 
researching camps, activities of interest and other activities. It assures 
also the performing of professional exercises to develop the education 
and instruction of Romani children in the kindergartens and also schools. 
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Beside some appropriate prepared guidelines for the adaptation of the 
educational program to Romani children, there should have been a 
group of experts created to prepare a specific method of teaching the 
Slovenian language to Romani scholars, but we did not find any 
information of a group like that starting to work till this day. 
 
The Ministry Of Education and Sports vows The program of 
arrangements to help the Romani in the Slovenian Republic (1995: 2) to 
ensure the means for school meals for Romani scholars and the support 
for buying appropriate and quality school requisites, to assure a 
scholarship to every Romani student who will decide to study pedagogy 
and to finance the researches that will contribute to the understanding of 
Romani children’s problems with the integration in the educational 
processes. The state also ensured the means for the first exercise book 
for teaching Romani language. The Ministry also assures additional 
means for subsidized school meals for all the scholars and increases the 
subsidy for school meals to all the schools for half of the registered 
Romani scholars (Report about the Romani’s situation in Slovenian 
Republic, 2004: 27). 
 
The Council of The Republic of Slovenia for General Education adopted 
the directives for the adaptation of the program for Romani scholars and 
prepared a program of supplementary education for Romani children. 
Besides these provisions The Act of organization and financing for 
education (1996) ensures the means for the preparation and subsidized 
prices of textbooks and teaching aids for elementary schools, for 
national community schools, for the education of Slovenian citizens and 
immigrants abroad and for Romani and a part of the means from the 
state budget for the elementary school education of Romani. The 
Ministry Of Education also determines special norms and standards for 
Romani children’s education (among other things: teaching commitment 
of professional workers, criteria of advisory service formation, libraries, 
technical service, administrative-accounting services and criteria for 
departments and groups formation, for expenses evaluation and 
standards for the equipment and space). 
 
In the continuation all the key documents classify the Romani among the 
most vulnerable groups of our community, with the biggest risk of 
poverty and social exclusion. The national action project of social 
inclusion for the period 2005 – 2010 mentions and places among the key 
challenges the rise of employment levels for the Romani community. 
There is especially stated the program of The Ministry of Culture of The 
Republic of Slovenia, designed for the protection of cultural rights of 
minority and ethnical communities, because a creative cultural life 
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contributes to a social cohesion. In the chapter about the prevention of 
discrimination, the respect of cultural differences in all the spheres of 
social life is on top of all the long-term goals.  
 
The sphere of the Romani inclusion into the educational process 
includes also the enforcement of the right to respect the Romani 
language and culture. 
 
Besides the quoted statements, the action plan for the period 2004 – 
2006 has already pursued the following goals: 
 
• To ensure the conditions to attain the learning standards that are 

necessary for further education (the lowering or deviation from 
learning standards is not acceptable for the Romani); 

• The inclusion into a bigger community so that the education in the 
curriculum ensures the principles and the values of equality in 
accordance with the social equity (casting away the prejudices, 
getting closer to universal values); 

• To encourage the education of Romani adults (The national action 
project… 2004: 26). 

 
The national action program for employment 2004 (NAP), among all the 
structural problems of individual target groups, mentions the Romani 
situation to whom the state of employment market is not favorable. It is 
necessary to dismiss the causes of unemployment and to continue the 
rearrangement of means designed for passive forms of help into active 
measures. The action program anticipates that in the future Slovenia will 
stimulate the activity of non-governmental organizations in the field of 
education and, among other things, even in the field of intercultural 
education. The NAP states that, in the chapter about the integration and 
the fight against discrimination in the employment market, this field is an 
important factor for the strengthening of the social cohesion. At the 
presentation in Brussels the Slovenian NAP 2004 was estimated as a 
good groundwork for performing the politics for an effective execution of 
the European strategy of employment in practice and at the same time it 
is a groundwork for a successful acquirement of funds from the 
European social fund and an experiences exchange and good practices 
with other European countries (Klopčič: 35-37). 
 
For the first key challenge of the social inclusion in Slovenia in the field 
of unemployment The collective memorandum about social inclusion 
(2003) mentions the redirection of the activities from inactive forms of 
help to active forms, especially the ones that eliminate the causes of 
unemployment, the most important among them are a low educational 
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level and unsuitable professional qualifications, and the problems with 
job searching. Beside that, there should be employment possibilities 
even for the most vulnerable groups that are confronted with a train of 
social exclusion problems and are the most distant from the employment 
market.  
 
The augmentation of the money invested in the population’s education 
remains one of the most important long-term politics for preventing 
poverty and social exclusion. There is a special attention designed for 
developing and expanding the culture of lifelong learning. 
 
The inclusion of young people in the educational process is augmenting, 
but the decrease is still relatively high, especially with lower vocational 
training. Taking into account that every individual who drop out of school 
before getting a suitable job, lowers his employment chances, the 
lowering of decrease in secondary schools is still one of the key 
strategies in the fight with social exclusion (The collective memorandum 
about social inclusion, 2003: 13-14).  
 
The object of the Action program for employing workless Romani 2003 – 
2006 (2003) is to raise the employment possibilities of Romani and to 
lower the number of workless Romani with the following measures: the 
inclusion of young workless Romani in elementary and vocational 
school, the inclusion of adult Romani in programs for subsidized 
workplaces (in collaboration with Romani associations and local 
communities), creating public works (for help with studying) to lower the 
school decrease, employing Romani counselors in the office of The 
Employment office (The collective memorandum: 17). 
 
The most part of the Romani has a low educational level and problems 
in daily communication. Because of an insufficient knowledge of the 
Slovenian language the Romani children have problems entering the 
kindergarten or elementary school, where the Romani language is not 
known and there is no proper textbooks at disposal. Like we already 
stated that is also the reason for the large number of Romani children 
attending elementary schools with an adapted program.  
 
The European commission stimulates the Republic of Slovenia to make 
more efforts in including the Romani children in the regular education. 
 
Among all the attempts to improve the Romani situation not recognized 
as successful, we mention The Law of the Romani community (2007) . It 
is another document that manages other’s rights without their 
participation and not considering their needs and requests. In spite of 
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the fact that this law was not adopted, the parliament of the Republic of 
Slovenia adopted it in March 2007, although it does not solve two of the 
most important problems that concern the Romani: schooling and 
including the Romani into society. The simulations of the law’s 
implementation in everyday life did not take place.  
 
The Office of Legislation of the Republic of Slovenia warned The Office 
for National Minorities, who prepared the law, that the bill does not 
explicitly manage actual rights, which should be conferred by the 
respective law to the Romani community or to their members. The bill 
merely enumerates or defines the fields where the members of the 
Romani community should have special rights. In the Office of 
Legislation’s opinion this does not mean their definition but only a 
gradual limiting (Trampuš, 2006). 
 
In 2002 the Ministry of Education nominated a special working group, 
who prepared a strategic document about the Romani’s children 
integration with the title Strategy for Romani’s education in the Republic 
of Slovenia. The most important solutions that the Strategy includes are 
the following: 
 
• an early inclusion of Romani children in the educational system, at 

least two years before entering the elementary school. The objects 
are mainly the learning of Slovenian and Romani language and the 
socialization in the educational institutions; 

• an introduction and function of the Romani’s assistant, his essential 
task is to encourage the Romani children to overcome the obstacles 
(emotional and linguistic); 

•  adaptation of program’s contents (the introducing of courses of 
Romani language in elementary schools as an optional subject, 
teaching Slovenian language, introducing a multicultural school 
curriculum that includes the Romani culture, history and identity); 

• regular and additional training for vocational workers; 
• an assurance of adequate financial support or subvention from the 

Ministry of Education and Sports; 
• avoiding the forming of homogeneous departments where there are 

only Romani children; 
• formation and introduction of new forms of learning aids; 
• confidence restoration in the school and elimination of stereotypes 

and prejudices; 
•  avoiding directing the Romani children to programs with a lower 

educational standard or to adapted programs; 
• in the field of adult Romani’s education we have to consider the 

National program of adult’s education in the Republic of Slovenia 
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until 2010 in order to raise the educational level of Romani adults 
with ensuring the means for a possible participation in educational 
programs without charge (aiming to an augmentation of employment 
possibilities) (Strategy for Romani’s education in the Republic of 
Slovenia, 2004: 6). 

 
By avoiding the formation of homogeneous departments for Romani 
children only, the Republic of Slovenia wants to prevent a negative 
practice of some European countries. The European Monitoring Centre 
on Racism and Xenophobia objects to the segregation of Romani 
children in the so-called pure Romani departments and the establishing 
of schools meant only for Romani children. They already became aware 
of practice like that in the Czech Republic, in Denmark and in Hungary. 
The causes of that are linked with the contrariety of non-Romani 
children’s parents, who do not want their children to attend the same 
classes and schools as Romani coevals, because they think that these 
children have a negative influence on the educational process and the 
quality of education of their children (Škraba 2007:99). 
 
We understand this kind od decisions as extremely segregating (equal, 
but separated). They still ensure them their fundamental right to 
education, but they put the Romani in a distinctively inferior position that 
rends impossible any kind of inclusion. Even the possibility to include the 
Romani children in the so-called pure and mixed departments, 
performing in Slovenia and other countries (Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Spain, Latvia, Lithuania, Greece, Hungary and Slovakia), is not 
understood as a possibility for the Romani to choose, but more as a 
choice of non-Romani children’s parents who do not want their children 
to attend classes with Romani children.  
 
Otherwise in Slovenia there are a lot of models (integration, socialization 
and experimentation) for the education and qualification of Romani with 
the intention of stimulating the cultural diversity, eliminating the 
discrimination and improving the situation of the marginal groups. There 
is a group of educational and training projects to prepare the Romani for 
employment opportunities with which the state tries to ensure a higher 
educational level, the integration of the Romani community and to raise 
the level and quality of the collaboration between Romani and non-
Romani. The educational programs (the program for elementary schools 
and the program for Romani’s socialization and integration) are 
designed to illiterate Romani and to people who did not finish elementary 
school, regardless of their age. The program for Romani’s socialization 
and integration includes the teaching of general knowledge in the field of 
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health security, hygiene standards, housekeeping, etc., which we can 
understand as an attempt to alter their minority and ethnical identity. 
 
There is a lot of programs and help projects designed for the members 
of the Romani community, carried out by non-governmental 
organizations and associated society voluntary work that have a big part 
especially in the field of establishing intercultural relations and 
elimination prejudices. Let’s mention the Society of allies for soft landing 
Krško that started with projects of work with the Romani in 2000 
(Klopčič: 47). Naturally they do fieldwork in Romani community, which 
helps them to recognize the actual needs, to elaborate a quick 
estimation and to offer instant and efficacious help responses. Non-
governmental organizations always develop new programs adapted to 
the users to attain a larger part of local community. The approaches of 
helping are more of an informal nature and they enable more genuine 
and satisfying relations between the participants and good relations are 
an assurance that all the persons present collaborate and participate in 
the helping process. Non-governmental organizations can form more 
easily the specific individual and groups needs because of their position 
in the civil society. 
 
The Ministry of Labor, Family and Social Affairs appears in his relations 
with non-governmental organizations as stimulator of their development, 
it supports them by so-financing them since 1993. A special 
accentuation and a bigger stability for the financing of supplementary 
programs of social security, carried out mostly by non-governmental 
organizations, were defined with the passing of the National program of 
social security there. Like a lot of other countries, in Slovenia also there 
is a transfer of different services to the private sector and a part of this 
services can be carried out by non-governmental organizations. The 
Government promises to support the transfer of public functions and 
authorizations to the non-governmental sector.  
 
Even in the field of Romani children’s inclusion into education there are 
non-governmental organization’s innovative projects going on, that 
complete the contents of the performing of the strategy of Romani 
children’s educational inclusion that passed. In 2004 The Society of 
allies for soft landing from Krško prepared a project for the publication of 
the first multilingual (Romani – Slovenian – English) picture book for 
children. The project of the making of a bilingual picture book is meant 
for the Romani community and for the general public also (ibid: 49). 
 
The work on the project CRP “The development of models for Romani’s 
education and training with the intention of assuring an increase of 
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regular employment” included also the making of a database about 
programs and projects, performed in Slovenia for the Romani’s training 
and education in order to raise their employment possibilities. A general 
evaluation made by the collaborators at the project says that the 
strategic documents, programs and the projects for the Romani’s 
education and training, being executed in Slovenia with the intention of 
ensuring an augmentation of regular employment, are designed 
professionally, contemporarily and with quality. But they propose a 
production of a long-term strategy, following the model of the 
international Decade of Romani inclusion 2005 – 2015 (ibid: 50).  
 
The accessible data about the Romani community’s situation show us a 
deficiency of highly educated young Romani who could work as Romani 
leaders within the Romani Community. Some international experiences 
confirm that providing financial support to individuals for starting and/or 
continuing their studies can tear up a vicious circle – early dropping out 
of school and quitting regular schools, low educational level and low-
paid workplaces. That is why the experts propose the establishment of a 
special fund for the education and training of the Romani community, 
which would enable them to reach higher educational levels and it would 
originate from the strategy for improving the Romani community’s 
situation (ibid: 50-51). 
 
The basic document that arranges the education of immigrant’s children 
is the completed Law of Elementary school whose 1st act states that “… 
with this law the Directive 77/486/EGS of the European council about the 
education of immigrants-workers children (UL L no. 199 dated August 6, 
1977, p. 32–33) is transmitted to the judicial rules of the Republic of 
Slovenia dated July 25, 1977”. The Law of Elementary school states that 
children that are foreign citizens or stateless persons who live in the 
Republic of Slovenia also have the right to obligatory elementary 
education on the same conditions as citizens of the Republic of Slovenia 
and that they have to have courses of their mother language and culture 
organized in line with the international agreements (Act 10). They also 
have the right to enter secondary school. The Law of kindergartens does 
not limit the children of foreign citizens, as for there is written that 
nursery education proceeds by the principles of equal possibilities for 
children and parents, considering the differences among children and 
their right to choose and to be different. 
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The Law of education’s organization and financing (1996) mentions, 
among the educational objectives, the right of every person to education 
without discrimination or exclusion and it invites to stimulate equal 
educational possibilities:  
 
• Assuring an optimal development of individuals regardless of their 

gender, social and cultural origins, religious belief, citizenship, 
physical and mental constitution; 

• Education for a mutual tolerance, developing the consciousness of 
the equality of genders, the respect for differences and collaboration 
with others, the respect for children and human rights and 
fundamental rights, developing equal possibilities for both genders 
and by that developing the possibilities for a life in a democratic 
society. 

 
In the May of 2007 the Ministry of Education and Sports passed the 
document The strategy of inclusion of children, scholars and students 
immigrants in the educational system of the Republic of Slovenia, in 
which there are written objects, principles and provisions for a more 
successful inclusion of immigrants into the Slovenian educational 
system. These written solutions will be carried out with projects within 
the new financial perspective of the European social fund – the 
Operative program for the development of human resources for the 
period 2007 – 2013.  
 
The integration of immigrants children into the Slovenian educational 
system is proceeding in the form of additional courses if Slovenian 
language, which has a different definition and the actual practice is still 
not coordinated with the laws. For the immigrants children, who do not 
speak Slovenian language yet or they do not know it enough, there is 
generally one additional hour of Slovenian language a week approved, 
which means 35 hours a year at the most. It is the Ministry of Education 
and Sports who determines the number of hours individually for each 
child taking into account the circumstances, but the schools choose 
alone the mode of execution. There are no special determinations about 
the fact who should have this school class and what form should it take. 
Lawfully there is no special time intended for the learning of Slovenian 
language at the immigrants children’s integration in kindergartens, but in 
the introduction of the Curriculum for kindergartens there is written that 
our attention should be focused on all the children that have a different 
mother language than Slovenian in order for them to compensate the 
deficiency in their knowledge of the Slovenian language (Strategy of 
children inclusion… 2007: 4). 
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The strategy of inclusion of children, scholars and students immigrants 
in the educational system of the Republic of Slovenia (2007) includes 
statements that immigrants children have more difficulties listening 
during classes and following other activities in the school or kindergarten 
and that they have even more problems integrating into the larger 
society which is the consequence of an insufficient knowledge of the 
Slovenian language (to most of these children the Slovenian language is 
a second/foreign language), undeveloped strategies and instruments to 
include immigrants children into the educational system and an 
insufficient participation of the children and their parents in the school 
and larger Slovenian environment (The strategy of inclusion of 
children… 2007: 4). 
 
In the continuation the strategy mentions insufficient legal basis that 
would enable a better planning of the integration procedure of 
immigrants children into the Slovenian educational system. Based on 
that we would be able to ensure the means for supporting mechanisms 
that would enable their integration. The strategies and instruments for 
the inclusion of immigrants children into the educational system remain 
unformed. The supporting mechanisms are unclearly elaborated for a 
successful inclusion of immigrants children (a systematic disposition, 
additional professional help, education and training for the professional 
workers in the educational institutions); 
 
There are unfinished normative and professional basis for the adaptation 
on the program level (objectives, learning standards) and on the level of 
knowledge assessment (how to evaluate the children’s progress in 
Slovenian language and other courses); the time estimated for the 
child’s adaptation period to the Slovenian educational system and 
environment and the social position of the child remains indeterminate; 
unfinished strategies and unformed instructions for the work of the entire 
educational and teaching personnel with immigrant’s children (not just 
for counselors and Slovenian language teachers) and a lack of 
methodical and didactic knowledge for the work with this target group. 
The participants come across professional workers with a lack of 
adequate professional knowledge and skills for a quality and stable 
collaboration with the parents immigrants (strategies for communication 
with the parents immigrants, strategies for the inclusion of the parents 
immigrants into the kindergarten and school environment,…); adequate 
education and material with examples of work with the parents 
immigrants; an insufficient knowledge of important linguistic elements 
and the immigrant’s culture with which we could avoid eventual 
misunderstanding or we would be able to establish contacts more easy 
with the parents and stimulate them to collaborate; the pedagogical 
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worker’s insufficient knowledge and skills for encouraging an 
international communication between the Slovenian parents and parents 
immigrants and an insufficient financial support to help with the 
communication with the parents immigrants (a lack of financial support 
for a translator, for the preparation of bilingual invitations, instructions, 
messages…) (The strategy of inclusion of children… 2007: 5). 
 
The insufficient knowledge of immigrant’s children of the Slovenian 
language is also influenced by the number of hours meant for the 
teaching of the Slovenian language as a secondary language which is 
not clearly defined and in most of the cases it is even insufficient; there 
is no suitable lesson plans and teaching instruments for teaching the 
Slovenian language as a secondary language; the profile of the teacher 
that have classes of the Slovenian language as a secondary language, it 
is not defined, that is why the teachers mostly do not have the proper 
knowledge and frequently do not even have the proper formation 
(teachers of other subjects, social workers, pedagogues, etc.); the 
trainings where the teachers should get the proper methodical-didactic 
knowledge to teach the Slovenian language as a secondary language 
are not systematically organized. And also, there is no proper education 
and training for the kindergarten’s professional workers to work with 
preschool children that do not speak Slovenian; the teachers of other 
subjects that teach immigrant’s children also, they do not acquire during 
their studies the proper knowledge and communicational skills to 
facilitate the attending of their classes for these children (The strategy of 
inclusion of children… 2007: 5-6). 
 
The evaluation of the importance of the preservation of the immigrant’s 
children’s language and culture and their unequal evaluation in 
comparison to the language and culture of the Slovenian environment 
remain problematic. Namely: 
 
• unfinished strategies for the immigrant’s children’s integration into 

the Slovenian cultural environment and a simultaneous consideration 
and preservation of their language and cultural origins; 

• the pedagogic worker’s lack of knowledge or of interest in 
discovering the basic elements of the language and the cultural 
environment of where the immigrants come from (expressing an 
interest for another language and culture has an important influence 
on the immigrant’s children’s self-image and his motivation for 
learning, and with the new contents even the knowledge of 
Slovenian children would enrich);  

• an insufficient knowledge of appropriate methods for stimulating the 
intercultural communication among the children in a group, in the 
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class (each child should have the possibility to present the basics of 
his cultural origins). 

 
The strategy also mentions a low level of integrative readiness of the 
Slovenian community to integrate the immigrant’s children and their 
parents into the school and the larger environment (The strategy of 
inclusion of children… 2007: 6). The socio-cultural sensibility for 
individual and community’s needs is essential for achieving the social 
inclusion and inter-culturality that ensure a structural integration on 
different levels, an informal network integration and a positive influence 
on the diminution of prejudices and discrimination.  
 
Conclusion 
The Slovenian model of the Romani integration into the educational 
process includes some important starting-points defined in the Strategy 
of the Romani education. We estimate that the Strategy of the Romani 
education is a good base for the following measures and activities in the 
field of the Romani inclusion into the educational system on all levels. 
Some of the measures, envisaged by the strategy, are long-termed and, 
starting from their basis, it is necessary to elaborate even more detailed 
plans for their execution. The strategy includes all the essential elements 
and measures to enable the rise of the educational level of the Romani 
population in Slovenia and it’s consistent execution would bring the 
desired results; the inclusion, the of the educational level and the 
consecutive improvement of the employment possibilities of the Romani 
population in Slovenia. The supervising of the inclusion process and the 
adopting of new and more effective solutions is necessary, in case the 
estimated measures do not attain the desired solutions. Besides all that, 
it is necessary to emphasize the making of good and better relations for 
the inclusion and the child’s school success: teacher – scholars, school 
– parents, Romani children – non-Romani children. 
 
The strategy of Romani education expects an interdisciplinary approach 
to the raise of the Romani educational level. A holistic approach, a 
contemporary multidisciplinary practice of Romani question’s treatment 
and an non-racist perspective indicate a willingness for an affective 
problems solving and they represent a challenge and an opportunity to 
actualize it all. This is exactly where the actual concept of Romani 
education claims the shift and completion of the existing educational 
politics. 
 
Regarding the educational possibilities of the immigrant’s children we 
state that the principle of equal possibilities keeps merely to the 
declarative level from the immigrant’s children point of view. It is a 
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common knowledge that Slovenia has no proper documents and 
practical work to respond to the immigrants and their children’s needs. 
Let’s also think about the distinctive increase of the immigrant’s number 
in Slovenia in the last period and that these are not immigrants from the 
ex-Yugoslavia anymore.  
 
The immigrant and Romani culture, language, history, customs and 
tradition have to find their place by an adequate widening and 
completion of the existing teaching programs, even in the educational 
system. In the case of immigrant’s children and Romani children, the 
school equation function should be even more visible. It should enable 
the children, not predestinated with their origins, the education and 
success. Moreover, posing the question of educational possibilities for 
the immigrant’s children and Romani children we acknowledge that the 
school truly does not ensure to anyone an equal intercultural and social 
development, because of different social parts. A higher social status 
ensures a better education and vice versa. 
 
The problems of the immigrants and Romani in Slovenian schools or in 
the educational system require more attention that we offer in the 
present article. We’d like to expose that the education is vital for the 
improvement of the immigrants and Romani socio-economic situation, 
wherein we do not accept their assimilation as a solution, but their 
integration which does not tolerate stigmatizing, labeling, condemning 
and the use of prejudices.  
 
The supervision of the execution and verification of achieving the 
adopted strategies (on national level) in practical work, requires a longer 
researching period. We suggest one-year evaluation of the 
achievements and a preparation of annual action plans to perform more 
effective steps.  
 
Summary  
The review of the information about the socio-economic conditions of the 
Romani shows us that even in today’s highly developed society they 
remain a marginalized group. Their social status is distinctively inferior of 
the status of the majority population, on the material sphere as in 
education, occupation and the employment possibilities. The Romani 
does not reach equal possibilities with the inclusion in the educational 
system, because of their low socio-economic and ethnic status. The 
Romani students achieve very low results compared to other children of 
their age, besides that a lot of them has to take the same year again or 
they conclude their schooling earlier. The distinctive bad educational 
results of the Romani children and the increasing number of Romani 
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children put into adapted programs, compared to the percentage of all 
the children of school age, point to the problem of the school’s 
unsuccessfulness and behavioral problems that influence the 
classification of children without identifying and acknowledging other 
causes for their nonsuccess (socio-economic status, lack of knowledge 
of the langue, culture,…). 
 
In accordance with the low level of education of Romani, the educational 
deficiency is especially present with the mothers, the percentage of 
unemployed people is high. A bad education and the parent’s 
unemployment have an enormous effect on the living conditions and 
educational possibilities for the child. After revising some relevant 
documents of the Slovenian model of Romani integration into the 
pedagogical and educational process we state in the present article that 
they comprehend some important starting-points, arrangements and 
activities for enabling the rise of the educational level and of the 
employment level for Romani people in Slovenia. An integral accession 
and a contemporary multi disciplinary practice of discussing the Romani 
question and an antiracist perspective indicate a state of preparation for 
an effective solution of the problems and they represent a challenge and 
an opportunity to put into practice what quoted.  
 
In Slovenia, like in the other European countries, the problem with low 
educational levels is also present with the immigrants. The educational 
structure of the descendants of the immigrants from Yugoslavia is lower 
then the educational structure of the majority population, but the 
descendants of immigrants reach an educational structure comparable 
to the majority population, despite the fact that immigrants children do 
not get an adequate attention from the field and politics inside the 
Slovenian educational system. However, children that have a foreign 
citizenship or stateless children that live in Slovenia have the right to 
attend the obligatory elementary school under equal conditions as 
Slovenian citizens, but there are some defectiveness that shows up and 
that we point out in the article.  
 
Discussing the socio-economic problems of the immigrants and Romani 
conditions, the educational system and the necessity of the social 
inclusion represent a starting-point that is a preliminary condition for the 
realization of educational and employment achievements of 
underprivileged groups.  
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THE ELECTORAL PARADIGM AND ITS IMPACT ON 
PERFORMANCE OF MUNICIPAL AND 

REGIONALADMINISTRATION – THE CASE OF THE 
CZECH REPUBLIC AND SLOVAKIA 

Peter Horváth1, aroslav Mihálik2 

Abstract 
In 2000 the Czech Republic and subsequently in 2001 Slovakiaheld the 
first elections to the regional councils. The new element was 
implemented in both countries of the former common state in order to 
introduce the approach of public governance towards citizens and can 
be considered as the next stage of decentralization of public 
administration. 
 
The authors focus on different electoral models and options used in the 
regional administrations of the respective countries.While in the Czech 
Republic the chairman is selected by beforeelected representatives and 
therefore the chairman is essentially a reflection ofthe political majority in 
the regional council; Slovakia adopted separate model of electing the 
chairman and deputies so it is possible that the leader and the majority 
can represent different political camps. 
 
What is better – the derived option or direct choice? Which model leads 
to greater stability and greater credibility of these institutions? 
 
Key words: municipality, region, Czech Republic, Slovakia, elections, 
Mayor 
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Introduction 
There is by far one of the most discussed question in the frame of the 
municipal policy in Slovakia – whether it is appropriate to elect the 
mayors of the cities and municipalities3 directly by citizens, or to adopt 
the subsequent and separate elections of deputies and mayors. From 
the retrospective sight on the previous municipal elections conducted 
every 4 year intervals since 1990 we witness the situation that the 
significant proportion of cities and communities the elections cause 
heterogeneous political affiliation of the majority of the city councils and 
the mayor´s political camp.Thisultimatelycauses theconditionthat 
thedecision-making mechanismsat the level oflocal politics are often 
blocked. For the adoption of any binding decision it is not only necessary 
to obtain a majority in the municipal council, but also a favorable consent 
of the Mayor. Just different political orientation in many cases cause that 
proposals of either party are ultimately pushed to the background in 
spite of a major part of the resistance from the opposite camp, and this 
may cause malfunction of the system as a whole. We shall not forget 
also that electoral system at the municipal level allows to run an 
independent person, or different associations of independent 
candidates. If such candidates are prospective and successful in the 
electoral battle, the struggle continues – a new element in political 
competition emerges. Moreover, when we get back to the electoral 
results this factor is playing more and more vivid role at this policy level. 
Let´s focus on the electoral laws related to the elections of 
municipalities, the city councils and mayors. 
 
The electoral process and its paradigm 
The system of elections is formulated under the Law 346/1990 on the 
elections to the municipal self – government bodies. From the formalized 
approach the law was amended already 13 times up to this date and 
once the law was changed by the finding of the Constitutional Court of 
the Slovak Republic under the Law 318/1998. According to this legal 
norm the elections are held on the principle of general, equal and direct 
suffrage by the secret ballot. The right to vote is given to the residents of 
the city or community who are at least 18 years old. The obstacle in 
executing the vote might be only the limited freedom of the person in 
order to protect the health of the people, imprisonment, deprivation or 
restriction of legal capacity, and in special cases the military service or 
an alternative service.  
 
                                                 
3 In Slovak language the head of the city (primátor) and the head of the community 
(starosta) refer both to English equivalent - Mayor 
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Considering the candidacy, the passive voting right is applied at the 
same principle as the active voting, but there are some limitations in the 
mayor candidates. The candidate running for Mayor shall be of minimum 
25 years of age to be elected.4 
 
There is a significant difference though, when comparing the elections to 
the National Council or the presidential elections with the municipal 
ones; the electoral law does not specify the condition for a candidate to 
have the Slovak citizenship. In such regulation there is only the need for 
the permanent residence of the candidate in the community, or the 
permanent residence in Slovakia for foreign candidates (Svák, Cibulka, 
2009: 554-555). 
 
The municipal elections are organized into multimandate electoral 
districts with as much as 12 deputies in one electoral district, and the 
candidates are elected proportionally to the community population. If 
there are only 12 or less candidates to be elected the single electoral 
district might be created. The difference comes with the Mayor elections. 
Every municipality represents the single mandate electoral district. The 
electoral precinct is morelikely to represent approximately 1000 voters, 
in the specific cases where geographically requested there can be the 
precinct with minimum of 50 voters created. 
 
The major pillars of the electoral bodies are established in the district 
electoral commissions, in the case of more districts local electoral 
committees. At the local level they are commanded by the regional 
electoral commissions and from the national point of view the main 
patronage of the elections lies in the hands of Central electoral 
commission. The membership in such commission is estimated by the 
voters who are not candidates for any of the elected positions. An 
interesting fact is that the commissions created due to the date of 
municipal elections operate in any subsequent and additional elections 
during the contemporary electoral period of the self-governmental unit. 
At the communal level the district electoral commission must consist of 
at least 5 members, if there is any obstacle in arranging this number, the 
remaining members are nominated by Mayor.5 
 
The candidates´ lists on Mayor election can be proposed by the political 
parties or party coalitions.6 The legal norm allows the individuals to 
                                                 
4 See §1-4 of the law SNR No. 369/1990 on municipal establishment 

5More details in §9-15 of the law SNR No. 369/1990 on municipal establishment 

6According to §21 Art.1 of the law 
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candidate. In such case, the part of the candidacy must be the 
supporting list signed by the voters obliged to vote. The amount of 
candidacy support is bound by the population of the specific 
municipality. In general, the only precondition is the requested age and 
permanent residence in the municipality the candidate runs for. The law 
enables the joint candidacy on Mayor and deputy at the same time. The 
ballot ticket is created in one document where are registered candidates 
listed in alphabetical order. Regardless of standards personalies as 
names and titles, age and occupation the ticket contains also the 
political party affiliation that supports the candidacy or a note about the 
independent candidate.7 
 
Setting up the term of Election Day is the competence of the 
parliamentary speaker. The law assumes that both forms of communal 
elections are held in the primary elections in one term, the same day all 
over the republic.8 The electoral campaign is defined as the actions 
related to support of the political party or an independent candidate with 
usage of commercials and advertisements in the means of radio and TV 
broadcasting, mass information, posters or other information carriers, 
such as billboards. The political campaign itself starts 17 days and ends 
48 hours before the Election Day. It is also restricted to carry 
a campaign beyond the set time but the law does not reflect other forms 
of candidates´ presentation before the electoral campaign, for example 
in the means of image campaigns. From the principle of the equality for 
all the candidates there is guaranteed the specific time in media and 
information capacities. Even though it is also allowed to gain specific 
commercial time in the public media, this option is rarely used and 
mostly by the candidates in the regional cities in Slovakia or the capital, 
Bratislava. The reason might be very simple – in doing so the candidate 
must spend not minor financial expenses to cover his time in the public 
media with no real extent of the prospective voters.9 
 
The ballot is executed in the voting room or the voter can in specific 
health conditions ask the commission to give the vote outside the voting 
room, more likely at home or in the health center. Such ballot is possible 
only in the area of the electoral district where the commission was 
established. The secrecy of the ballot must be confirmed in either way. 
The voter gets the ticket where he circles the order number of the 

                                                 
7More details in §21-24 of the law SNR No. 369/1990 on municipal establishment 

8According to §25 Art.1 and 2 of the law 

9 §25 a 30 of the law SNR No. 369/1990 on municipal establishment 
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candidate and gives him the vote. This act is only possible in the 
restricted area, otherwise the commission would not let the voter to vote. 
If the voter claims making mistake, the commission issues a new ticket 
upon request.10 The counting of the votes is established right after the 
final hour of elections. The results from the district commissions are 
delivered to the local electoral commission. Subsequently it counts the 
votes and announces the full results in the municipality. In case of any 
doubts it can ask for every voter’s list including the tickets from the 
district commissions. Apart of the final results of the candidates the 
commission states the number of actual voters, the number of valid 
tickets. To the post of a Mayor is elected a candidate that obtains the 
biggest amount of valid votes. In the case of equal votes for different 
candidates, the new elections must occur.11Nevertheless, the candidate 
takes the post by taking the oath. 
 
This electoral system is in the theory of politics considered as 
majoritarian electoral system with relative majority of votes, which 
ensures in most known situations the election of the candidate to the 
offered post. The only discussion and problem might be the potential 
legitimacy of the elected candidate. The electoral system is based on the 
principle that winner takes all, so the simple majority of votes is enough 
to get to the office. In the most exaggerate case we can talk about the 
single vote difference (Horváth, 2005: 63-74). The other problematic can 
be found in the electoral turnout. The winner of the elections will be clear 
even where there is a single voter turnout. So in relatively low electoral 
turnout, which is in long perspective below 50% of eligible voters, the 
Mayor can be a candidate who is not representing even the quarter of all 
eligible voters. Even in this case we can conclude that the municipality is 
headed by a Mayor that citizens merit. 
 

                                                 
10 §31 of the law SNR No. 369/1990 on municipal establishment 

11 §35-43 of the law SNR No. 369/1990 on municipal establishment 
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Slovakia 
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Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic 
 
The municipal and regional differences with the Czech Republic 
In the Czech Republic the election of Mayor of the municipality is a quite 
different method than in Slovakia. The major difference is the election 
itself. The Slovak example presents the direct suffrage by the citizens of 
the municipality. In the Czech Republic the Mayor is elected by yet 
incumbent deputies of the municipality. So in comparing the Czech and 
Slovak cases we can set up the main principle – while in Slovakia the 
filling of the office is the preference of the majority of the citizens, in the 
Czech Republic the selection is the outcome of a political consent and 
compromises of the elected municipal deputies. It is quite clear that the 
Mayor elected by the incumbents has guaranteed the political support in 
the municipality or, the different position – when losing the support it can 
even lead to the possible removal of the Mayor.Apart from the fact that 
the Czech law does not recognize the direct elections, regarding the fact 
that the future Mayor must have first been elected as a municipal 
member we can observe some interesting remarks in scope of the law 
interpretation.  
 
The electoral law is set in the Law 491/2001, while amended 3 times 
until now. The common value with the Slovak norm is the same electoral 
period of the municipalities given to every 4 year term. The elections are 
as well performed as general, equal and direct suffrage by secret ballot. 
The first significant difference is the electoral method. While in Slovakia 
the deputies are elected in majoritarian system with multi mandate 
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districts, the Czech legal norm sets the proportional electoral system. In 
respect to the candidates, there is additional difference. The Czech 
legislative is more precise but also complicated in setting the conditions 
for candidates. It explicitly assumes that it must be a citizen of the Czech 
Republic, in special cases the citizen of a different country who must be 
given the voter´s right by international agreement adopted by the Czech 
Republic and published in the Collection of international agreements.12 
There is also the age precondition; a voter must be at least 18 years old. 
 
Since the Mayor of the municipality in the Czech Republic is elected 
indirectly it might appear that the electoral rules are not implemented in 
the previously discussed electoral law, but there is a separate legal norm 
specifying the competences and other issues related in the Law on 
municipalities 128/2000. The Czech legislators through the parliament 
define the municipality as the basic territorial community of citizens with 
self-government which is measured by the frontiers of the municipality. 
Similarly to Slovakia they also use the variables for city and municipality; 
the Slovak government has competence to change the status from 
municipality to city, in the Czech Republic this precondition is set more 
explicitly: the community with minimum of 3000 inhabitants can be 
claimed as city if confirmed by the speaker of the House of Deputies 
after the governmental decision.  
 
The Slovak legal norm in spite of cities gives specific characteristics to 
the capital Bratislava and the second largest city Košice.13 On contrary, 
the Czech legislation defines specific position to the so called „statutory 
cities“ consisting of 19 cities.14 This special arrangement can be seen in 
particular that the territorial areas can be divided into city circuits or city 
boroughs with own self-governmental units.15 
 
The authorities of the Slovak municipalities are the city council and 
Mayor. As revised in the book PolitickýsystémČeskejrepubliky, the 
authors KarelVodičkaand LadislavCabada state that the municipality is 
in the executing of its activities bound only by laws. The most important 

                                                 
12 §1-4 of the lawNo.491/2001 on the elections to city councils 

13This is experienced in subdivision of the cities into multiple city boroughs and 
subsequent level in the administration system of the municipality 

14Kladno, ČeskéBudějovice, Plzeň, Karlove Vary, Ústinad Labem, Liberec, Hradec 
Králové, Pardubice, Jihlava, Brno, Zlín, Olomouc, Ostrava, Opava, Havířov, Most, 
Teplice, Karviná, MladáBoleslav. 

15 §1-4 of the Law No. 128/2000 
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authority was selected the city council. The competences of this body 
cover the decision making of the most important activities of the 
municipality, such as the land plan, municipal budget or property issues. 
In our perspective the most significant competence is rather different: 
the selection and removal of the Mayor, deputy Mayor and other 
members of the city council. The number of the citizens subsequently 
gives the proportional number of the deputy members, from 5 to 9 in the 
least populated municipalities up to 35 to 55 in the largest cities such as 
Brno, Ostrava and Plzeň. The capital Prague has the highest number of 
deputies – 70 members (Vodička, Cabada, 2011: 388). The role of the 
municipal executive is represented in the Board of the municipality. It 
can be considered as the executive authority in the agenda of the 
municipality. The Board consists of the Mayor, deputy Mayor and other 
members. From the practical decision making it is just to have odd 
number of members, which is also derived between 5 and 11. This 
authority is absent in spite of the municipalities where the total number 
of deputies is lower than 15.  
 
The municipality is officially represented by its Mayor. His function as 
well as the function of the Mayor deputy(ies) is elected from the 
members of municipality council. The fact they are elected by them 
strengthens their political responsibility. From the practical point of view 
this means if they lose trust of the majority of the deputies, they can be 
simply removed (Vodička, Cabada, 2011: 388-9). 
Similarly to the elections of the head of the state we can find serious 
arguments for direct elections of the Mayor by the citizens´ vote but, on 
the contrary there might be several critical junctions for selection of the 
head of the municipality by the elected deputies. The proponents of the 
indirect elections mostly operate with the argument, that it is essential to 
keep the political continuity and responsibility in line with the council 
representation to avoid situations when both authorities would search for 
different approaches in policy making and management. Given the 
popularity of implementing the aspects of direct democracy in our 
geographical region it is quite predictable that sooner or later in the 
conditions of the Czech Republic the similar model which is performed in 
Slovakia, could be applied. The example can be seen also in the recent 
adoption of the systematic change of the election of the president. From 
the point of view of the Slovak political issues it is interesting to follow 
the arguments of the facilitators of the proposed legislative changes and 
to review it in the context of Slovak realities from 1990´s. 
 
From the vast number of arguments and studies related to the 
discussion at the top of the communal organization in the Czech 
Republic (also known as the Association of Towns and Villages) we can 
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select the paper from the Mayor of the municipality HladkéŽivotice which 
was presented at the IX. Diet of the Association. The author stated that 
the current system of proportional representation practically deforms the 
will of the people. Even though the mostly used argument for the original 
system was built upon the hypothesis that the leadership of the 
municipality shall be presented by all the variety of ideological platforms, 
from the practical point of view there are often created unnatural 
coalitions. The weakness of such coalition building is the product of 
hunger for political power without the voice of the people. It was yet 
questioned the institution of direct election, according to which the 
leadership of the municipality would be consisting by the medially known 
people but with less or none political experience with the communal 
policy. The other argument for the new legislation is to give the voters 
the right to choose their „first man“on the basis of his own electoral 
program and not as a product of political agreements and mutual 
cooperation of the political actors without the proper citizens´ control. In 
such consideration, the acquired mandate would give the candidate 
more political responsibility on the one hand and, simultaneously could 
strengthen some of its political competences and powers. The vision and 
practice of the Mayor´s daily agenda would change from the current 
„official one“ as an incumbent officer who manages the elementary 
routines and functioning of the municipality to the representative of the 
community with enough trust to apply and implement the vision and real 
political agenda with the already foreseen priorities given from his 
political program. The other advantage shall be provided given the fact 
that he cannot be at the same time the deputy member – the Mayor 
would not be bound by the respective political parties represented in the 
municipality council. In this sense, the Mayor could also serve as a judge 
and referee in the suspicious policy making and could arrange the 
actions that oppose such disadvantageous threats (Petržela, J., 2005). 
 
The reform of public administration after the political changes in post 
1989 years in Slovakia continuously brought the model of setting and 
power distribution into two major pillars: 
 
1, there are directly elected deputies at the municipal and regional level 
2, there are directly elected Mayors and heads of the region 
 
So that, the people have the options to select deputies in both 
authorities. We witness huge discussions after every such election on 
the purpose of electing both of the highest local or regional authorities 
directly. There are plenty of cases when the final battle is between the 
representatives of different political camps. The sense of spirit of law 
related to regional or municipal authority is assumed by adopting the 
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compromises to effectively govern; to support each other and to control. 
In general, we assume that the common sense leads to finding such 
solutions that the final verdict is in advantage for the municipality or the 
whole region.As far as we are aware of the real functioning at the 
national parliamentary level, the political parties usually create the 
grievances among themselves, following marginal and 
parochialisticinterest; we can predict that the same situation might occur 
at the lower level policy making. Usually we can explain the Czech 
model where the people choose and select little parliaments and from 
the then coalition majorities the Mayor is selected.  
 
The first government coalition led by MikulášDzurinda passed the 
adoption of constitutional amendment in February 2001 on extending the 
territorial self-government to higher territorial units. By passing this act 
there were established the bodies of regional councils and the head of 
the regional unit. So in division of the Slovak territory the deputies finally 
followed the established model of dividing the state authorities into 8 
regions.16 
 
The regional paradigm 
With regards on to the topic of this paper we cannot neglect the law on 
the elections of the higher territorial authorities. The legislative 
framework is vested in the Law 303/2001 and similarly to every other 
elections in Slovakia there is the basic principle of general, equal and 
direct suffrage with secret ballot. As we explored the communal 
elections before there are the legal norms for active and passive voting 
rights. The right to vote is obliged to everyone older than 18 years as 
well as the foreigners with permanent residence in the higher territorial 
unit. The only limits in voting are the same as at the local level.17 As for 
the candidates in the regional elections the candidate must reside in the 
territory which is under the regional competence. The special limitation 
for the candidates to the heads of the regional authority is the age of 25 
which has, as well only technical character – the legislators assume that 
the candidates have already finished the university studies.18 There is 
also the possibility for the independent candidates to run for the post. If 
the candidate runs with the support of a political party the candidate´s 
list is submitted by the representative of the political party. If there is an 

                                                 
16 There were established the regions of Bratislava, Trnava, Trencin, Nitra, Zilina, 
BanskaBystrica, Presov and Kosice 

17 §1 and 2 of the Law No. 303/2001 on the regional elections 

18 §3 and 4 of the Law No. 303/2001 on the regional elections 
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independent candidate the legislative requires at least 1000 supporting 
signatures by the citizens of the region. Similarly to municipality 
elections, the candidates may run both for the deputy council and the 
head of the region.19 The elections are held in a single day from 7:00 to 
22:00.20Even withthis type ofelection it isdifficult torespectthe election 
campaign, aswell asin thiscase it means thatmanycandidates 
areusingallpossiblemeans foritspromotionat a much earlierperiod than 
officially allowed. We can then observe the image campaigning which is 
run even more than one year before the elections take place. The 
specifics of the regional elections in Slovakia comparing to the 
parliamentary ones might be seen in very close time periodsinbetween 
both of them. The regional elections of 2001, 2005 and 2009 were 
relatively very timely close to the parliamentary elections of 2002, 2006 
and 2010. The parties´ headquarters viewed the regional elections as 
the first real political testing ground before the national elections. Also 
this might evoke the very unreal and unlike party coalitions just to 
pretend the possible failures at the national level. In the case of Nitra 
regional unit the elections were also remarkable in relation to the 
minority questions. 
 
The political dimension has significantly influenced the law on regional 
elections in that part of leader elections. From this point, the only real 
demand on changing the electoral law in comparison to communal 
elections was the fear of the option that the role of the head of Trnava 
and Nitra regional unit would be appointed to the representative of that 
time strong and united Hungarian political party around Party of 
Hungarian Coalition (SMK). It was not surprise that at the local level the 
political parties instability was the key factor in winning the seats for 
Hungarian representation. The Slovak legislators tried to change such 
possibility by raising the electoral quorum from simple to absolute 
majority of the votes. By then, the elections of 2001 and 2005 in Nitra 
were won by the SMK candidate in the first round but since he did not 
obtain the necessary majority the second round was typical by joining 
and supporting the counterpart by the other political representations on 
the ethnic principle. These elections actually did not reflect the citizens´ 
vote of appropriate candidate but emphasized the national and ethnic 
principle that was manifested in later inability of the regional 
governments to effectively adopt the policies. 
 

                                                 
19 § 19 of the Law No. 303/2001 on the regional elections 

20 § 22 and 23 of the Law No. 303/2001 on the regional elections 
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Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic 
 
Despite many patterns of regional politics there is also an example of 
huge penetration in national level politics and subsequent coalition 
building. We experience this in the previous elections; in 2001 and 2005 
only the head of Bratislava region was elected yet in the first round while 
in 2009 there were successful more candidates with the support of 
SMER – SD. These elections have raised the strong dominance of this 
vector on the left side of the political spectrum which was also 
demonstrated in the 2012 parliamentary elections. 
 
Conclusions 
The results of the regional elections in spite of the voters´ low turnout did 
not clearly show that the reform of the public administration was the 
proper move in order to raise the quality of life of the ordinary citizens. 
Despite many different arguments that support the other opinion, we 
cannot neglect the democratic criteria which also demands the electoral 
turnout as one of the main purposes of the existence of institutions or 
offices. In the conditions of the Slovak Republic the turnout does not 
directly reflect the consent of the people with its existence since the 
problem is not seen in the competences and powers but the real 
juncture regarding the self-governmental unit performance is the model 
of territorial establishment. If the model is closer to the ordinary citizens, 
we would be able to confirm the coexistence and direct cooperation 
between the people of the region and the region itself. It is rather difficult 
to answer the questions on what connects the inhabitant of the city 
DunajskaStreda and Skalica or why the Spiš castle and 
Spišsképodhradie are not in the same regional unit which stood 
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undivided as integral twins for centuries. In such consideration it is kind 
of easy to deny the logics of existence of such regional governance. On 
one hand, Slovakia´s regional subdivision is not logic due to the low 
number of citizens to be represented by the regional governments. The 
other view is that the EU demands creation of rather big units in order to 
seek grants from the European institutions. Perhaps, the sentiment from 
the previous times especially before 1989 would have been the most 
effective solution. Slovakia was divided into four broad categories: 
Bratislava as capital, western Slovakia, middle Slovakia and eastern 
Slovakia. There is, though, huge request for political will to adopt such 
change and we cannot predict this as the very future probability. 
 
There should also be strong political will and consent in regard on the 
electoral participation in the second round of election of the head of the 
region. The possible change could be the compliance and unity with the 
municipality elections and the system adopted in local politics. In 
addition to this, the only real threat has been already eliminated; there is 
no longer the dilemma of the only pro Hungarian political party in 
Slovakia. 
 
To conclude the paper we can confirm that the Slovak legal norms and 
the concept and election of the Mayor are closer to the thoughts of the 
representative democracy with some aspects of direct democracy. It is 
more than better if the highest authorities of the municipalities have the 
legitimacy straight from the people they govern. In this perspective their 
performance creates adequate support for real acting of the functions. If 
there is a serious conflict in policy making, the voters can show their 
consent in the future elections and compare what is good for the 
majority. The direct elections of Mayors are positively viewed also by the 
permanent turnout of around 50 % of eligible voters since 1990. In 
different words, it is attractive for citizens to have the responsibility and 
influence on their representatives who care of the city they live in. This 
can also be observed if we compare the electoral turnout and the trust of 
the regional self-governance. Even though most of the regions vote for 
the head of the region in the second round, the electoral turnout does 
not give us even half of the numbers observed in municipal elections. In 
this sense, we do not claim that the current electoral laws are subject to 
change. 
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A MODEL FOR STRUCTURING INFORMATION 
RESOURCES IN E-GOVERNMENT 

Jovana Dadić 1, Aleksandra Labus2, Konstantin Simić3,  
 Božidar Radenković4, Marijana Despotović-Zrakić5  

Abstract  
In the past years, the interaction level between citizens and government 
has significantly risen. Due to the growing number of services provided 
by e-governments, the information resources in e-government systems 
are becoming increasingly complex and vast.As a result, structuring 
information, so it can easily be understood and further used, has 
become a vital topic. This paper gives an overview of the situation of e-
government in Serbia, with a special emphasis ontwo main aspects of 
using the information resources:analyzing current situation and decision-
making. This paper deliberates the application of a model for structuring 
e-government information resources using faceted taxonomy.Faceted 
taxonomy represents a set of taxonomies, each one describing the 
domain of interest from a different, preferably orthogonal, point of view. 
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This model would facilitate the understanding of relationships between 
different pieces of information in the system and therefore, improve the 
efficiency of use of the information resources in the system. The paper 
clarifies the guidelines for practical implementation of the model and 
deals with the transition process. The work also depicts the possible 
benefits of applying the faceted taxonomy model to the e-government 
system. 
 
Key words: faceted taxonomy, faceted navigation, e-government, 
information modeling 
 
Introduction 
Many governments all over the world are trying to change their 
traditional profile to an electric one. The work of these e-governments is 
generally oriented towards providing services, hence one of the most 
overlooked topics in the recent debate on e-government is the structure 
of e-government information resources.Scholl(2005)states that many e-
government initiatives are subject to an iceberg phenomenon. The top of 
the iceberg is the government’s interaction with citizen and business, 
which is quite noticeable. The government’s internal efficiency and 
effectiveness, on the contrary, is largely overlooked because it is buried 
below the surface and therefore, much less visible. This paper proposes 
a model that will aid the employees in government in the processes of 
searching information, analyzing information and decision-making. The 
model relies on the concept of faceted taxonomy. 
 
Information resources in e-government systems 
The security aspect of information resources has been discussed in the 
literature by several authors, including Zhao & Zhao(2010) and 
Lambrinoudakis, Gritzalis, Dridi& Pernul(2003).One other aspect of 
information, that has not been researched sufficiently, is analyzing the 
information in e-government systems. Understanding and 
analyzinginformation resources in the system is one of the key 
prerequisites for further development of e-government 
services.Browsing and querying databases that consist of thousands of 
information items is quite challenging for an average user. Due to a 
great number of information items in governmental databases, 
examining the information in the system represents one of the key 
issues in the internal work of e-government.Sacco(2000)definesphases 
of access for the user of a complex information database. First phase is 
the locator phase, when the user tries to pinpoint the needed 
information. Key points in this phase are query formulation and the 
review of the result list. The second phase is called the navigation 
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phase. In the navigation phase, the user uses the result list from the 
previous phase as a basis for further examination of relationships 
between items. If the user is not certain what he/she is looking for, or 
what the contents of the database are, a problem emerges. This 
situation can often result in imprecise queries that lead to thousands of 
information items or no items at all. 
 
Information resources in e-government in Serbia 
[E-government strategy in Republic Serbia, for the period 2009-2013] 
(2008)states that e-government system in Serbia is characterized by 
insufficient development of common ICT network and standardization 
protocols. The document also states that one of the main goals of e-
government is to increase the efficiency of government, by using modern 
ICT. Republički zavod za informatiku i Internet (2009) proposes 
guidelines for implementing ICT, specifically guidelines for building a 
web portal of the local authority.The document proposes the use of a 
Content Management System, that could facilitate the process of 
maintenace. There are no further guidelines that suggest the necessary 
characteristics of the information system of the local authority. 
Therefore, every local authority has the possibility to choose an 
information system that suits the needs of that local authority.  
 
Taxonomies 
Simple taxonomy represents a process of organizing and grouping 
entities into classes, arranging classes into groups, and naming these 
groups. The result of a simple taxonomy is usually a tree-like 
classification with named leaves. The process of creating taxonomy 
begins by defining the taxonomy universe. Taxonomy universe 
represents all the entities that need to be classified.For example, if we 
want to classify cars, we will observe the universe of cars. Next, we 
need to choose one attribute, according to which we will group these 
entities. If two entities share one attribute equally in measure, intensity 
or extent, we can say that these entities are like, with reference to the 
mentioned attribute. If we choose the “size” attribute, we can then say 
that all cars with the size attribute value “small” are like, with reference to 
the size attribute. We can also group these cars into class “small cars”. 
Simple taxonomy allows us to classify the universe according to one 
attribute, but real-life information usually demands classification 
according to multiple criteria. Figure 1 shows how analyzing different 
criteria helps us pin point the entity we need. 
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In the previous example, we would want to classify the universe of cars 
according to attributes “size”, “price”, “production year” etc. This is 
possible only when using faceted taxonomy. Ranganathan (1965) 
defined faceted taxonomy as a set of taxonomies, each one describing 
one domain of interest, from a different, preferably orthogonal point of 
view. To put it simply, faceted taxonomy alows us to classify one 
universe of entities according to several criteria. Tzitzikas & Analyti 
(2007) also define materialized faceted taxonomy as a faceted taxonomy 
accompanied by indexes of objects. Figure 2 shows a simplified 
example of a materialized faceted taxonomy with two facets. In the given 
example, one object (University of Belgrade) belongs to two different 
facets, and is categorized according to two different criteria. 
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Depending on the implementation, browsing and searching can be 
performed in several different ways in faceted taxonomy. Faceted 
navigation is a term used to describe one way of browsing information in 
faceted taxonomy. This process begins with a representation of all the 
entities in the universe, along with the representation of the faceted 
taxonomy.The user then performs the zoom operation - selects one 
node in the taxonomy, and as a result sees the subset of the original 
universe along with the adjusted representation of the taxonomy. Sacco 
(2007) defines the term zoom operation as well as the term dynamic 
taxonomy.Dynamic taxonomy is a taxonomy that is able to dynamically 
adapt to a certain subset of the universe, according to the user’s choice.  
 
Ranganathan (1965) developed the colon classification system that was 
the first classification to apply the principles of faceted taxonomy. 
According to Ranganathan there are five fundamental categories: Time, 
Space, Energy, Matter and Personality. There can be several facets in 
one category. Besides fundamental categories, every entity belongs to 
one Basic Facet. Time represents the common meanings of the word 
time, including seasons and meteorological qualities, such as wet, dry, 
stormy. Space represents geographical terms, physiographical terms 
and areas occupied by people (e.g. city). Energy embodies actions of 
various kinds: conceptual, intellectual, animate etc. Manifestations of the 
category Matter can be of two kinds: Material and Property. Defining 
category Personality presents a great difficulty. Besides representing 
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manifestations of personality in wide range of meanings, other 
manifestations that are easily determined not to be one of the four 
previously mentioned categories, belong to category Personality. This is 
the Method of Residues. 
 
Related work 
Faceted taxonomy is very convenient because it can be applied to 
various domains: e-business, multimedia databases, geo-hydrological 
matters, etc. (Sacco, et al., 2011) Commercial web shops were the first 
ones to start the intensive usage of faceted taxonomy. Examples can be 
seen on bestbuy.com or shopping.com. Faceted navigation feels very 
natural to human navigators because people tend to think about things 
from different perspectives. Hence, faceted taxonomies and faceted 
navigation became very widespread in recent years.Faceted taxonomy 
is also very compatible with different innovative technologies.Vandic, 
van Dam, & Frasincar (2012)propose a faceted taxonomy search 
platform that uses semantic web technology, and is available on-line at 
http://www.xploreproducts.com. In the field of e-government, some 
solutions based on faceted taxonomy have been proposed. Proposed 
solutions focused mostly on e-government portals. Results of these 
solutions were usually increased usability and navigability for the users 
of government portals. Modern architectural concepts based on faceted 
taxonomy have also been proposed (Gupta et al., 2009). 
 
Model for structuring information resources 
Definitions and explanations 
Level 1 facets can be divided into level 2 facets and so on. Final facet is 
a facet that can contain only labels. The notation is following: Final facet 
= {Label1, Label2...}. Labels can contain sub-labels. One document can 
be associated with maximum one label in one final facet, and with 
maximum n different facets where n is the number of final facets. Figure 
3 illustrates previous definitions. In the example, Location is the level 1 
facet that is further divided into level 2 facets. Both of these level 2 
facets are final level facet since they contain a hierarchy of labels. A 
book “Hello world, A novel by Mr. Smith” can be associated with only 
one label per final facet. From the figure we can see that the book was 
published in USA, Seattle, while the author’s hometown is UK, Brighton. 
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Figure - An example illustrating the terms facet, final facet and labels 
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Model proposition 
In the case of e-government, we consider a universe of information 
resources in the system, specifically a universe of documents in the 
system. We can say that this is a growing universe, due to the fact that 
entities (i.e. documents) will be added to it from time to time. The 
proposed model (specified in Table 1) was created by analyzing all the 
services provided by e-government in Serbia. Analysis was performed 
according to the official information (Republički zavod za informatiku i 
internet, 2010). The model is, therefore suitable for documents related to 
services.  
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Table - Faceted taxonomy model 
 

CATEGORY FACETS 
(LEVEL1) FACETS (LEVEL 2) 

Basic facet By service type Service type = {Services to citizens, Services to 
business} 

Time By document time Year 
Space By request 

location Region 
Energy By status Status = {Request, Confirmation, Object} 

 By operation 
Operation = {Issuing documents, Providing 
information, Scheduling appointments, Registering 
documents (or requests)} 

Matter By immobility Housing, Transportation 
Personality By user group Age group, Sex group, Vulnerable group 
 By institution in 

charge 
National level institutions, Regional level institutions, 
Local institutions 

 By topic 
Topic = {Health, Education, Employment, 
Environment, Tax, Human rights, Social welfare, 
Personal documents, Business documents, Law, 
Security, Manifestations, Sport} 

 
Thorough explanation for the model is following. 
Basic facet 
By service type: All services in e-government system in Serbia can be 
divided by the type of service users, into two main categories: services 
to citizens and services to business, hence the Basic facet of the model 
is By service type that has two labels {Services to citizens, Services to 
business}. 
 
Time 
By document time: Meaning differs for different document statuses (see 
below Energy- By status). This facet is of great importance when 
searching and analyzing the information in the system. Classic 
classification of Time should be applied (i.e. Years should be divided into 
Months, Months into Days). 
 
Space 
By request location: Classic classification of Space should be applied 
(i.e. Regions should be divided into Municipalities, etc.). 
(This category can be expanded with additional facets, such as By 
user’s location or similar) 
 
Energy 
By status: Documents related to services can be either Request for a 
service, or Confirmation for the service provided (or service declined or 
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operation performed). Document included in the service are Object 
documents (e.g. A birth certificate requested by the user, that is yet to be 
handed to the user). This facet should be mandatory. 
By operation: Documents can relate to several types of operations. 
Issuing documents is self-explanatory. Providing information stands for 
providing simple pieces of information, for which no formal paper is 
needed (e.g. list of available medications). Scheduling appointments can 
be described as scheduling appointments with officials, appointments for 
a certain service or similar. Registering documents refers to registering 
user’s documents (e.g. birth certificate issued by the hospital) or 
registering user’s request (e.g. request for tax relief). 
 
Matter 
By immobility: Housing represents all types of housing facilities, building 
and construction material, and can further be divided into groups, 
according to specific needs of the system. Transportation represents all 
types of transportation and transportation related materials. 
 
Personality 
By user group: User groups facet includes level 2 facets Age groups, 
Sex groups and Vulnerable groups, but additional level 2 facets based 
on demographic criteria should be defined. 
By institution in charge: This usually refers to an institution that will 
provide the service itself or will participate in the provision of the service 
(e.g. National tax service will participate in the service: Income tax 
registration). This facet contains three level 2 facets. 
By topic: All topics can further be specified. Health can be divided in 
Health insurance, Biomedicine, Medications. Education can be divided 
into Libraries, High education, Professional development. Employment 
can be divided into Inspections, Unemployment. Environment can be 
divided into Ecology, Construction, Architecture. Tax can be divided into 
groups of existing taxes. Personal documents and Business documents 
can be divided into groups of explicit document types (e.g. Personal 
documents: ID Card, Passport, Birth, Marriage and Death certificate, 
Work permit etc.; Business documents: Company registration, Earnings 
testimonial, etc.) 
 
Figure 4 shows the example of the model with two example documents 
in the system. In the third column, cells containing labels are filled with 
light gray color. The example illustrates associations of each document 
with labels in the facets. Document ‘ID Card Request #123’ is a 
document related to Services to citizens. The request was made 1st 
January 2012 in Belgrade. The status is Request, since this document 
describes the user’s request for a certain service. The operation of this 
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service is Issuing documents, while the topic of the service is Personal 
documents. The user who made this request belongs to the user age 
group Senior. This user can further be associated with labels in other 
final facets (e.g. with a label Male in the final facet Sex group). 
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Model architecture 
All the service related documents should be tagged with terms from the 
taxonomy. These tags can be generated automatically since all the 
relevant information is contained within the document itself. Many 
classification theories that focus on library science state that there can 
be difficulties with determining the attributes for some entities. Attributes 
can be explicit, implicit in the context or hidden within a derived 
composite term. In e-government information resources, this dilemma is 
reduced to the minimum. The attributes of the documents in e-
government will almost always be hidden within the subject of the 
document or the fields in the document. 
 
Figure - Example of the model with two documents classified 

 
Hence, it will be possible to automatically generate the tags needed for 
the classification. This model is an information model that does not 
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include implementation specific details. The model can be mapped to an 
actual implementation in several ways. The proposed architecture of the 
information system is represented on Figure 5. 
 

    | 114 Figure - Proposed architecture of the system 
 

 
Benefits of the model 
One of the first benefits of the model that emerges is the power that 
faceted navigation allows. Papa (2006) states Busch’s golden law of 
facets: “Four facets of 10 nodes each have the same discriminatory 
power as one taxonomy of 10,000 nodes.”Thereafter, it is also obligatory 
to examine the user-friendliness and success of faceted navigaion in 
application. Several authors studied this issue. Pratt, Hearst, & Fagan 
(1999) conducted a study to examine whether faceted browsing was 
better than clustering and relevancy-ranked results. Study showed that 
users found more answers with faceted interface, than with other 
browsing methods. Users’ satisfaction with the faceted browsing process 
was also much higher than with either ranking tool or the cluster 
tool.Research by Uddin & Janecek (2007) that focused on academic 
staff and students, also showed that the success in finding relevant 
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results was higher with faceted system than with traditional list system. 
This research points that most useful features of the faceted systems, in 
the opinion of the participants, are: possibility to switch from one facet to 
another, possibility to combine facets, preview the result set and 
navigate via breadcrumbs. 
 
When faceted taxonomy is applied to the specific domain of e-
government, several benefits are recognized: 
 
Automatic creation of summaries for the documents. The summary can 
be created according to document’s associations with the taxonomies. In 
the example in section 3 (shown on Figure 4), summary of the document 
‘ID Card Request #123’ would look like: 
 
Service type – to citizen; Document time – 2011.Jan.10; Request 
location – Central Serbia.Belgrade; Status – Request; Operation – 
Issuing documents; User group – Age group.Senior; Topic – Personal 
documents. 
 
Locating documents by an attribute that was not explicitly stated in the 
document, but its value is uniquely defined by the laws of the taxonomy. 
In the example shown on Figure 4, user could search for all documents 
with request location in Central Serbia, even if region is not explicitly 
stated in the documents. This possibility is provided by the structure of 
the information model. 
 
Detailed analysis of the documents by exploring the relationships in the 
taxonomy. For example, user could select the label 2011 in the 
taxonomy, and by performing the zoom operation, see all the documents 
dating from 2011, as well as the adjusted focus of the original 
taxonomies. The true benefit of the adjusted focus lies in the fact that the 
user can see the quantitative aspect of the relationships (e.g. the 
number of documents related to ‘services to citizen’ dating from 2011). 
 
Conclusion  
In this paper we presented a model that can simplify the process of 
querying and browsing, and thus improve understanding of information 
and the relationships between different pieces of information in e-
government. Taking into consideration the stated benefits of the model, 
we can conclude that this model would allows users to browse 
information in a clear and simple way. The model would also facilitate 
the understanding of the relationships in the model. It is particularly 
convenient that the proposed architecture of the system demands for no 
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bigger changes or adjustments in other parts of the system. This leads 
to lower costs of implementation as well as cost of maintenance. 
It would be crucial to perform further research in this area. Our main 
research task in the future include analyzing documents in the system 
together with a domain expert, building a pilot model and using the pilot 
model on a set of information and evaluating the effectiveness of the 
pilot model.  
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BOTTOM-UP VERSUS TOP-DOWN LOCAL 
GOVERNANCE: LOCAL GOVERNMENT ANTI-
CORRUPTION APPROACHES IN THE SLOVAK 

TOWNS OF SALA AND MARTIN COMPARED (CASE 
STUDY) 

Tomas Jacko1 

Abstract 
The paper provides a comparative case study of successful local 
governance approaches to fighting and preventing corruption at a local 
government level in Slovakia. The towns’ administrations of Martin and 
Sala implemented large-scale anti-corruption reforms during the past 6 
years which have led to domestic and international accolades. The 
author shows how different approaches to administrative reform based 
on the same basic governance principles can deliver similar outputs and 
outcomes in the field of local governance. The article also takes into 
consideration the local administrative reform efforts prior to the 
successful town administrations’ reforms, which had started in the early 
1990s and which have also made it possible for the respective town 
administrations to reform themselves. 
 
Key words: local goverrnance, corruption, transparency, administrative 
reform, Slovakia 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
The paper provides a comparative case study of successful local 
governance approaches to fighting and preventing corruption at a local 
government level in Slovakia. The towns’ administrations of Martin and 
Sala implemented large-scale anti-corruption reforms during the past 6 

                                                 
1 The author is a PhD candidate at the Institute of Public Policy and Economics, 
Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences, Comenius University in Bratislava, 
Slovakia; and also since January 2010 a programme coordinator at Transparency 
International Slovakia.  
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years which have led to domestic and international accolades2. The 
author shows how different approaches to administrative reform based 
on the same basic governance principles can deliver similar outputs and 
outcomes in the field of local governance. The article also takes into 
consideration the local administrative reform efforts prior to the 
successful town administrations’ reforms, which had started in the early 
1990s and which have also made it possible for the respective town 
administrations to reform themselves. 
 
The author examines how a mayor and a deputy mayor of two Slovak 
towns and their administrations managed to introduce and fully 
implement large-scale anti-corruption measures at their town halls. The 
two case studies show contrasting approaches to public administration 
reform. Martin’s approach was a typical example of top-down local 
governance. The town mayor rapidly implemented in a relatively short 
space of time a complex and externally engineered anti-corruption 
programme. By contrast, the Sala case study shows that local anti-
corruption efforts can be initiated “at the bottom” by local anti-corruption 
activists, hence the phrase bottom-up local governance. Furthermore, 
Sala’s anti-corruption programme was devised internally, included more 
basic measures and the change was delivered in a more incremental 
way compared to Martin.  
 
The paper provides short narratives of the case studies with particular 
attention given to initiation and delivery of the far-reaching anti-
corruption and local governance measures. The case study research 
has been based on documents, observations, opinion poll performed in 
2010 in Martin, interviews conducted in 2009, and media coverage. 
These include both local and national newspapers, documents which 
were part of the Transparent Town project as well as mayor Hrnciar’s 
and deputy mayor Meciar’s personal blogs and websites. The opinion 
poll was carried out in September 2010 and asked a representative 
sample of Martin’s inhabitants about their views on corruption and also 
about the Transparent Town project. As for the interviews, not only 
mayor Hrnciar and deputy mayor Meciar were interviewed but also a 
number of councillors, staff members, working partners from 
                                                 
2 The Town of Martin was awarded the first place in the 2011 United Nations Public 
Service Awards in the category Preventing and combating corruption in the public 
service (region North America and Europe) and came as third in the 2010 Open 
Local Government survey (conducted by Transparency International Slovakia). 
Sala on the other hand came as first in the 2010 Open Local Government survey 
and it was also awarded the “Infocin” 2007 award (1st place), HESO Regions 2007 
(1st place - informing) and 2008 (1st place - procurement), and ITAPA 2009 (3rd 
place – electronic self-government).  
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Transparency International Slovakia and other local anti-corruption 
initiatives (Jacko, 2009).  
 
Extensive literature exists on the topic of New Public Management 
reforms and on application of good governance principles into public 
processes (e.g. Osborne and Gaebler, 1993; Pierre and Peters, 2000; 
Barzelay, 2001; Pollitt, 2003; Pollitt and Bouckaert, 2004; Lynn, 2006; 
Lane, 2007; Lynn and Hill, 2008). However, the topics still deserve more 
attention in the context and political environment of Central and Eastern 
European (CEE) countries which started to introduce such ideas only in 
the late 1990s and early 2000s. Moreover, local political leadership has 
been a well-researched field both in the US (e.g. Kotter and Lawrence, 
1974; Stone, 1989; Svara, 1990, 1994) and Europe (Pratchett and 
Wilson, 1996; John and Cole, 2000; Leach and Wilson 2002; Berg and 
Rao, 2005; Haus and Sweeting, 2006). However, regarding Slovak local 
governance, administrative and anti-corruption reforms, and political 
leadership; so far only limited if any academic research has been 
conducted. 
 
On Slovak local government 
Slovakia has three tiers of government: national, regional and local. 
Local government (i.e. municipal government or municipalities) 
comprises a directly elected mayor and directly elected council members 
(i.e. councillors). There are more than 2900 municipalities, each having 
its own mayor and council members. Elections are held every four years. 
In contrast to national elections, independent candidates are free to 
stand in both regional and local elections. Petrzalka, a city part of 
Bratislava, has the highest population (110,000). The capital city 
Bratislava (population 450,000) and the second largest city Kosice 
(population 230,000) have a special status but they are also considered 
as local governments with their own city mayors and city councils. 
Smallest municipalities have less than 10 inhabitants and there are 
hundreds of municipalities with less than a hundred inhabitants. The 100 
largest municipalities by population comprise more than a half of the 
Slovak population. The other half lives in the rest 2800 towns and mostly 
villages. Martin with its population of nearly 58,000 is the 8th largest town 
in Slovakia. Sala with its population of 23,000 is the 30th largest Slovak 
town.  
 
Public administration reform in Slovakia which commenced in 1990 
granted Slovak municipalities significant amount of independence. Even 
compared to the Czech Republic, Slovak municipalities were given a 
considerable amount of freedom to govern and control themselves. All 
Slovak municipalities not only elect their own mayors by popular vote but 
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also choose and council members vote for their own auditors. The only 
remaining state control over municipalities is the Supreme Audit Office 
which however has more or less only advisory and not legally binding 
powers. The police and the prosecutors should act in cases of corruption 
or breaches of law and corruption, but the 20 years of Slovak 
independent municipal experience show that even in cases of serious 
misconduct and breach of law, municipal representatives have not been 
successfully prosecuted and punished3. Instead, a mayoral recall 
election often remains the only chance for effectively and in a relatively 
short time removing and replacing a corrupt mayor. In terms of local 
governance, the small population size of Slovak municipalities on one 
hand but a large number of council members on the other, make it 
arguably difficult to implement modern elements of the governance 
concept. Nevertheless, this paper will show two case studies of Slovak 
municipalities which successfully managed to deliver good governance 
principles as a result of their anti-corruption efforts. It is up to the reader 
to decide whether they occurred more as a matter of luck and 
coincidence or as carefully planned and delivered policies worth being 
transferred to other Slovak and CEE countries.  
 
Slovak legislation sets standard rules which cover local government and 
conduct of local government officials. However, despite having one of 
the most decentralised and hence arguably most democratic local 
governments in Europe4, only a limited number of municipalities prior to 
Sala’s initiative and the Martin town project, had been willing to disclose 
more information and make governance more open than the minimal 
standard prescribed by the law. Public officials even in Sala and Martin 
preferred to make decisions behind closed doors (TIS, 2008). Perhaps 
without any wrong intentions but nevertheless ruling out the public eye 
from the decision-making process. There are numerous cases in 
Slovakia of local governments and their leaders who have exploited the 
legislation and legislative loopholes, ineffective police, prosecution and 
judiciary which in the end all permit them to be untouchable. Partly a 
result of such news reports, the Slovak public loses trust not only in the 
municipalities but also in other public institutions and representative 
democracy as a whole. It is for cases such as Sala and Martin that 
attempt to prove the sceptic wrong. 
 

                                                 
3 See for example http://www.zomos.sk/pribehy, http://www.brunovce.otvorene.sk/ . 

4 For instance, it is not common in all European and CEE countries in particular to have 
elected mayors in all municipalities.  

http://www.zomos.sk/pribehy
http://www.brunovce.otvorene.sk/
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Sala 
Sala’s case study will be portrayed in three distinct periods: opposition 
years (2002-2006), years of change (2007-2010) and Sala 2.0 (2010 
onwards). The story describes the efforts of a locally formed initiative 
with an IT skilled local anti-corruption champion who attempted to push 
for a local governance reform in their small town. The anti-corruption 
reform plans were included in their election manifesto. The reform was 
basic in nature, devised internally, and changes were delivered 
incrementally (see Figure 1).  
 
Opposition years (2002-2006) 
Most of the anti-corruption measures in the town of Sala would not have 
been passed, had it not been for Jozef Meciar, a former IT expert and 
present day Deputy Mayor of Sala. He and his friends formed an 
unofficial local initiative in Sala in the early 2000s and later founded an 
NGO named Lepsia Sala [Better Sala]5. Similarly to other local anti-
corruption initiatives which were at the time united under the Antikor6 
banner, Lepsia Sala’s main goals among others were to bring more 
transparency into local governance; allow citizens greater control and 
participation in the local decision-making processes; and fight against 
corruption, nepotism and inefficient use of public resources. They were 
no anti-corruption experts but local citizens covering various professional 
fields. Meciar himself admits that their anti-corruption efforts were 
drafted spontaneously “in a pub” (Meciar, 2009).  
 
The greatest success during this opposition period was a motion lobbied 
by their NGO, which was passed by the Sala town council on 28 October 
2004 (“motion on automated information publishing” [uznesenie o 
automatizovanom zverejnovani informacii]. It made the town hall publish 
a lot of information online for the first time including all publicly available 
documents, forms and regulations, staff and officials’ contact details, and 
last but not least, all answers and information provided through freedom 
of information act requests. Although some other original proposals were 
scrapped, it was this last measure which allowed all information to be 
published anyway since activists from the Lepsia Sala NGO then filed 

                                                 
5 For more information, see the old website http://www.lepsia-sala.sk/index.php or 
current Facebook page http://sk-sk.facebook.com/LepsiaSala . 

6 Antikor is a Slovak online anti-corruption community which electronically shares 
information and experience about their fight and efforts, mostly in their municipalities. It 
emerged around the year 2004. In 2010, some of the Antikor members founded an NGO 
ZOMOS [Zdruzenie obcanov miest a obci Slovenska]. 

http://www.lepsia-sala.sk/index.php
http://sk-sk.facebook.com/LepsiaSala
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numerous freedom of information requests which had to be published 
online including answers to them. Their efforts and also data they were 
able to uncover, helped them to get elected and win seats in the Sala 
Town Council in December 2006. 
 
Years of change (2007-2010) 
December 2006 local election brought in a number of councillors who 
belonged to the Lepsia Sala NGO. Their main election pledge was to 
fight against corruption and to bring more transparency into the 
municipal government. They also advocated other proposals which 
could be considered as good governance driven (Meciar, 2009). Due to 
positive election results and the coalition potential, Jozef Meciar was 
also appointed as the Sala Deputy Mayor. It was mainly thanks to this 
executive position that he was able to push for and deliver most of the 
reforms in the following years. 
 
Among the various effective anti-corruption measures were the 
following: compulsory e-auctions on all procured products and services 
(even low cost), all invoices and contracts published online, information 
and cost of municipal employees’ business trips published online. All of 
these measures came into practice in 2007 and 2008, so almost 4 years 
before e-auctions and local government contracts had to published by 
law (Meciar, 2012). For example, savings in public procurement were up 
to 30 per cent less than the originally planned budgetary items (Meciar, 
2012). What is more, the new town executive also encouraged council 
members including opposition parties and independent councillors to 
take part in the public procurement process. Interestingly, as a result of 
a different approach of the new town executive, the then opposition also 
underwent transformation and according to Meciar, went through 3 
stages: reluctance, cooperation, and finally own initiative (Meciar, 2010). 
This shows how different the governance approach was perceived by 
the town executive compared to the period before. Instead of following a 
strict party and political line and engaging in adversarial politics, the new 
town management offered and encouraged the opposition and the public 
to cooperate towards a better functioning and open local government. It 
is due to these efforts and concrete results that the town was awarded 
numerous awards, mainly in the field of e-governance and government 
openness.  
 
For instance, in order to compare different approaches to open local 
governance, one can compare the 2002-2006 and the 2007-2010 period 
in terms of involvement and membership of public procurement 
commissions. Figure 2 clearly shows that the average number of 
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commission members who were responsible for public procurement 
rapidly increased during the period of 2007-2010 compared to the 
previous election period (from the average number of 4.2 to 7.9). This 
was also reflected in the average number of council members present. 
From the average of 0.7 in 2002-2006, the number increased to 3.6 
council members present per public procurement. And lastly, the town 
hall executive and coalition councillors also encouraged and made it 
possible for the opposition and independent councillors to take part in 
the public procurement selection process. This resulted in the increased 
number of opposition council members being involved, which rose from 
the average of 0.2 to 2.8. 
 
Sala 2.0 (2010 onwards) 
Sala and its town management has continued with its open local 
governance policies after the November 2010 local election. Town’s 
executive including the deputy mayor were reelected and the town hall is 
currently working on the Sala 2.0 project which includes even more 
emphasis on e-democracy and among the planned policies are e-forms, 
e-petitions, opinion polls, discussion forums, and other e-government 
initiatives (Meciar, 2010)7.  
 
Martin 
Andrej Hrnciar, another local governance pioneer, though of a different 
kind, managed to introduce and fully implement large-scale anti-
corruption measures at his town hall in just two years between 2008 and 
2009 and also, similarly to Jozef Meciar, during his first term in office. 
Andrej Hrnciar being an independent candidate and a former 
professional theatrical actor, the odds of successfully implementing 
externally-drafted anti-corruption measures in 17 crucial town policy 
areas were all but in his favour. Despite being a political outsider and not 
belonging to any local political initiative or faction, Hrnciar managed to 
gain enough popular support to win the mayoral election in December 
2006 and later skilfully secured unanimous support from various local 
political factions to successfully pass an unprecedented package of anti-
corruption measures. Interestingly and largely due to his non-political 
background, the mayor had previously had only limited knowledge of 
public management and local government processes and structures. 
Thus, various features and elements of New Public Management (NPM) 
and good governance principles were implemented as a matter of pure 
coincidence and rather as a by-product of the concrete anti-corruption 

                                                 
7 For more information on Sala 2.0, see http://www.sala.sk/cms.article/default/796/sala-
2-0-v-spojeni. 

http://www.sala.sk/cms.article/default/796/sala-2-0-v-spojeni
http://www.sala.sk/cms.article/default/796/sala-2-0-v-spojeni
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measures. Compared to a limited number of similar anti-corruption 
strategies that can be identified in other local governments in Slovakia 
such as in Sala, Martin has been the first local government to carry out 
such a multi-faceted approach to fight and prevent corruption and at the 
same time to uphold principles of good governance. By doing so and 
thanks to national media, Martin has now become a well-known case 
study and an inspiration for other municipalities and mayors throughout 
Slovakia and abroad.  
 
Except for the Sala case study, the author identified two other 
international case studies worth mentioning: Mangalia (Romania) and La 
Paz (Bolivia). Balta provides a useful narrative of the Romanian City of 
Mangalia and one can draw parallels between the Romanian city’s 
transition following an election victory of mayor Zamfir Iorgus in 1996 
(Balta, 2002) and the transition of the town of Martin following the 
election victory of Andrej Hrnciar in 2006. Another, and perhaps one of 
the best known case studies of implementation of anti-corruption 
measures in local government in the world is the effort of the then mayor 
of La Paz, Ronald MacLean Abaroa, in the late 1980s. Both Iorgus and 
Abaroa managed to transform their cities during their terms in the office. 
While Iorgus implemented management reforms and set clear and 
perhaps populist targets, Abaroa and Hrnciar concentrated on the 
delivery of anti-corruption measures in unique and unprecedented ways. 
 
The paper will now explore all stages of the Martin anti-corruption project 
including the situation before, policy initiation, policy formulation, policy 
implementation and impact together with reactions. The project was also 
officially divided into three phases: 
 

o First phase: May 2008 – August 2008; included an audit of 
selected policies of the town 

o Second phase: September 2008 – April 2009; included 
preparation and approval of anti-corruption measures in selected 
town policies 

o Third phase: May 2009 – today; has included implementation of 
accepted measures into everyday life 

o (Martin Town Hall, 2010) 
 
Situation before 
Martin had been previously a typical example of a larger Slovak town – 
facing common problems to other towns and cities in post-communist 
transition: lack of job opportunities following closures of industrial and 
subsidised plants, high corruption, lack of trust in public institutions, and 
limited public participation being just to name a few. Martin had a long 
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serving mayor who did not have a bad record of corruption but who was 
nevertheless seen as having an authoritative and directive style of 
leadership (Jacko, 2009). The 2006 election brought together three 
strong candidates, all representing different political programmes and 
visions (left, right, independent). Hrnciar, a theatrical actor by profession 
and a director of the Martin Town Theatre at the time was a political 
outsider without any political party support and prior political experience. 
Nevertheless, Hrnciar managed to win the election with 32.7 per cent of 
the votes (5379 votes) which was more than a thousand votes ahead of 
the then mayor. Hrnciar’s main political advantage was his clean political 
record. Based on the interviews conducted, voters were in 2006 tired of 
party politics and wanted an independent candidate instead. 
Interestingly, Hrnciar’s election manifesto compared to Jozef Meciar’s 
did not include the Transparent Town project and/or open government 
and anti-corruption policies (Jacko, 2009). Also, Jozef Meciar did not 
stand as a mayoral candidate but instead as a council member 
candidate.  
 
According to the audit carried out by Transparency International 
Slovakia (TIS, 2008) which was part of the project, the town hall showed 
limitations in almost all of the 17 policy areas. The public had previously 
had only very limited options to control, check and hold their elected 
representatives or Town Hall employees accountable. According to 
Hrnciar, tenders had previously been won only be a small group of 
contractors and were heavily overpriced. Furthermore, the mayor himself 
had been approached by public procurement bidders who tried to 
pressure and corrupt him (Hrnciar, 2009). According to Hrnciar, he as a 
political newcomer needed some time to familiarise himself with all the 
necessary local government processes, procedures and also have his 
predecessor’s deals and decisions audited. He then came into 
conclusion that it would be necessary to implement far-reaching 
measures in order to secure lasting transparent and open government 
principles in the town (Jacko, 2009; Martin Town Hall, 2010; Hrnciar, 
2011).  
 
Initiation 
It was February 2008 when Martin Town Mayor, Andrej Hrnciar, 
contacted the then President of Transparency International Slovakia 
(TIS), Mrs Emilia Sicakova-Beblava, and showed interest in anti-
corruption measures being applied in his town. Following an advice from 
TIS, Hrnciar decided to implement a complex project, covering all areas 
of local government prone to corruption. In May 2008, the Martin Town 
Council agreed to pay TIS € 23,300 from the town’s budget to deliver the 
project. The project and its initiation stage is rather extraordinary 
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regarding its timing. The landmark project was initiated in early 2008 
despite not being included in Hrnciar’s 2006 election manifesto and 
further, it was more than a year after Hrnciar had taken office that he 
contacted the TIS President (Jacko, 2009). We could apply Kingdon’s 
concept of windows of opportunity (1995), who argues that such 
windows open in policy systems but stay open only for short periods of 
time and hence a policy initiator must make use of the advantage while it 
is there to be taken. His politically neutral background, largely supportive 
Town Council at the time, and his superior communication and 
persuasion skills and last but not least the then absence of the economic 
crisis, allowed him to introduce such radical measures (Jacko, 2009).  
 
Policy formulation 
Despite the overlap between the proposed anti-corruption measures and 
new public management (NPM) and good governance principles, the 
main purpose of the project was not to bring Martin Town Hall’s 
administration processes in line with the ideas and philosophy of NPM 
and/or any other public management trends. Instead, the TIS team 
devised an unprecedented blueprint document which included specific 
recommendations for 17 town policies (Figure 3) that covered all areas 
prone to corruption in the town (TIS, 2009). Rather than following 
managerial manuals, NPM and governance literature, or texts covering 
organisational leadership, TIS focused on Robert Klitgaard’s famous yet 
simplistic formula8 as a basis for their policy formulation (Klitgaard 1998; 
TIS, 2008 and 2009). Resulting policy document (TIS, 2009) had 130 
pages and included general recommendations together with specific 
policy formulations and document drafts.  
 
Once TIS delivered their anti-corruption blueprint, recommendations and 
policy formulations had to be approved by the relevant Town Hall 
departments. Martin Town Hall’s Manager was in charge of 
consolidation. She and senior Town Hall officials scrutinised all the 
recommended policies and if needed adjusted them to fit the Slovak 
legal system. Once checked and ready to be passed, the mayor called in 
May 2009 an extraordinary council meeting which had only one issue on 
the agenda: the anti-corruption package.  
 

                                                 
8 Klitgaards‘ formula for analysing the tendency for corruption to exist: Corruption = 
Monopoly + Discretion - Accountability
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Implementation 
The anti-corruption package was successfully passed and won votes 
from all the councillors. Both TIS and Town Hall representatives agreed 
that if one compares the package which was voted on with the original 
recommendations devised by TIS, there is an approximately 80 to 90 per 
cent overlap (Jacko, 2009). The vote in the Council signalled the 
beginning of the implementation stage (or third phase of the project). 
The Town Hall soon started to follow new measures such as the Ethical 
Code for all employees of the Town Hall; new procedures covering hiring 
of staff; proactive provision of information; electronic public procurement 
and e-auctions; electronic disclosure of town contracts and invoices; etc. 
(Martin Town Hall, 2010). On top of the official anti-corruption package, 
the Town Hall started to organise and added new anti-corruption and 
good governance features such as open days, information campaigns, 
map of electronic auctions, and electronic market research tool to name 
just a few.  
 
Impact and Reactions 
The prestigious United Nations Public Service Award, numerous home 
and international endorsements and also first quantitative data show that 
Martin’s officials seem to be right when portraying their project as a 
success. One of the clearest benefits and outputs of the project have 
been similarly to Sala, significantly lesser costs in the public 
procurement process due to introduction of electronic auctions. As of 
December 2011, the Martin Town Hall has since July 2009 saved 
586,232 EUR which is 20% of the originally anticipated costs of procured 
goods and services9. Among other identified benefits have been 
increased transparency and accountability, increased public 
engagement in local governance, town prestige leading to more 
investment, and benefits to wider society (Jacko, 2009). One of the 
latest e-government innovations in Martin was a historic e-referendum 
which took place on 10 March 2012. 
 
Quantitative data showing positive outputs of the Martin project also 
include the number of website visitors, citizens present at open days and 
the number of firms providing goods and services through public 
procurement. Before electronic auctions and the new rules were 
introduced, the town had been paying and contracting just a handful of 
companies (Hrnciar, 2011). The situation has significantly changed and 
the town’s procurement database now includes more than a hundred 

                                                 
9 The figure is regularly updated, see www.transparentnemesto.sk . 

http://www.transparentemesto.sk/
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firms which have during the past three years been contracted and 
delivered services and goods for the town. Furthermore, according to the 
MVK agency which conducted an opinion poll on a representative 
sample of 200 Martin’s inhabitants in September 2010, 38.4% of Martin 
town inhabitants considered the project as being excellent or beneficial; 
28.8% did not hear of the project; 19.7% heard of it but felt indifferent; 
12.6% thought that it neither helps nor hinders; and only 0.5% of 
respondents considered the project as being negative (MVK, 2010; see 
Figure 4). 
 
Among the benefits to wider society is the Martin’s project impact on 
other municipalities in Slovakia. A number of municipalities followed the 
example set by Martin and either contacted TIS to deliver a similar 
scheme or decided to deliver the project themselves without the need to 
consult external organisations (similarly to Sala). It ought to be noted 
that one of the main topics of the recent November 2010 local election in 
Slovakia was the fight against corruption. Quoting the Martin example, a 
number of Slovak towns had commenced similar anti-corruption 
schemes before the election (e.g. Roznava, Prievidza, Ziar nad 
Hronom), while others have since contacted TIS for advice and 
cooperation and publicly announced such plans (e.g. Bratislava, Banska 
Bystrica, Ruzinov).  
 
Conclusion 
The paper explored and compared two successful anti-corruption local 
governance initiatives in the Slovak towns of Sala and Martin. 
Government decentralisation process which commenced in 1990 has 
acted as a double-edged sword. On one hand, it granted a considerable 
amount of freedom to local governments which could individually pass 
such positive governance reforms as the two presented case studies. 
However, on the other hand, it made corruption, nepotism and 
mismanagement flourish in some other, especially smaller of the 2,900 
municipalities.  
 
Both case studies showed that in order for anti-corruption measures and 
local governance reforms to be passed, they have to be advocated by 
the town executive. Interestingly, both demonstrated that even one 
person but with enough political power and skill can make a difference in 
the running of Slovak local government. Sala case study showed that 
bottom-up governance initiatives too can be successful to some extent, 
but in order to deliver a greater impact, they need to have the necessary 
support of the town executive or the town council. Sala’s case also 
indicated that local elections can be won on an anti-corruption ticket and 
that local governments can have the capacity to deliver pioneer 
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governance reforms themselves without the need for external 
professional organisations and consultants. However, anti-corruption 
guru in the town’s executive is a must. The case study also showed that 
even basic incremental changes can deliver positive local governance 
outputs. On the other hand, the Transparent Town project in Martin, a 
typical example of a top-down initiative, had not been included in the 
election manifesto and was initiated by an independent and previously 
politically inexperienced mayor a year after his election. It is an example 
of a professionally and externally engineered complex local governance 
reform which also came into fruition and delivered rapid changes and 
positive governance outputs. However, in this case, Martin Mayor’s 
leadership style and personal skills played significant role during all 
stages of the project, including the initiation, implementation and the 
overall success.  
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Figures 
Figure 1: Sala and Martin anti-corruption project compared 
Town/project 
feature 

Included in 
the election 
manifesto? 

Delivery Measures Change 

Martin No External Complex Rapid 
Sala Yes Internal Basic Incremental 

Source: author 
 
Figure 2: 15 largest public procurements (2002-2006 and 2007-2010) 
compared  
Election period Average 

number of 
commission 
members 

Average number of 
council members 
present 

Average 
number of 
council 
members 
present 
from 
oppositio
n 

2002-2006 4.2 0.7 0.2 
2007-2010 7.9 3.6 2.8 

Source: Meciar, 2010  
 
Figure 3: Town Policies Subject to Anti-Corruption Measures10 
1. The policy of sale of fixed and non-fixed assets  

2. The policy of rent of fixed and non-fixed assets  
3. The policy of hiring new employees for the town hall and other town 
organizations  
4. The policy of public’s participation in municipality decision making  
5. The policy of access to information on how the municipality runs  
6. The policy of ethics – ethical infrastructure and conflict of interests 
for elected town representatives 
7. The policy of ethics – ethical infrastructure and conflict of interests 
for town employees  
8. The policy of ethics – ethical infrastructure and conflict of interests 
for town organizations’ employees  
9. The media policy  
10. The policy of zoning plan and building office  
11. Additional town policy  
12. The policy of transparency with corporate entity founded by the 

                                                 
10  [sic] Original translation by the Martin Town Hall. Adopted from  
http://transparenttown.eu/ . 

http://transparenttown.eu/
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13. The policy of procurement  
14. The policy of concluding the Public Private Partnerships  
15. The policy of assigning the apartments  
16. The policy of assigning rooms in social institutions of which the 
town is a grantor  
17. The policy of preparing the budget and informing the public of the 
issue 
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Source: Martin Town Hall, 2010 
 
Figure 4: Local Opinion on the Transparent Town Project 
 
 

 
 
Source: MVK, 2010 
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CRM E-GOVERNMENT SERVICES IN THE CLOUD 

Marko Vulić1, Jovana Dadić2, Konstantin Simić3,  
 Đorđe Mazinjanin4, Aleksandar Milić5  

Abstract 
Customer relationship management (CRM) is a business strategy whose 
outcomes optimize profitability, revenue and customer satisfaction by 
fostering customer satisfying behaviors and implementing customer-
centric processes. CRM is often seen as a key element in delivering 
customer-centric services. Today CRM solutions are often implemented 
as a cloud computing service. Cloud computing refers to providing and 
using computational resources via the Internet. It enables the access to 
technology in the form of service on demand. Services and data coexist 
in shared and dynamically scaled set of resources. 
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E-government is the organic combination of information technology and 
government management function. With the development of information 
technology, government has been upgrading from management-oriented 
mode to service-oriented one. Therefore, government CRM is a 
business strategy to provide comprehensive service from all public 
organizations. This paper presents a model of CRM in e-government 
system. Model includes process specification, metrics for evaluation of 
the system performance and recommendations for implementation. 
 
Keywords: customer relationship management, e-government services, 
cloud computing 
 
Introduction 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) today is very important for 
institution that aims to manage the relationship between citizens and 
administrators. Government institutions need to identify the problems of 
citizens and enhance the cohesion in relationships with citizens. A good 
customer relationship is the key to success. The use of customer 
relationship management systems in government is becoming 
significantly important for increasing citizen life time value. CRM e-
government system is the systematic care of a business relationship 
between the institution and citizens. A new vision of government system 
in which the citizens is the central subject opens up new opportunities 
that include customization and adaptation to citizens’ needs and 
preferences. 
 
Given the possibility of dissemination of information to many users, 
social computing can play important role in improving the e-government 
process. Many social networks formed groups for government purposes. 
This paper discusses possible solutions for improving relations between 
citizens and government institutions in the process of e-government 
through social media. The paper focuses on the development of social 
media metrics that can be applied in e-government. The metrics should 
be defined with respect to processes in e-government, on strategic and 
operative levels, and synchronized with the strategy of government 
institutions. In this paper, we deal with metrics considering the quality of 
government process and outcomes, while metrics for financial outcomes 
are not considered. 
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Literature review 

 
Customer Relationship Management 
Customer relationship management (CRM) has been defined as the 
management approach that involves identifying, attracting, developing 
and maintaining successful customer relationships over time in order to 
increase the retention of profitable customers. CRM is a coherent and 
complete set of processes and technologies for managing relationships 
with current and potential customers and associates of the company, 
using the marketing, sales and service departments, regardless of the 
channel of communication (Chen & Popovich, 2003). CRM is a highly 
fragmented environment and has different meanings for different people 
(Sohrabi, Haghighi & Khanlari, 2010). CRM is endorsed to generate and 
administer bonds with clients more efficiently through the itemized and 
precise analysis of customer information utilizing distinctive information 
technologies (Peppers & Rogers, 2011). To assess future customer 
behavior and offer the best possible care, it is necessary to exploit, 
evaluate and regularly update the company’s knowledge about the 
customer (Wilde, 2011). CRM is therefore understood as a customer-
oriented management approach where information systems provide 
information to support operational, analytical and collaborative CRM 
processes and thus contribute to customer profitability and retention 
(King & Burgess, 2008). 
 
Total customer relationship management (TCRM) is proposed hopefully 
to validate activities more effectively, to pursue business excellence in 
CRM practice, as well as to have CRM become a mission covering all 
members, resources, processes and endeavours of an organisation. The 
TCRM system is composed of five components: customer-related 
processes, management responsibility, resource management, product 
or service realization and measurement, analysis and improvement (Su, 
Tsai & Hsu, 2010). 
 
Social Customer Relationship Management 
Social CRM is a philosophy and a business strategy, supported by a 
system and a technology, designed to engage the customer in a 
collaborative interaction that provides mutually beneficial value in a 
trusted and transparent business environment. It’s the company’s 
response to the customer’s ownership of the conversation. Social CRM 
can provide the tools and strategies for meaningful, accurate customer 
insight. Rather than attempting to learn something emotional from a 
customer record, it can change the face and nature of what information 
is gathered, what companies can learn from that information and how 
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they can apply that information. The information includes the nature of 
conversations about the company by an individual customer, customers 
associated with an account, or discussions going on in the general 
population about a company (Greenberg, 2010a). Social CRM is based 
on the ability of a company to meet the personal agendas of their 
customers while at the same time meeting the objectives of their own 
business plan. It’s aimed at customer engagement rather than customer 
management (Garcia-Crespo, Colomo-Palacios, Gomez-Berbis & Ruiz-
Mezcua, 2010). 
 
The characteristics of Social CRM are (Greenberg, 2010b):  

o fully integrated into an enterprise value chain and that includes 
the citizens as part of it, 

o citizens interactions are encouraged through authenticity and 
transparency, 

o knowledge is utilized in context to create meaningful 
conversations, 

o the company processes are modeled from the citizens point of 
view, 

o both information-seeking and information-contributing behaviour 
are encompassed into the citizens business ecosystem,  

o resides in a citizens ecosystem,  
o creating conversation with citizen - engaging citizen in activity 

and discussion – observing and redirecting conversations among 
citizens are activities done in the marketing frontline, 

o business is an aggregator of experiences, products, services, 
tools and knowledge for the citizen,  

o the intellectual property that is created with the citizen, partner, 
supplier, problem solver is also owned together,  

o the business is focused on environments and experiences that 
engage the citizen,  

o focus of technology is on both, operational and 
social/collaborative areas and citizen is integrated into the value 
chain. 

 
Social CRM strategies often involve an integration of new tools with 
traditional measures. In social-communicative context social networking 
means the initiation of connection, mostly between strangers. In addition 
to being cultural, media and social contexts, social networks are aimed 
at interaction as one of the most important communication practices. 
Social network typically deals with measuring and quantifying the 
relationships between individuals in a group. The focus is on measuring 
the structural patterns of interaction and how these patterns can explain 
outcomes. 
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Social media are two-way media, and in most cases the interactions and 
dialogues on social media sites have been initiated and are largely 
conducted by private individuals, not by company representatives or 
officials. Social media can serve as a resource for understanding what 
citizens expressions about the government are (Peppers & Rogers, 
2011). The social media can be defined as a type of web page through 
which the connection of modern Internet technology and interaction is 
easily enabled (DeAndrea, Ellison, LaRose, Steinfield & Fiore, 2012). 
Further, social media adds a level of qualitative information to the 
quantitative data traditionally made available through web analytics. The 
most popular social media applications/services are blogs, wikis, social 
network sites, and micro blogging (Stuart, 2009). 
 
In terms of social media metrics, blogs have the big advantage of 
allowing the use of traditional web analytics. Wiki software can be used 
for the collaborative creation of web pages. The success of a wiki may 
be quantitatively measured in several different ways: number of pages 
created, number of editors and the amount of edits. Social network site 
metrics are heavily dependent on the information that a site shares. This 
can vary considerably not only from site to site but also according to a 
user’s type of account (Stuart, 2009). Social network sites have been 
defined by (Boyd & Ellison, 2007) as web services that allow individuals 
to construct public or semi-public profiles, articulate a list of other users 
with whom they are connected, and view and traverse connections 
made by others. They are usually based on the Internet or mobile 
technologies. Professional title for social web services is the Social 
Network Service (SNS). SNS allow the citizens to create and maintain 
personal or business contacts through a network with close friends or 
business partners (Radovanović, 2010). SNS represent one of the most 
popular forms of online communication. They enable the exchange and 
review of large amounts of multimedia content, finding persons of the 
same interests, exchange of knowledge and experiences. SNS are 
primarily focused on creating a community of the like-minded or on 
connecting a particular group of people primarily through the Internet. 
 
E-government 
Digital government, electronic government or e-government defines as 
the use of information and communication technologies in public 
administrations, combined with organizational change and new skills, to 
improve public services and democratic processes and to strengthen 
support to public policies (Kubicek, Cimander & Scholl, 2011). 
 
E-Government is the transformation of public sector internal and external 
relationships through net-enabled operations, information technology 
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and communications, to optimize government service delivery, 
constituency participation and governance. It can be broadly defined as 
a government’s use of ICT, particularly Web-based Internet applications, 
to enhance the access to and the delivery of government information 
and service to stakeholders such as citizens, business partners, public 
sector employees, and other governments, agencies and entities. It can 
change the relationship between governments and the various 
stakeholders mentioned above from hierarchical command-andcontrol to 
interactive collaboration (Shan, Wang, Wang, Hao & Hua, 2011). 
 
Public services are services delivered by government agencies to the 
public sectors such as education, healthcare, transportation, 
broadcasting, waste management and social welfare. 
In e-government, public services and the respective communication can 
be grouped in (Kubicek, Cimander & Scholl, 2011): 

o Government to Citizens (G2C) - tax declarations, applications for 
social benefits, requests for birth certificates or driver’s licenses; 

o Government to Business (G2B) - social contributions for 
employees, declarations of corporate tax, and different kinds of 
permits for export, environmental emissions; 

o Government to Government (G2G) - access to central registries 
by local authorities, sharing of information resources. 

o Government to Employees (G2E) - interpersonal communication 
between employees, flow of information, e-education in 
administration and public services, knowledge management. 

 
E-government is much more than merely providing online services and it 
also involves integrating public agencies and providers, 24/7 service 
delivery, assimilation of new laws and government regulations. Thus, 
technological change must be accompanied by organizational change, 
process redesign, information technology governance implementation 
and human capital training (Concha, Astudillo, Porrua & Pimenta, 2012).  
 
E-Government provides a platform for multi-channel interaction and 
multi-service delivery options. It can have an influence on cultural and 
social adaptation issues, transborder data flow issues, and it can raise 
the potential for the development of a policy to reduce the global digital 
divide. The construction and management of e-Government systems are 
becoming an essential element of modern public administration (Shan, 
Wang, Wang, Hao & Hua, 2011). 
 
The evolution of e-government is often modeled by sequential steps, in 
the stages of growth models. Five progressive stages are (Concha, 
Astudillo, Porrua & Pimenta, 2012):  
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o Emerging - the government's online presence is established;  
o Enhanced - government sites increase in number and 

complexity, and the information becomes more dynamic;  
o Interactive - users can download forms, e-mail officials and 

interact through the Web;  
o Transactional - users can pay for services and transactions 

online;  
o Networked - full integration of electronic services across public 

agencies. 
 
Other related proposals are the model of Layne and Lee which identifies 
four stages of growth focused on functionality and technical capability: 
(1)cataloguing, (2)transaction, (3)vertical integration, and (4)horizontal 
integration (Concha, Astudillo, Porrua & Pimenta, 2012). 
 
Social CRM in e-government 
Government institutions are becoming aware that citizens’ demands and 
desires have to be met. The CRM integration into e-government is a 
long and demanding process because citizens’ demands are increasing 
simultaneously with the growth of technology capability. Citizens 
relationship management is the systematic care of a business 
relationship between the institutions and citizens, where service quality 
is becoming an ever more interesting question. Citizen satisfaction can 
be increased in this way.  
 
The steps in the CRM implementation in e-government field are defining 
the CRM goal and strategies, adaptation and implementation. From the 
perspective of the citizen, the CRM strategy allows interaction with the 
government institutions from a single entity that has a complete 
understanding of their unique status. From the perspective of the 
government institutions, the CRM business strategy provides a clear and 
complete picture of each individual and all the activities pertaining to the 
individual. 
 
Data related to citizens characteristics and interaction are substantial for 
CRM. Data should be acquired, stored, analyzed, distributed and applied 
throughout the government institution in a timely manner. Data source 
are documents, news, database, practice and virtual communities. 
Government institutions should consider what data about citizens are 
required to support analytics and operational processes. CRM 
technologies form a fundamental part of any government institution's 
application portfolio and architecture. CRM application requirements 
should be considered as the provision of integrated functionality that 
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supports seamless citizen-centric processes across all areas of the 
government. 
 
Performance measurement is one of the key aspects of managing the 
CRM system. It's very hard to effectively manage CRM system, if 
government institutions don't have insight in functionality of the system. 
 
Well defined CRM system metrics increases chances for success 
through synchronization of processes in an government institution. This 
affects on increase of quality of the government process. The absence 
of appropriate CRM metrics has bad influence on citizens' results, 
communication and satisfaction of their demands. 
  
Techniques of performance measurement and system metrics that are 
described in the literature, put focus on key performance indicators. 
Some of the authors indicate need of measuring global performances, 
but they don’t offer framework or methods for designing metrics. 
Additional research is necessary for identification of CRM metrics and 
overcoming barriers of implementation. Bigger part of literature focuses 
on analysis and classification of system for performance management, 
and smaller part to CRM metrics. 
  
CRM must be observed as one entity and system for performance 
measurement must have global character. Goal is development of 
system metrics that enables identification of fields for improvement CRM 
system performance. In this way, government institution can focus their 
efforts and achieve better performance. 
  
With considering all specificity of CRM system, system metrics should 
satisfy following criteria: 

o metrics is based on processes, 
o metrics is defined on all levels (strategic, operative), 
o metrics is synchronized with the strategy of government 

institutions, 
o metrics cover all relevant processes. 

 
Standard definitions, quality description, formulas for calculation and 
relations between metrics on different levels, provide standard and 
consistent measurement of CRM system performance measurement on 
global level, internal and collaborative processes. Important element of 
system metrics are descriptions and instructions for collecting data 
necessary for defining (calculating metrics). 
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The structural framework and the necessary elements for implementing 
e-government are shown in the Figure 1.     | 143 
 
Figure 1: Structural framework of e-government 
 

 
 
The building blocks for successful CRM projects contains (Thompson, 
2011): 

o SRM vision and strategy, 
o valued student experience and collaboration, 
o SRM processes, 
o SRM metrics, 
o SRM technology, 
o SRM information. 

 
The framework can be used for government and debate in developing 
the CRM vision and CRM strategies. 
 
The government institution must take proactive approach in creating a 
citizen relationship management. The CRM vision should be used as the 
guide to the creation of a CRM strategy which is all about how to build 
and develop a valuable asset: the citizen base. It must set objectives 
and metrics for attaining that goal. It directs the objectives of other 
operational strategies and the CRM implementation strategy. 
 
The citizen experience must be designed in line with the CRM vision and 
must be constantly refined, based on actively sought citizen feedback. 
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The relationship with the citizens needs to be viewed and managed in 
terms of the citizen life cycle and formalized processes must exist to 
manage that life cycle. Collecting data is important for good relationship 
and adjustment government system to the needs of each citizen, and 
personalization of government services. 
 
Successful e-government process should create processes that not only 
meet citizens' expectations and support the citizen value proposal, but 
also provide competitive differentiation and contribute to a designed 
citizen experience. In order to define an adequate set of metrics, we 
need to identify key processes within the e-government system.  
 
In this paper we consider the government processes for citizens at 
Republic of Serbia. CRM activities are proposing to implement through 
SugarCRM. This software solution provides variety of features that 
enables implementation of CRM activities in e-government, such as: 
collaboration and communication among citizens and department, 
providing citizens with appropriate information about services, 
government portal promotions, citizens’ roles and management, citizens’ 
activities analytics. We identified the following processes are of 
importance for this research: 

o promotion of e-government portal, 
o usage of e-government portal, 
o social CRM in government, 
o issuance of documents. 

 
In Table 1 are shown metrics for each relevant process. 
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Table 1: E-government social CRM metrics 
 

Process Attribute of 
performance Definition SRM 

Metrics  
Promotion of 
e-
government 
portal 

The number of social 
media interactions 

Conversation means the number of blog posts, forum 
discussions, tweets on the social network site. 
Volume is a strong metric when measured over time. 

Conversatio
n volume  

 The details of online 
citizens 

Social listening tools can collect data on citizen 
location, gender, and age. 

Demographi
c metrics 

 The number of total 
impressions in an 
online and offline 
discussion 

Measured by the number of different sources covering 
a topic and each source's potential official site views. 

Message 
reach 

 The number of 
citizens’ discussions 
around government 
institution 

Frequency and qualitative analyses related to 
discussions about an government institution business. 

Frequency 

Usage of  
e-
government 
portal 

The attitudes of 
citizens 

Non-adequate analysis of the citizens’ needs and 
neglecting comments and suggestions that can be 
made by government institutions result in 
dissatisfaction and a large negative impact on the 
citizens 

Sentiment 
Type 

 Financial position Government institution provides financial benefits for 
some citizens. 

Citizen 
equity 

 The number of 
company partners 

The number of enterprises that have signed contracts 
with government. 

Work 

 Distance and speed at 
which a information 
spreads 

Measured by number of different entries around the 
same topic within a certain time period. 

Viral 
Propagation 

Social CRM 
in 
government 

The number of access 
to portal 

Automatically collected data from web server logs. 
These are rich collections of data relating the access 
to specific web pages. 

The intensity 
of the use of 
portal 

 The number of posts 
on forum 

Interactivity between citizens and government in the 
online portal is measured through the amount of 
comments, which clearly shows the interest of both 
sides for good communication and obtaining the 
necessary information.  

The intensity 
of the 
interaction 
trough  
portal 

 The number of group 
members 

Interactivity between citizens and government in 
social networks is measured trough the number of 
posts. Significant indicator of citizens’ interest for the 
web site of the Republic of Serbia is the same number 
as view the same. 

The intensity 
of the 
interaction 
on social 
networks 

 Processing time Time metrics evaluate the time to deliver a product or 
service to customers, the portion of time that is spent 
processing the documents or idle time, whether 
citizens receive documents or responses on time, and 
other time-related considerations. 

Total time 

 The number of steps in 
the process 

Number of times is a document handed off between 
individuals, offices, or departments in the process. 

Process 
complexity 

 Process cost How much does the process cost to operate online. Cost 
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Process Attribute of 

performance 
Definition SRM 

Metrics  

Issuance of 
documents 

The number of citizen 
referrals 

The number of citizens who have previously finished 
work with the government institution. 

Good 
reputation of 
government 
process 

 Satisfaction with the 
work of institution 

Availability of staff in government for consultation and 
help, as well as recommendations for practice and 
work. 

Expertise 
and 
availability 
of 
government 

 The number of open 
opportunities 

Percentage of citizens who were employed in the 
profession. 

Employed 
citizens 

 
Table 2: Public services and metrics for citizens 
 
Public services for citizens Metrics 
Income taxes   Declaration, notification of assessment 
Job search   The number of citizens registered in the 

employment office 
Social security contributions   Unemployment benefits, family allowances, 

medical costs, student stipends 
Personal documents   The number of passport, driver’s license 
Car registration   The number of license plate 
Application for building permission   The number of steps in a process where a 

task or activity is performed  
Declaration to the police   The number of legal offenses 
Public libraries   The number of available catalogues, books, 

search tools 
Certificates, request and delivery   The number of birth, marriage 
Enrolment in higher education   The number of new students 
Change of address   The number of requests for the purchase and 

sale of homes or apartments 
Health related services   The number of appointments for hospitals 

 
CRM module for passport issuing (Figure 2), as part of proposed e-
government portal provides possibility for registration by citizens and 
sending notifications when requirement is fulfilled. By using this module 
government can send notifications to citizens via e-mail when application 
form is accepted. Integration between the government portal and mail 
server enables sending automatic and personalized information about 
citizens' activities. Figure 3 show schedule of appointments for passport 
issuing. 
 
Figure 2: Application for passport issuing 
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Figure 3: Schedule of appointments for passport issuing 
 

 
 
Conclusion 

 
This paper provides a description of social media metrics and the 
possibilities of their use in the of e-government. The concept of CRM is 
for government institutions a tool for more effective management of 
communication. The government institutions that use the CRM are able 
to automate activities such as generating and sending e-mails, 
responding to citizens requests for a particular type of information, etc. 
The system based on maintaining relationships with citizens represents 
the imperatives of competitiveness. 
 
Customer/citizen interactions, conversations, and relationships are what 
transform CRM into social CRM. CRM metrics not only gauge the level 
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of success, but also provide the feedback mechanism for continuous 
development of strategy and tactics. CRM metrics must follow and 
measure the enterprise’s own CRM strategy. A hierarchy of metrics is 
required, depending on their purpose and who is using them. 
  
The future research directions include the improving of social media 
model, more detailed consideration of the indicators in the field of e-
government and highlighting the significance of social media in all areas 
of e-government and government institutions. 
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DELIVERING MOBILE GOVERNMENT SERVICES 
THROUGH CLOUD COMPUTING 
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Abstract 
With the implementation of Internet into mobile devices the ubiquitous 
connectivity has become a reality. The affordance of mobile technology 
can be exploited to make e-government more pervasive and equitable. 
The advances of mobile technology have empowered citizens with 
means to access information and use e-government services from 
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anyplace and anytime. M-government stands for the use of mobile 
technologies within the government administration to deliver public 
services to citizens and companies.  
Main subject of this paper is analysis of potentials and benefits that 
mobile technologies can bring to e-government services. We analyze the 
need and possibilities for implementing m-government services. We 
provide a model for implementing mobile government services through 
cloud computing infrastructure. 
We present a generic framework to encourage e-government 
practitioners to be easily involved in the design and development 
process to generate more m-government services, document good 
practices, and derive more strategies to improve the engagement in a 
ubiquitous approach through mobile devices. 
 
Key words: mobile services, mobile technology, e-government, cloud 
computing 
 
Introduction 
The emergence of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 
has provided means for faster and better communication, efficient 
storage, retrieval and processing of data and exchange and utilization of 
information to its users, be they individuals, groups, businesses, 
organizations or governments. With growing computerization and 
increasing internet connectivity. Governments around the world have 
engaged in the process of developing a wide range of (e-government) 
services by using web-based internet applications. These technological 
advances have tended to occur at a much slower rate in less-developed 
countries. Governments are aiming to meet the rising expectations of 
citizens for better, more comprehensive services using innovative 
information technologies and various service delivery channels. Mobile 
internet and related technology are among the most advanced delivery 
channels that are leading to a new era of mobile government. It is no 
longer a matter of whether or not e-government professionals, should 
acquire necessary skills to prepare for the new move towards 
mGovernment, it is a matter of how fast they can acquire the skills to 
meet the growing services demands of multiple stakeholders (e.g., the 
public, private and public companies). 
 
Main subject of this paper is analysis of potentials and benefits that 
mobile technologies can bring to e-government services. We analyze the 
need and possibilities for implementing m-government services. We 
provide a model for implementing mobile government services through 
cloud computing infrastructure. 
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Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources, 
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be 
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 
service provider interaction (National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), 2009). 
 
Cloud computing available service models are: 
1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). IaaS provides the consumer with 
the capability to provision processing, storage, networks, and other 
fundamental computing resources, and allows the consumer to deploy 
and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and 
applications. 
2) Platform as a Service (PaaS). PaaS provides the consumer with the 
capability to deploy consumer-created or acquired applications, which 
are produced using programming languages and tools supported by the 
provider, onto the cloud infrastructure. 
3) Software as a Service (SaaS). SaaS provides the consumer with the 
capability to use the provider's applications running on a cloud 
infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client 
devices, through a thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., 
web-based email). 
 
In this paper, we present a generic framework to encourage e-
government practitioners to be easily involved in the design and 
development process to generate more m-government services, 
document good practices, and derive more strategies to improve the 
engagement in a ubiquitous approach through mobile devices. 
 
Our framework suggests that much remains to be done for current 
mGovernment applications to be able to serve governments with 
effective tools of administration. Instead, it suggests that adoption of 
mobile technologies primarily serves external parties to governmental 
institutions such as citizens and other businesses but has not yet 
resulted in significant improvements in effectiveness or efficiency for 
governmental agencies or units. 
 
We argue that it is important to understand the impact of mobile 
technologies on government administration as this may have 
implications for the success of well-planned, integrated, and widely 
adopted mGovernment applications.  
 
We argue that the inherent characteristics of governmental 
administrations will likely endure, at least in the short run, but there will 
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likely be various efficiency gains in terms of speed, improved services, 
and possibly cost savings. 
 
Having introduced mobile technologies and their utilization in the 
governmental sector, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
In the next section we provide impact that mobile technology has on 
governments. We then review e-government services and we discuss 
their application in the cloud computing environment. We next present a 
model of a mobile e-government service for citizens. We close the paper 
with a discussion of key observations and implications for future 
research.  
 
Mobile technologies and services 
Mobile technologies are handheld IT artifacts that encompass hardware 
(devices), software (interface, applications), and communication 
(network services) (Jarvenpaa, Lang, 2005). There are estimated to be 
1.5 billion mobile phones in the world today (Prensky, 2005). Mobile 
devices enable information access in its contexts as well as 
synchronous and asynchronous communication with other participants 
(Hwang, Tsai, 2011). 
 
Mobile technologies  
Mobile technologies can be classified by the type of networks which use 
these technologies. Purpose of using mobile technologies highly 
depends of their range and speed. By the range of network coverage, all 
networks can be classified into several types: PAN (personal area 
network), LAN (local area network), MAN (metropolitan area network) 
and WAN (wide area network). 
 
Wireless PAN (WPAN) is a network with the smallest coverage. Its 
coverage is less than 10 meters and it is used for data interchange 
between two devices. The most widespread technologies which use 
WPAN are Bluetooth and ZigBee. 
 
Bluetooth is a universal radio interface in the 2.45 GHz frequency band 
that enables portable electronic devices to connect and communicate 
wirelessly via short-range, ad hoc networks. Each unit can 
simultaneously communicate with up to seven other units per piconet. 
Moreover, each unit can simultaneously belong to several piconets 
(Haartsen, 1998). 
 
ZigBee is a specification for wireless personal area networks (WPANs) 
operating at 868 MHz, 902-928 MHz, and 2.4 GHz. A WPAN is a 
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personal area network (a network for interconnecting an individual's 
devices) in which the device connections are wireless. Using ZigBee, 
devices in a WPAN can communicate at speeds of up to 250 Kbps while 
physically separated by distances of up to 50 meters in typical 
circumstances and greater distances in an ideal environment. ZigBee is 
based on the 802.15 specification approved by the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers Standards Association (IEEE-SA).  
 
Wireless LAN (WLAN) is a network which connects two or more devices 
which are located at small distances away from each other. WLAN 
networks are usually used at homes or offices. Typical example of a 
technology which uses WLAN is WiFi. 
 
WiFi is the popular name for the wireless Ethernet 802.11b/g/n standard 
for WLANs. WiFi LANs operate using unlicensed spectrum in the 2.4 
GHz band. Typically, WLANs are deployed in a distributed way. A 
number of corporate business and university campuses have deployed 
such contiguous WLANs. Still, the WLAN technology was not designed 
to support high-speed hand-off associated with users moving between 
base station coverage areas (i.e., the problem addressed by mobile 
systems) (Lehr, McKnight, 2003). 
 
Wireless MAN (WMAN) is a network larger than WLAN but smaller than 
PAN and usually it covers a city or larger territory. An example of a 
technology which uses this network is WiMAX.  
 
WiMAX is based on the IEEE 802.16 standard. The main features of this 
standard are frequencies less than 11 GHz, separated into several 
frequency bands, high data rates (higher than 10 Mbps) and a large 
coverage area (~ 20 km). (Nuyami, 2007).  
 
WAN represents a system of connected LAN networks, situated in a 
large geographical area. The largest WAN network is the Internet. 
 
Mobile services 
Mobile services are organized into several categories, which are: voice 
services, data services, messaging services and video services. Mobile 
network providers provide these services to their customers via GSM or 
3G networks. 
 
Voice services are the main services of mobile networks. Using these 
services, customers are able to make calls to other customers as well as 
to use additional voice services, such as: call waiting, call back, call 
forwarding, call barring, voice mail etc. 
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Data services include data transmission using mobile networks. Data 
services are becoming increasingly popular thanks to smart phones. A 
large number of applications designed for smart phone platforms 
(Android, iOS, Windows Phone etc.) are using data services. A user of 
mobile application can choose which connection he/she is going to use. 
The user is usually able to choose between mobile network data 
connection and WiFi. 
 
Mobile data services include GPRS, UMTS, HSPA or HSPA+ 
technologies. 
 
Messaging services include sending text or multimedia messages to 
other mobile customers. 
 
SMS (Short Message Service) represents a communication protocol 
which permits the exchange of short text messages up to 160 characters 
between mobile devices. SMS is globally accepted service. 
 
MMS (Multimedia Message Service) is an extension of messaging 
services. This service enables sending rich content, such as images or 
audio files, to other customers. 
 
Video services are specific for third generation mobile networks. They 
enable video calling. By using the video calling service, one customer 
can see and hear the other customer at the real time. Both customers 
must have appropriate equipment (3G video phones with embedded 
front camera and with video calling support). 
 
E-government services 
There are twelve services for citizens and eight services for enterprises. 
Citizen services include tax registration, job searching, social revenues, 
issuing personal documents, vehicle registration, application for building 
permits, police registration, public libraries, issuing birth, death and 
marriage certificates, services related to higher education, online change 
of residential address and health-care services. 
 
Enterprise services include following services: social revenues for 
employed, company tax registration, VAT registration, registration of a 
new enterprise, delivering data to statistical organizations, customs 
declarations, environment-related permissions and electronic public 
procurements. 
 
In the following text, the most important services which are implemented 
in Serbia will be described. 
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Tax registration 
Tax registration services include services for both citizens and 
enterprises. In Serbia, it is possible to submit a tax registration 
application online since March 2012. It is also possible to view a report 
related to taxpayer’s liabilities. Several other services, such as issuing 
an electronic certificate of all paid debts, electronic application for taxes 
for total revenue of citizens, online payment of taxes, as well as online 
office business are planned to be introduced (Internet 4). 
 
Job searching 
National Employment Service provides online services to employers in 
Serbia. An employer can fill out an online application form to announce a 
new available job position. Unemployed person is able to browse a 
catalog of available job positions but currently it is not possibly to apply 
for a position online (Internet 3). 
 
Issuing personal documents 
Few municipalities in Serbia offer a possibility of making an appointment 
for issuing a national ID card or passport for citizens. A citizen can log 
into the E-government portal by using an electronic certificate and make 
an appointment by choosing date, time and desired police station where 
he/she can submit a request for a new document. In the desire time, the 
citizen needs to go to the chosen police station and he/she needs to 
present required documentation. This service is convenient because it 
eliminates all the queues in front of police stations. This service is also 
implemented as mobile service, so citizens can submit a request for an 
appointment via SMS (Internet 5). 
 
Issuing birth, death and marriage certificates 
A service for issuing birth, death and marriage certificates is available by 
some municipalities. Currently, this service is not centralized nor 
integrated with the E-government portal. If a citizen needs to order a 
certificate, he/she needs to fill out a form at a website of local 
municipality. The implementation of the service is dependent of a 
municipality. 
 
Using cloud computing for implementation of e-government 
services 
E-government services need to be available for a large number of 
citizens. Because of a large number of requests, a scalable and reliable 
infrastructure is needed. Cloud computing is convenient approach 
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because it is a high-scalable infrastructure which can responds to a 
large number of requests. 
Recently, the U.S. federal cloud computing initiative was published, 
which is a service oriented approach, whereby common infrastructure 
information and solutions can be shared across the U.S. government 
(National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 2009). 
Cloud computing has the capability to evolve beyond meeting the 
business needs of e-Government agencies and towards providing to 
numerous identified e-Citizens related shortages. 
 
Model for introducing m-government services through cloud 
computing 
M-government services through cloud computing infrastructure permits 
integration of smart phone applications as well as traditional mobile 
network services (SMS, MMS etc.) with the e-government portal. Cloud 
computing infrastructure is used because it provides high scalability. 
There is a large amount of data in databases of e-government services 
and this is the main reason why the cloud infrastructure is used. 
 
The main benefit of providing mobile e-government services to citizens 
is making e-government services available to all citizens. In Serbia, the 
number of mobile customers are greater than the total number of 
inhabitants (Internet 1). Also, the number of citizens who own a smart 
phone is increasing. Mobile services are not yet available for major e-
government services (Internet 2). Proposed model for developing m-
government services should permit access to e-government services 
using different mobile services. 
 
Figure 1 shows the proposed infrastructure of mobile e-government 
services. The infrastructure is based on cloud computing model. E-
government portal and web service for integration with mobile devices 
are installed on virtual machines in the cloud computing infrastructure. 
Web service integrates mobile applications with e-government portal. 
The e-government portal with its databases is the main part of the whole 
e-government system. The e-government portal integrates its databases 
with databases of each government ministry, government agency as well 
as with databases of local authorities. 
 
All major mobile services are supported. It means that a citizen can use 
m-government services via specialized mobile application, SMS or voice 
call. In the first case, a citizen needs to install a mobile application onto 
his/her smartphone. All major mobile platforms will be supported. 
Separate applications for Android, iOS, Windows Phone operation 
systems will be developed. In the second case, a citizen needs to send a 
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SMS with particular contents to a mobile number determined by the E-
government portal. The web service sends back a response to the 
citizen. Finally, a citizen can use mobile voice services for particular m-
government service. The citizen needs to dial a particular number. An 
IVR (interactive voice response) system answers the call. The citizen 
can choose an option by pressing a keypad digit and he/she can hear 
the response.  
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Figure 1 The model of the infrastructure for cloud-based mobile e- 
government services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mobile services will be implemented for all e-government services. In the 
first phase of introducing the system, citizen services will be introduced 
and the services for enterprises will be introduced in the next phase. 
 
Representative example of a mobile service for e-government is 
ordering birth certificates. For instance, a citizen wants to order his/her 
birth certificate. The citizen needs to open a mobile application and to 
select an option for ordering a birth certificate. It is important that the 
citizen use his/her own mobile phone which is registered for using m-
government services. The device sends a request to a web service 
which integrates the e-government system components. This web 
service forwards the request to the E-government portal which sends the 
request to the central birth register of the Republic of Serbia. The central 
register checks whether the birth record exists and if it is the case, it 
sends the request to according local municipality where the birth 
certificate was issued. The local authority sends back the response 
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directly to the E-government portal, which forwards it to the web service. 
Finally, the user gets the information that the birth certificate is 
successfully ordered and that it will be delivered to the address of the 
citizen. Mentioned phases of the example are shown in the Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Service for ordering a birth certificate 

 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented all main concepts of mobile technologies. 
We also presented e-government services and we explained how they 
are implemented using cloud computing concept. We developed a 
model for e-government mobile services in the cloud computing 
environment. In the future, the e-government portal needs some 
improvements regarding the integration of system components. 
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THE IMPACT OF APPLYING THE CONCEPT OF THE 
SEMANTIC WEB IN E-GOVERNMENT 

Lidija Paunović1, Konstantin Simić2, Jovana Dadić3, Branislav 
Jovanić4, Dušan Barać5 

Abstract 
Together with the development of science and technology demands of 
society as well as people's needs are changing. These changes affect all 
areas of human activity in particular those related to electronic business. 
One aspect of interaction that has been affected by these changes is the 
interaction within the government. It is precisely these requirements 
which imply the development of an E-government. This Web based 
technology which is being used by the government as a communication 
channel is becoming more and more advanced. The complexity and the 
amount of information included in the communication channels requires 
the application of a new business concept used by the E-government. It 
is in these systems that the Semantic Web found it's use. This paper 
explores the impact of innovative concepts of the Semantic Web in E-
government systems. The importance of Semantic Web technology, in 
this context, is to provide a basis for effective and efficient exchange of 
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knowledge and information in order to coordinate business processes. 
Research results show that the Semantic Web promotes and improves 
communication between citizens and the E-government through 
interoperability. It is the ability of heterogeneous systems to work 
together, so that the information could be shared without the 
requirement of additional operations so the two systems could 
communicate, which is an essential element of any E-government. The 
lack of interoperability is a source of unnecessary costs well as 
monopoly. On the other hand the results show that potential problems 
may arise due to application of services based on the Semantic Web, 
but also that these shortcomings can be regulated with further 
development of E-government. The results of this paper may form the 
basis for further development of E-government and its services. 
Guidelines are given for the enhancement of quality of the processes in 
the usage of Semantic Web in E-Government but also in the 
improvement of potential negative impacts the application of this concept 
may have on business. 
 
Key words: e-government, semantic web, interoperability, services, 
communication 
 
Introduction 
In parallel with the development of the Internet different ideas emerged 
on combining the latest technological developments and their 
sophisticated application, in order to use the maximum potential of World 
Wide Web. When implemented these ideas yield exceptional realizations 
and the Internet becomes the foundation and basis of organized life. The 
rapid development of the Web causes an exponential increase in the 
amount of information available online. Ideas, plans, administration, 
operations of various entities, transportation, contacts with databases of 
even the remotest correspondents become unimaginable without the 
Internet. The above mentioned caused the development of electronic 
commerce in public administration. The essence of the concept of E-
government is that through a single point of access it can enable a 
faster, simpler and cheaper interaction between interested parties. 
 
The use of electronic sources, such as data and information, depends 
precisely on the possibility of successful search results. Due to the 
volume of information available on the Web, it is all the more complex to 
select relevant information from irrelevant from the search results. This 
procedure significantly increases the time necessary for finding 
information but also decreases the quality of search results. Featured 
reasons have implied the development of Semantic Web which aims to 
create standards and technologies that support the development and 
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understanding of the detailed information concerning any given search 
term, thus resulting in better search results, integration, navigation and 
automation of the tasks. 
 
Hence the need for introducing the concept of the Semantic Web within 
e-government services. In this way it enables the provision of 
information, whose format and methods of delivery are adapted to users 
and situations. 
 
The significance of E-government in modern society 
The term E-government refers to the use of ICT in information sharing, 
service delivery and operations of state agencies and institutions to 
individuals and corporate entities as well as in between the branches of 
the government itself (Brown, 2003). Apart from the abbreviation E-
government, the terms digital management and on-line or Internet 
administration are used (Hai @Ibrahim, 2007). 
 
E-government indicates a way of organizing public management in order 
to increase efficiency, transparency, ease of access and responsiveness 
to the demands of citizens and businesses. It represents a form of state 
administration e-business and it refers to the provision of electronic 
services to different target groups within the public, respectively to the 
business relationships as well as transactions that the state 
administration has with a variety of corporate entities such as other 
government services, agencies or partners. 
 
E-government is a transformation of public-sector internal and external 
relationships through the use of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) to promote greater accountability, efficiency, cost-
effectiveness and create greater constituency participation (Asian 
Development Bank Institute, 2004). It is an effort by government to 
provide people with more convenient access to government information 
and services, improve the quality of services and province greater 
opportunities to participate in the democratic institution and processes 
(Stiglitz, 2000). 
 
E-government is based on the 3a principle (services provided anytime, 
anyhow, anywhere in the world), that is, users can address the 
government at any time, for any need from any place. This type of 
administration is fully operational and constantly assumes the integration 
of information systems as well as subsystems. 
 
The concept of e-government, in which it is possible to distinguish four 
main target groups (Government, Employee, Business, Citizen) is very 
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complex and what is quite certain is that the e-government as a whole is 
far more than the sum of individual programs for automation of public 
administration. 
 
Figure 1 shows the architecture of E-government, which consists of four 
layers which are connected by two-way protocol information. There is an 
evident hierarchical structure and a logical connection between the 
layers, which allows two-way flow of data and services. These layers 
are: 
 

o Access Layer  
o E-Government Layer  
o E-Business Layer  
o Infrastructure Layer  
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Figure 1: Architecture system of E-government 
 

 
 
 
The first or top level of the architecture represents the users who can 
use the services of government, but channels of access. Through these 
channels, e-government portal should integrate all the administrative 
information and services from different departments and organizations. 
This layer represents the layer of E-government. In connection with this 
layer there is a layer of e-business, whose role is to manipulate and 
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integrate prompted resources from all parts of the administration as id 
and permit access to information and services portal in real time. The 
last layer is the infrastructure layer whose role is to oversee all areas of 
management, support the operations management and provide an 
effective and reliable service. This layer represents some kind of 
technical support. 
 
The introduction of e-government aims to reduce administrative barriers, 
increase efficiency and accessibility of public services as well as to 
improve the quality of work that relates to the automation and 
optimization service, whose users are individuals or legal entities 
(Marković, 2008). Objectives can be summarized as: 

o Cost reduction: setting up services which are available on-line 
has significantly reduced costs of different transactions, 
increased speed and accuracy in relation to the management of 
securities. 

o Economic development – technology allows the government to 
simplify and develop better relationships with business 
organizations, creating a positive climate in all spheres of 
business. Direct impact on the development of the economy and 
markets is evident in e-procurement. 

o Increase of transparency and accessibility: necessary 
information-budgets, revenues, expenses, debate, decisions are 
published. 

o Increase of the availability of services: various services are 
provided, availability and content are increased. 

o Improved performance of administration: computerization, 
integration of finance, personnel, cost management and control, 
data analysis increases efficiency. 

o Establishment of an e-society: perhaps the most important 
segment of the development of e-government, the overall 
progress of society, the integration of all citizens toward a 
common goal. 

 
The main objective of an E-government is an optical connection of all 
city institutions into a single telecommunications network, which would 
enable a better functioning within the administration, better connection 
with the citizens as well as development and improvement of the 
relationships E-government has with various organizations. 
 
E-administration provides a decisive contribution to accelerating the 
process of transition to a knowledge-based economy, by encouraging 
access to and use of on-line electronic services. 
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By using tools and systems based on ICT better public services are 
provided. Users are allowed to use public services through the Internet, 
with the possibility of electronic data interchange between information 
systems of business entities and government bodies. 
 
The introduction of E-government improves the quality, availability and 
speed of operation, increases transparency, efficiency, two-way 
exchange of information between users and service providers, local 
government, cantons, entities and the state, improving dialogue with 
citizens and others. 
 
By expanding and enriching communication channels and creating the 
entity-oriented applications e - government significantly improves the 
effectiveness and efficiency of key business processes of the 
organization. Efficiency is a measure of how resources are used to 
achieve the set goal. Improvement of efficiency often results in 
significant savings. 
 
Thus, the importance of introducing e-government is reflected in the fact 
that public administration is using Internet services to bring its business 
closer to citizens and enterprises, through easier access to and use of 
services of public administration. Communication of public administration 
with the citizens allows participation of citizens in different social 
processes while enabling the businesses to reduce as well as speed up 
administrative work and to speed up and make business development 
more efficient. The importance of introducing e-government is manifold: 
For citizens: 

o Saving of time and money. 
o Transparency and fairness within the functioning of public 

administration. 
o Improved access to information and improvement of services. 
o Reduced pressure at the counters. 
o For employees: 
o A simpler and more efficient operation. 
o For state administration: 
o Reduction in operating costs. 
o Reduction of the number of employees in state 
o The elimination of corruption. 
o The elimination of abuses in the procurement process. 
o For the economy: 
o Increased access to information and services. 
o Reduction of costs of communication and transactions. 
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Based on the foregoing, it is possible to conclude that the introduction of 
E-government leads to changes in: 

o Management methods 
o Way of conversing and communication 
o How decisions are made 
o Ways to access services 
o Ways of business transactions 
o Ways of education 
o Ways of accept feedback 
o The organization and delivery of information 

 
Semantic Web 
Semantic Web was created as a result of the search for effective 
solutions for information retrieval on the Web and it represents a 
continuation, expansion of the existing Web, where information has a 
precisely defined meaning which allows better cooperation between 
computers and users (Berners-Lee, 2001). It represents the idea of 
extending the Web (Shadbolt, 2006), which has precisely defined 
semantics of the information and services on the Web, which would 
allow a deeper analysis of computer data - the content, links and 
transactions between people and computers. 
 
Semantic Web as a concept allows sources of information available to 
the Web to be organized and used by semantic, not syntactic or 
structural methods. It represents the synergy of programs that collect 
content from the Web using different sources, then process the 
information and share results with other programs on a global level. 
Unlike the existing Web, the Semantic Web gives the information 
precisely defined meaning and allows better cooperation between 
computers and users. It allows a special way of presenting information 
that can be viewed on the Web as a set of globally connected online 
data. In this way it contributes to efficient searching. In order to function, 
computers must have access to structured collections of information and 
the ability to establish defined rules of automated management. 
 
The main idea of the Semantic Web is to simplify information search, or 
to assist users and intelligent software agents to find hidden information 
on the Web with better standardization of metadata. Standards must be 
defined not only for the syntactic form of documents, but also for their 
semantic content, which allows search engines to contact all available 
resources and automatically find the requested content themselves. The 
programs, which are being used in this case, must understand the 
semantics of information they are browsing. The understanding the 
semantics is achieved by using specific programming languages  that 
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are used for making accurate semantic annotation of data and sources 
of the data, meta-data. Selected data is given a definition for each label, 
resulting in a "meaning" (Damjanović, 2003). 
 
Architecture of the Semantic Web 
While HTML (HyperText Markup Language) enables representation of 
data and its appearance on the Web and by formatting tags it describes 
how that information looks on a Web page, the Semantic Web 
architecture is composed of two major information technology standards, 
as well as a third that bears a crucial role (Radovanović, 2003): 
 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) - an extensible markup language 
which defines the data structure. It is used for describing and 
exchanging data on the Web. Data display mode is determined by 
specific tags or labels. XML enables developers to create their own 
markup, syntax, which carries within itself a part of the semantic. It 
represents a mechanism for exchanging structured data on the WWW. 
XML is a language that has no predefined set of key words (elements 
and attributes) but a language for defining other languages. It shows the 
structure of the data, but it is not powerful enough to display their 
meaning as well, which is why a new language was created, RDF. 
 
RDF (Resource Description Framework) - a central protocol on the Web 
based as the W3C standard, describes semantic relationships between 
electronic resources; it integrates various applications. RDF 
specifications provide an ontological system that supports the 
information on the Web describing the semantics of the structure in a 
triplet - subject, predicate, object. All three component parts are called 
Resource, and are identified by using the URI (Uniform Resource 
Indentifinder). The subject (resource) is connected to another resource 
(object) through a relationship that is determined by a third resource 
(predicate). The RDF model provides a standard description of the facts 
of the web resources, which gives a particular interpretation of the data. 
In order to be usable the RDF needs to be able to describe any kind of 
information, to describe the design of structured data sets and to 
describe the relationships between this data. 
 
Ontology - the most important and the most difficult to achieve factor of 
the Semantic Web. It represents sets of concepts and their 
interconnections. Web designers use ontologies for recording the 
relationship, relations as well as characteristics of objects. Ontology 
systems define the terms, concepts and their mutual relationship. 
Ontology is a description of concepts and relationships that can exist 
within a hierarchy of concepts in the system. In order to allow 
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implementation of ontologies on the Web, certain linguistic support is 
required, for example, OIL (Ontology Inference Layer) and DAML 
(DARPA Agent Markup Language). Figure 2 shows the architecture of 
the layers of the Semantic Web. 
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Figure 2: Architecture of layers of the Semantic Web 
 

 
 
In the first layer, there are standards for the display of text: Unicode and 
URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). Meaning URI is wider than the 
meaning of the URL (Uniform Resource Locator). The second layer is 
the XML which represents the basis for achieving interoperability on the 
Internet.  
 
The next level is reserved for RDF and RDF outline. These are 
standards for describing the metadata and the concept vocabulary on 
the Web. In the fourth layer contains all ontological languages  that are 
made based on RDF and RDF outlines. These can be: OIL (Ontology 
Inference Layer), DMAL + OIL (DARPA Agent Markup Language + OIL), 
OWL (Web Ontology Language). The fifth, sixth and seventh layers are 
responsible for the logic, evidence and credibility of the data. 
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The vision of the semantic data search is the ability of the software 
algorithm to improve the procurement of the results for the average 
person, by converting a natural query and returning semantically 
relevant results. 
 
The concept of the Semantic Web and E-Government 
Application of the concept of the Semantic Web in E-Government is 
becoming more and more important. Semantic-based architecture of the 
portal E-administration as a single point of access for all service users, 
aims to quickly and easily find relevant information and services, 
enabling interoperability, integration of existing services and so on. 
 
The Semantic Web provides a much better search options and clear 
indications of what the particular document is and what it is about. It 
contributes to efficient searching by allowing a special way of presenting 
information on the Web that can also be seen as a set of globally 
connected online databases. 
 
The Semantic Web has an enormous potential for improving the search 
mechanisms on the Web, by using annotations and descriptions of 
services, particularly in relation to the current search mode. Semantic 
annotation enables the detection and retrieval of services, and provides 
advanced solutions for the selection, composition and cooperation 
between different services. 
 
Semantic technologies add a whole new dimension to the Web, and 
therefore to the e-portals by adding meaning to certain entities, that is 
their descriptions in a way readable and understandable not only to 
people, but also services, computers. Semantic web is actually credited 
for the emergence of machine dialogue, which is significant in terms of 
further automation as well as communication between man and 
machine. 
 
The contribution of the semantic web to modern running of e-
government can be defined through an efficient search and providing a 
special way of presenting information that can be viewed as a set of 
globally connected on-line databases. In order for the Semantic Web to 
function computers should be able to have access to structured 
collections of information and to establish defined rules of automated 
management. 
 
One of the main objectives of introducing this concept in E-Government 
is to achieve semantic interoperability of resources. Semantic 
interoperability means the existence of infrastructure which should 
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enable mechanical interpretation and reasoning concerning the content 
on the Web. 
 
In the context of the Semantic Web, Web services should be described 
using ontologies, which means that they are machine-readable and 
interoperable in such a way that intelligent agents can find, create and 
execute them automatically (Devedžić, 2004). As already mentioned, the 
second layer of the architecture of the Semantic Web is XML, which is 
fundamental for achieving interoperability on the Internet. Based on 
XML, a host of other languages have been designed to represent 
knowledge on the Web as well as enhanced interoperability. This implies 
measures to understand the meaning of data. The use of semantically 
rich data increases the interoperability between different Web 
applications, and allows programs to understand the meaning of data. 
Systems that enable the creation of structured data (ontology) usually 
allow their search by using one of the query languages.  
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Figure 3: The system architecture for the e-government application 
based on Semantic Web technologies 
 

 
 
To support the vision of the Semantic Web which is making machine-
readable content available  
on the Web, several software platforms and application interfaces (APIs) 
have been developed to permit the automatic creation and use of 
RDF(S) and OWL ontologies. 
 
Figure 4 of authors (Gugliotta, 2006) shows an example of semantic web 
services infrastructure and architecture of e-government applications 
basedon semantic web services. 
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Figure 4: The generic architecture used when creating IRS-III based e-
Government applications 
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This picture shows four kinds of layers more precisely Legacy Systems 
layer, Service Abstraction layer, Semantic Web Service layer and 
Presentation layer. 
 
Legacy System layer: this layer consists of the existing data sources and 
IT systems available from each of the parties involved in the integrated 
application. 
 
Service Abstraction layer: exposes functionality or micro-functionality of 
the legacy systems as WS, abstracting from the hardware and software 
platforms. In general existing Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) 
software will assist in the creation of required WS. It should be noted 
that for standard databases the necessary functionalities of the WS can 
simply be implemented as SQL query functions. 
 
Semantic Web Service layer: if given a goal request this layer, 
implemented in IRS-III, will discover a candidate set of Web services, 
select the most appropriate, mediate any mismatches at the data, 
ontological or business process level, and invoke the selected Web 
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services while adhering to any data, control flow and Web service 
invocation requirements. To achieve this, IRS-III uses a set of SWS 
descriptions, which are composed of goals, mediators, and Web 
services, supported by relevant ontologies. There are two main sets of 
SWS descriptions:  
 
- Basic SWS (bottom of the layer) that simply wrap the WS to fulfill 
goals. 
- Complex SWS (top of the layer) that require a composition of basic or 
complex SWS to fulfill complex goals. 
Presentation layer: this layer is a Web application accessible through a 
standard Web browser. The goals defined within the SWS layer are 
reflected in the structure of the interface and can be invoked either 
through the IRS-III API or as an HTTP GET request. The goal requests 
are filled with data provided by the user and sent to the Semantic Web 
Service layer. It is important to note, that the presentation layer may be 
comprised of a set of Web applications to support distinct user 
communities. In this case, each community would be represented by a 
set of goals supported by community related ontologies. 
 
As shown, the architecture can be compared with well known service 
oriented architectures. The added value is introduced at the Semantic 
Web Service layer where integration and interoperability of existing 
heterogeneous services are accomplished at run-time. 
 
Interoperability represents the ability of exchanging information between 
two or more systems, networks, devices, applications or components, 
after which this same information can be used. There must be some 
degree of compatibility between systems that share information in order 
to minimize the transformation of the exchange of data and to provide 
conditions for the interpretation of transferred data. Compatibility is 
achieved by using an abstraction that can hide an implementation detail 
and complexity. It would be best if the systems that participate in the 
exchange have been harmonized with the standards of the appropriate 
application domains. So, interoperability points to the possibility of 
different systems, techniques and organizations working together. 
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The importance of interoperability of e-government is reflected in the 
modernization and re-engineering of work processes. Thus networked 
government introduces the following integration function groups: 
 

o Unified communication of the individual user with the system, 
and people involved in the system, while he through that 
communication provides all services of the networked 
government for which the Interoperability of the system is 
authorized, which includes the legal, organizational, semantic 
and technical level 

o Common (shared) systems and functions that are obtained at the 
system level 

o Social, business, operational and technical management of the 
system, with rights, duties, authorizations, risks and safety: 
rationalization, virtualization and cost of common infrastructure 
and its maintenance, then the construction and maintenance of 
an integrated system of knowledge and information, 
transparency and legality, communication with other users and 
systems, analysis, planning, monitoring and active operation of 
the system, as well as continuous development and adaptation to 
new social and systemic needs 

 
By establishing the function of interoperability an interoperability of office 
operations, systems for authorization and authentication, registries and 
electronic services must be established. 
 
The table shows the key factors of interoperability of e-government at a 
local and regional level. 
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Table 1: Key factors for E-government interoperability at local and 
regional level (Tambouris, 2007) 
Technical 
Interoperabili
ty 

Semantic 
Interoperabi
lity 

Organizational 
Interoperability 

Interoperability governance 

Structure/ 
Information 
technologies 
Structure/Servi
ce 
technologies 
Semantic/Infor
mation 
technologies 
Semantic/Serv
ice 
technologies 
Accessibility 
Multilingualism 
and 
multiplatform 
devices 
Security and 
Privacy 
Open Source 
Software 
Open 
Standards 

Common 
and global 
definitions/re
presentation
s for e-
government 
semantics 
Modeling 
perspective 
and 
formalism for 
documenting 
the common 
definitions 
Administrativ
e level of 
definitions 
development 
Promotion/di
ssemination 
and maturity 
of common 
definitions 
Trust, reality 
and the 
supportive 
technical 
interoperabili
ty layer 
Maintenance 
and evolution 
of common 
definitions 

Clear link between 
cross-organizational 
processes/services 
and the business 
strategies of the 
broader agencies 
Modeling and 
visualization of PA 
services/processes 
Involvement of the 
users by setting up 
communities of 
practice in the 
process of new 
service design 
Reuse of knowledge 
and execution related 
to the execution of 
internal and cross-
agency business 
processes/services 
from the private 
sector 
Identification and 
documentation and 
features across PA 
agencies 
Support of multi-
channel service 
delivery 
Consensus on and 
visibility of the 
ownership, 
management, and 
responsibility of 
cross-organizational 
processes or 
services 

Development of national e-
government Interoperability strategy  
Promotion of organizational 
federalism as a model for organizing 
the divergent administrative space 
into a cooperative environment 
Significance of International 
Interoperability aspects 
Legal alignment to address the new 
requirements posed by intensive 
cooperation of PA agencies 
Protection of intellectual properties 
in projects and developments 
Diffusion of digital signature and 
electronic identity 
Citizen privacy and data protection 
Clear Interoperability 
leadership/ownership/sponsorship/m
anagement 
Adoption of any relevant available 
standard and proposal of new 
standards in areas where 
standardization is missing 
Board commitment, participation 
and communication 
Flexibility/transferability of the 
interoperability solutions 
Willingness for cultural change at all 
partners 
Staff training related to 
interoperability projects 
Adoption costs inherent to 
interoperability solutions 
Public procurement policies and 
financing for interoperability projects 
Partnering with the private sector in 
interoperability projects 
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The results of the applying the concept of the Semantic Web 
Application of the concept the Semantic Web in E-government leads to 
increases in customer satisfaction because the presentation of 
information is driven by a unique structure, style and principles. 
Standardization enables easier document management as well as 
information retrieval by users. Services based on the semantics allow 
interoperability. This way it is possible to overcome the semantic 
differences in the technical data and the operational level. 
 
The Semantic Web has huge potential to improve the mechanisms of 
web search, using annotations and descriptions of services, particularly 
in relation to the current search mode. This advantage is apparent in the 
field of application of e-government, where finding relevant information 
and the like is facilitated. 
 
Also, the Semantic Web can be used in the process of integration of 
ontologies in order to concretize the terminology of heterogeneous 
systems. Ontological maps can resolve "misunderstandings" between 
systems. 
 
The advantage of the Semantic Web is also the creation of complex 
systems. By using the ontological and semantic means it is possible to 
create a more complex system from simpler systems. Information 
filtering is also possible, counterpart filtering via keywords. Separating 
useful from useless information, again, is much easier with the meaning 
attached to it. Semantic web enables machine dialogue which is 
important in terms of further automation as well as communication 
between man and machine. 
 
By using the Semantic Web it comes to fast and accurate search results, 
leading to increased revenue. The deviation space of the results 
obtained from those that are accepted as true is minimized, while the 
importance and applicability of the obtained results is extremely 
increasing. The time needed for the classification of documents is 
reduced. In proportion to the increase of the number of ontologies, the 
efforts needed to categorize and classify documents are reduced. 
With the careful implementation of services such as these, it is possible 
to achieve formalization of government business processes to enable 
the creation of interoperability services transparently to the users, to 
enable a simplified data and information search process, interoperability 
but also to minimize the risk as well as cost of services etc. 
 
For these possibilities to be realized, it is necessary to provide 
prerequisites, such as introducing the users to the possibilities of 
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Semantic Web, establishing a trust when it comes to automatised data 
sharing, raising awareness about the advantaged of the SWS ets and all 
of this with the aim of further development of E-government. 
 
However, there are negative effects of using such a concept. 
Disadvantages are the high costs of the reorganization of the portal on 
the web, because it is necessary to customize each portal to the 
architecture of the Semantic web. This disadvantage can be overcome 
by completely changing modes of work, further development, as well as 
further investments and testing. 
 
One disadvantage is the potential "bulking due to a more complex 
structure of web documents." This is the most critical segment of 
semantic search, whose efficiency can not be properly compared with 
the conventional services of this type until the rights of the web 3.0 
architecture and resources were not available in sufficient numbers. 
 
Conclusion 
Changes of the social-economic system, that came about due to 
development of technology, carry with them a demand for combining 
technological archievements and their sophisticated applications. Those 
demands exist to enhance people`s quality of living, with maximal 
utilization of the Web`s potential. 
 
Up until now, the development of public administration included several 
phases, with the tendency toward further development and 
improvement. From the traditional way of doing business, through 
electronic business, the concept of public administration was ever 
changing. 
With the development of the Semantic Web possibilities are created for 
applying a new concept of E-government. 
 
In view of the aforementioned, adopting services of the Semantic Web 
represents a logical trial of events, it is necessary to carefully define both 
the possibilities SWS carries with it and the consequences of introducing 
it to society. 
 
In this paper several benefits of introducing the SWS in E-government 
were introduced, but one of the most important would be interoperability, 
whose implication opens the possibility of further development of E-
government. 
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THE ROLE OF ICT IN MONITORING AND SOLVING 
TRAFFIC ISSUES 

Ivana Pešić1, Radivoje Kojić2 

Abstract 
Operational systems for mobiles, especially for smart phones are more 
and more similar to each other: similar user interfaces, the way of 
entering text, virtual keyboard, more basic screens on which shortcuts 
can be arranged, integration of dates from social nets to phone 
applications and support for all important e-mail systems. The main goal 
of our research is to realize the system for traffic observation, by using 
modern mobile and internet technologies. Our cities have been 
continually growing at an uncontrolled rate leading to the problem of 
traffic congestion, which has discernible effects on all the aspects of 
sustainability, be it social, environmental or economical. This continual 
shift of increasing size of city's center and decreasing size of periphery 
poses huge sustainability challenge of meeting the consumption 
demands. On the other side of the coin, the advances of human 
technology have provided its greatest gift, information & communication 
technology (ICT). Today we have access to any data from any point of 
the world. There is a growing need to use this data and information with 
a holistic view to build more Intelligent Transport Systems. 
 
Key words: Information and communication technologies, mobiles, 
interfaces, Intelligent Transport Systems 
 
Introduction 
We are in time when computers are taking more and more place in 
every day’s life. There was small number of those who dared to use 
computers in various disciplines and areas like astronomy, physics, 
medicine, economic, traffic, using business intelligence programs, that 
would take the most important things from various databases as it were 
“irrelevant” information, what is crucial for today’s decision.  
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Jobs that are performed with the help of knowledge use less frequently 
knowledge that was collected long time ago. The internet has become 
an indispensable segment, if we take for example mobile phone, there 
were many who resisted, especially old persons, who have despised the 
use thereof. Going on the road, sea, healing gave them the evidence of 
the necessity and the advantages thereof. Nowadays, for many people 
life is unthinkable without mobile phone. It evolved from its primary 
functions of sending and receiving massages and making calls into a 
really small portable computer with its own operating system, many new 
functions and imaginative applications. But of course, it has all the 
advantages and disadvantages.  
 
Information and communication technologies marked and it is certain 
they will strongly mark following years. Today, many machines are used 
by the help of computer guidance or they are parts of various plants for 
production of parts, equipment and devices. ICT is used in various fields 
of industries such as tourism, agriculture, forestry, construction, 
transportation system for transporting of goods and passengers. 
 
Combined information and telecommunication technologies in various 
application areas, it is possible to find innovative solutions. It is enough 
to design a combination of existing knowledge and solutions and be 
creative.  
 
This paper examines the influence of information and communication 
technology (ICT) in traffic. The focus of analysis is the quality and 
quantity of ICT solutions that will have an influence on transportation 
system. It is necessary to suggest that ICT innovations that will help 
state that their performance can most effectively reduce traffic accidents 
and reduce fuel consumption.  
 
ICT 
Information technology is common term for the study of resources, 
procedures and methods for managing, saving, processing, transmission 
and presentation of data and information. (Storović, 2004) Emerged from 
the electronics, using the achievements of mathematics and physics. 
Using electrical engineering, information technologies are separated in 
particular area.  
 
Information technology (IT) is a term that describes the components 
(hardware equipment) and programs (software) which enables us to 
access, retrieve, organize, manipulate and present information 
electronically. Communication technology (CT) is a term, used to 
describe telecommunication equipment through which, we can send, 
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receive, search and access to them. All together it is called the 
information and communication technology. 
 
Knowledge and use of ICT in the modern world is one of the basic 
elements of the literacy and the culture of man. ICT offers a wide range 
of specific advantages: increased efficiency and productivity, sharing 
and storing of information, communication, faster accumulation, 
dissemination and application of knowledge.  
 
ICT is one of the most important factors that can accelerate the 
transition in the region. They are the main way to develop a network 
economy and information society, through which we can reach western 
European standards. The fact is that ICT technologies are not yet 
property exploited. It’s not enough, just to introduce new technologies in 
the traffic as a mean of organizing and distributing of traffic information 
but solve traffic problems.  
 
ICT in the traffic  
Information technologies are represented in all fields of society and 
science, including the traffic and transport. They are the base of 
intelligent systems. Traffic and transport are areas that are directly 
related to the spatial relations, in terms of which they are no longer able 
to manage efficiently or maintain the system without adequate 
infrastructure and database GIS (Geographical Information System) 
character. (Duraković, 2011:5) 
 
Traffic demand is growing steadily in the whole world and today the 
authorities are faced with daily challenges, such as the road and the 
time spent traveling. (Williams, 2008:72) There should be certainly 
added global concern about the protection of the environment different 
kinds of contaminations including noise and vibration caused by today’s 
level of motorization. The impossibility of infinite construction of transport 
infrastructure and growing awareness of the concerns about 
endangering of the life surrounding activates the question about new 
intelligent solutions for transportation equipment (ITS).( Ghosh & Lee, 
2000) 
 
While many aspects of society were improved by implementing of 
progressive technology, we were satisfied with transport system whose 
basic control technology, traffic sign stayed unchanged since his 
formation 1923. Facing the question about improvement of transport 
system the attention must be focused on three main themes (Woodrow 
& Barfield 1998:148): 
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Traffic congestion – a bottleneck on many international routes remains 
main problem, and congestion of the city and intercity travel connections 
requires prompt action.  
 
Pollution and health – emission of dangerous gases is now globally 
recognized as a real threat to the future of human kind. Pollution 
problems in urban areas are increasing. At the same time, in the world 
where travelling is daily need, increasing of traffic congestion makes life 
more tens and stressful. 
 
Safety – regarding safety, road transport is the most expensive form of 
transport and refers 40 000 of lives each year.  
 
The general problem of traffic congestion that occurs on the city 
networks all over the world cannot be effectively solved without 
information’s about factors of transportation system, important for 
making decisions of control managers. Management, operation, and 
maintenance of expensive and more and more complex elements of 
transport infrastructure, as well as their complex interactions with other 
subsystem and technological and physical environment presents a 
relatively simple request that is successfully answered with the available 
GIS technology. So globalization of the problem in traffic and transport 
current trend of globalization in their approach to solve and systematic 
and complex observation find technological strong point in the 
integration of GIS technology and intelligent transportation system, 
which are not technology of the future but technology of today. 
(Yongfeng, Zhitao, Liu & Min, 2012:155-161) 
 
Increasing of traffic volumes inevitability of road maintenance and 
rehabilitation are the problems that are very difficult to solve 
synchronized. Working zones on the roads are the risk to the safety for 
the users of the road and for the workers who perform works. Using 
intelligent transportation system in the areas of work can be increased 
the progression of routes, facilitate its use, to reduce the time of 
performing of works, to reduce the cost and the most important is to 
prevent accidents.  
 
Exploiting road infrastructure it is increased the need for its rehabilitation 
as well as regular maintenance. On the other hand we are faced with the 
constant increase of the number of vehicles that use the same roads. 
Automobile traffic in urban areas, use 50% more energy than in 
nonurban areas. As a result of these processes inevitable traffic holdup 
on the road. 
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This paper examines the role of ICT in state level in improving of traffic 
and quality of life. We have focused on quantitative and qualitative 
impact of ICT on transport system. Generally speaking information and 
communication technologies are a set of heterogeneous technologies 
(hardware and software) that enables electronic communication , data 
collection and processing of data in distributed networks, ICT use in 
transport system are different according to complexity, beginning from 
simple electronic communication (signals) to the interactive and highly 
intelligent applications for management and traffic control. The 
difference according complexity becomes obvious if you take into 
consideration an attitude to new technology.  
 
The sustainability of the transport sector in urban areas is a major 
concern for the government (state) with developed economies all over 
the world. Although the sustainability was focused on the negative 
influence of the transport sector on the environment in the early nineties, 
today the term has a broader meaning. Concerns about the greenhouse 
effect and global climate change and potential loss of oil supplies of the 
world largest transport fuel is added to the concern for air quality in 
urban areas, too much cars, traffic accidents and congestion on the 
roads.  
 
Using intelligent transportation systems in work zones, traffic jams and 
places where the accident happened, these problems are significantly 
reduced. This system offers new ways to increase through input capacity 
of roads and traffic safety in critical areas.  
 
Main advantages are that system provides information to the people in 
charge of the government about work zones, traffic accidents and 
congestions whether it is information of firms, that perform work on the 
road, the police or the citizens themselves. Checking the validity of given 
information the user is further informed and in that way the occurrence of 
delays is reduced, the time required for the identification and resolution 
of incidents is significantly shortened.  
 
The instability of the transport system and the application of ICT 
Greenhouse gases that cause global warming, emissions of harmful 
gases that pollute the air, a large number of traffic accidents and 
congestion on the roads are generally accepted as a problem of all big 
cities, before the examination of ICT on the problem of transport, experts 
in the field of transport system who are supposed to be engaged by 
government need to show what is very obvious. It is, that ale major 
components are related to the instability of the transport system under 
the influence of traffic volume. If there is a large number of kilometers, 
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flown in the country, emission of harmful gases is large too. Traffic 
accidents and increased consumption of oil stocks are also the reason 
for the increased volume of the traffic. How does the number of vehicles 
is increased, the impact on other vehicles is also more and more 
increased and it creates congestion.  
 
ICT innovation in the transportation system can be categorized in 
accordance with the role of the information, concerning the behavior of 
drivers. The difference can be made between information that: 
 
Supports the choice of drivers and passengers, for example travel 
information about upcoming congestion advice to change route of 
application in order to avoid congestion.  
 
Reduce options or limit the driver’s behavior, for example to avoid parts 
of the transport network and limit the speed.  
 
It is used to take the drivers decision, in whole or in part as the intelligent 
system for adaption of speed or intelligent fuel consumption.  
 
Mentioned roles, played by information showing different degrees of the 
influence on the drivers choice, but for the purpose helping drivers 
themselves. One of the innovations that applications can provide the 
user is that application possesses (GPS) combined with geographical 
information system (GIS) what offers possibility for reducing of the time 
on the network. Assuming that a user inserts his starting point and the 
destination in system, the shortest route will be suggested. Moving 
through route application will indicate various events by different 
markers that user will encounter. The user will be provided a possibility 
to choose information that he wants to be shown.  
The system, that optimized route selection have rarely the goal to 
reduce bad influence on the environment (reduce fuel consumption), 
finding the shortest way or the fastest time to your destination. Even it is 
possible to implement the system for optimization of oil consumption into 
exiting navigation system, it stays unknown how the drivers will react to 
this system, what will this system mean and it will be clarified in future 
research steps.  
 
Research questions  
The goal of the work is introducing of basic advantages that intelligent 
system provide with intention to create conditions for their 
implementation on the bases of their understanding and in that way to 
enable easier informing of the government about problems of citizens on 
reducing citizens frustrations through solving of their problems.  
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The research should answer the following questions: 
o How the ITS fits into traditional transportation infrastructure? 
o What are the benefits of using this system? 
o To what extent it’s possible to improve public traffic using modern 

information technologies? 
o Will the government and citizens take part in this way of 

informing?  
 

Mobile technologies as part of ICT in traffic 
During the last ten years we are witness of increased use of computers 
and information technologies in transport infrastructure. Continued 
development and implementation of these systems comes from the 
belief that intelligent transport system promise an increase of capacity 
and productivity of traditional transport infrastructure as well as 
contribution to achieving of other goals such as security. 
 
Intelligent transport systems include wide area of information based on 
wireless technology. Incorporated into infrastructure of transport system 
and the vehicle itself, these systems help in controlling and managing of 
traffic flows, reducing of traffic finding alternative routes saving of the 
environment and save time and many.  
 
The main reason for the development of mobile application is to enable 
information about the road conditions for all participants in the traffic at 
the proper time with intention to reduce costs loss of valuable time as 
well as reduction of congestion in urban and suburban areas. There is 
also intention to reduce pollution by harmful gases and reduce noise 
level enabling pleasant and healthy environment for ale citizens.  
 
The questions that are great motivation and great interest in the planned 
research are:   

o Will the use of these mobile applications increase the level of 
vigilance in drivers? 

o Will the number of accidents and congestion be reduced in the 
city? 

o Will this application and to what extent improve the quality of the 
life of citizens? 

 
Purpose and the goals of research  
The purpose of this paper is to show the possibilities of mobile 
technology in the system. The goal of the practical part of this paper is to 
present the procedure of the development and android applications, 
which will enable the display of traffic conditions. But, the intention is that 
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the public sector can follow the deficiencies in transport infrastructure, so 
that citizens will inform them through applications and then state sector 
will solve the problems according to their necessity criteria.  
 
The result of research should show how to implement mobile technology 
and information technologies in order to reduce intensity of traffic on the 
roads, improvement of the quality of the life and to reduce emission of 
harmful gases.  
 
How it works  
The development of ICT technologies has expanded the development of 
wireless and mobile devices, which become the most important 
technologies of today. Mobile applications are one of the newest and the 
most efficient channels of communication. The users of this technology 
were provided by new facilities allowing users to receive and send 
information to the right place at the right moment and possibility to 
access the internet at any time. Compared to the classical 
communication channels, except that they are always at users hand they 
offer the highest level of interactivity.  
 
With over billion applications sold on Apple, App Store, and the growing 
popularity iOS and Android platform we can say that the classic mobile 
phones belong to the past and that smart phones are the foundation of 
the future. Mobile applications are just a factor that contributed to the 
explosion of smart phone market.  
 
Android has already become the leading system in the world of smart 
phones. As it is predicted that share of the operating system will grow in 
the following years, an advanced mobile devices will not be a luxury but 
a necessity, the potential of development for Android is great. Together 
with development of new version of operating system there will be 
implemented new functionality so the applications will be continuously 
enriched with new contents.  
 
Android system comes with great number of advanced technologies that 
have already been built into it. Mobile application, suggested as solution 
is a project with an idea to use some of technologies (GPS, WiFi, GSM, 
Google maps) in one application, and to create an application which is 
usable by people responsible for the administration of applications, but 
also usable by final users. the application is named “The traffic on the 
palm” as an association to its own primary purpose – it helps the user to 
be promptly informed about working zones, traffic accidents, congestion, 
which reduces the risk of downtime, it significantly shortens the time 
required for the identification and solving of incidents, but also that user 
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informs governmental officials about the traffic problems, that user 
meets.  
 
“The traffic on the palm” is the application intended to display ale 
important information that is currently happening on the major roads. It 
enables users to find the current location using GPS and displays 
location on the screen. The location is displayed on the map of Google 
maps package. After presenting of the users location on the map, there 
are drown different markers, depending on what kind of event is in 
question. Touching the screen, where the event is, the user can get 
information in details, whether it was traffic accident, congestion or road 
works, or some important location, that you can get a name and detail 
description about.  
 
The most important thing is that user can send his information through 
application about conditions on the road where he is and to chose event, 
which is the reason he is in the crowed (road works, traffic accidents).  
 
All data are downloaded from the website that the government made for 
that purpose. It is a web application whose main activity is correct and 
precise information about activates in the traffic through the internet.  
 
On the page, in addition to the usual news that contains every site as 
well as different interesting things, the site contains the most important 
component and that’s maps. Depending on which city is in the question, 
the coordinates are adjusted in Google maps, that shows the city, 
markers are inserted in the map, each marker has its own meaning and 
should be the same as mobile application. Web application is 
synchronized with the mobile application, using the same data that is 
stored in the same base.  
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Governmental administrators can use the web and mobile application for 
entry of markers, but users can also use mobile and web application for 
monitoring and informing about traffic problems that they meet.  
 
Web application gives possibility to inform other users – citizens through 
news about the most important events, useful information about changes 
in the traffic as well as about suggestions by the users that the state 
decided to make. 
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The architecture of the project of mobile application  
In this project, on the mobile application for traffic monitoring is 
suggested the use of three-layer architecture, consisting of: 

o users interference  
o web services  
o data base  
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On the photo above is the simplified view of the mentioned architecture. 
The user accesses to the application by Android mobile device. The 
application is connected to a REST web service through URL where it is. 
Web service takes desired data from the MySQL database and forms 
XML document.  
 
The application takes over XML file, parse it using DOM technology and 
displays data on the device display.  
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One scenario is, if user entered a new event he has elected to “add new” 
from the menu that application contains. The system of GPS, which is 
located within the application takes coordinates of the user and enters 
them into lat and long form, user selects the type of the event he wants 
to enter, user enters a short description of the event and then press key 
to confirm. The system will inform users about the success of data entry. 
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Only an administrator – state official who is responsible for the job will 
approve or disapprove given input of the user.  
 
All the elements that make up the structure of the mobile and web 
application for traffic monitoring we can group as: 

o The context or environment in which the internet performance of 
web application is implemented and online notice is performed.  

o The context or environment in which, there is realized the 
performance of mobile application that performs notice. 

o Informative 
o Interactive 
o Elements for forming online community of users 
o Additional facilities for enrichment of application and creating of 

additional value for customers.  
 
All these elements interwoven unit and form single functional with one of 
the key strategies of applications for traffic monitoring is providing 
information to potential and current users of application. In general, the 
more information you publish, the better. However, when setting up the 
information it is necessary to respect two basic rules: 
The application must be well organized (information can be easily 
found), and  
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Information must be relevant to concrete facts, in this case veracity of 
information about events related to the traffic of the given city. It is also 
important that information on application are correct and up to date. 
The application should contain a clear, precise and functional navigation 
system. If we take the example of application site, home page should 
provide users the ability to read and get acquainted with all necessary 
information about the situation on the road before. The map on the site 
and mobile application shows visually by markers events and road 
conditions on the map of the city. It is necessary to give users an 
opportunity to register and apply for the purpose of ease of check of 
information entered by user. It is also desirable to enable users to 
receive information’s about any changes on the site and important news 
through e-mail by application on the mail list. One of the important parts 
of application is forum that represents community when users share their 
impressions, experience and different subjects in the forum. The focus is 
on exchanging of information. Web and mobile application are to be 
constantly enriched by interesting, updated, and new content in order to 
retain customers and not to lose its importance.  
 
Conclusion 
In this work we wanted to present the influence of ICT application for the 
benefit of administrative services combining mobile and web application, 
application of today. Every day road users are faced with the problems 
in traffic. The introduction of ICT into traffic systems will contribute to 
reducing of gas emissions, traffic accidents, save the time and money. 
ICT is revolution comparing to the way we were observing all things 
related to traffic till now. As a final result, the application shows us way 
of application of mobile and information technologies with intention to 
reduce the intensity of traffic and improve quality of life. 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INNOVATION 
CAPACITY FROM HUMAN CAPITAL PERSPECTIVE 

ON REGIONAL LEVEL: STUDY OF SLOVAKIA1  

M. Lučkaničová2, Z. Maliková3 

Abstract 
The paper deals with innovation index related to existing US innovation 
index. The US Innovation Index provides comparison of innovation 
capacity of selected territorial entities.  
 
This comparative study looks closer on one of the component sub - 
indices: Human capital. Both, theorists and policy - makers, too are 
aware of human capital which takes active role as catalyst for 
innovation. This is evident not only from researches but also from 
various indicators in which human capital represents one of the 
measured component. Such indicators tempt to measure innovation 
capacity or potential of given territory and allow making rankings among 
countries. The aim of this paper is to use Human Capital Index derived 
from US Innovation Index for Slovak regional comparison and to analyze 
ranking of countries of Visegrad Group from the same perspective.  
 
The paper is organized as follows: first part deals with the role of 
innovations and knowledge within knowledge economy, supported by 
theoretical approaches about importance of human capital in the whole 
context. Second part dedicates to regional disparities of Slovak regions 
and innovation overview of selected countries based on diverse indices. 
Practical part provides methodology and descriptive analysis, supported 
by maps and calculations run in computing and graphics software R. 
The results exhibit regional diversity of innovation capacity among 
selected regions and Visegrad Group countries, too. 
 
Key words: Human Capital Index, US Innovation Index, innovation 
capacity, regional disparities 
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The role of innovation and human capital in knowledge economy 
Benoit (2006) reflects that the early concept of knowledge and its 
relationship to statistics appeared in 1960s. This change was related to 
the advancement and support of new trends in economy.  
 
American futurist Toffler (1991) has been describing changes in 
economies through concept of three waves, thus societies. The first 
wave was based on agricultural activities and was later replaced by 
second wave that reflected society developed during the Industrial 
Revolution. According to Toffler, such society can be described by 
“mass” element of many aspects of the life, e.g. mass production/ 
consumption/ distribution/ education/ media/ entertainment and mass 
destruction. Third wave, so called post-industrial society, started to take 
over in developed economies since the late 1950s and is described by 
terms as information age, space age, global village or electronic era. 
The intention of mentioned naming is to predict knowledge- based 
orientation, diversity and the acceleration of change.  
 
Actually, knowledge has gained the attention as primary source, 
intangible asset or key factor of production from both, theorists and 
practitioners, too. (David and Foray: 2002, Truneček: 2004, Fernandez: 
2004) Brinkley (2006) points out that knowledge economy depicts new 
emerging structure that originates from the position of intangible assets 
(e.g. knowledge, skills and innovative potential) in creation of wealth of 
nations.  
 
It is evident that there is an increasing emphasis on more productive 
usage of intangible assets. This is provoked by the changing 
environment which Hawryskzkiewycz (2010) defines by following 
features; increasing globalization, ability of the companies to harness 
expertise from many parts of the world, the ability to market its product 
globally and the practice of more collaborative approach. David and 
Foray (2002) conclude that quality of human capital and the creation of 
new ideas (innovation) and knowledge are the drivers of progress that 
create disparities in the productivity and growth of different countries.b 
Authors conclude that innovations are recognized as driving tool for 
increasing competitiveness. (Chan and Mauborgne: 1999, Powell and 
Snellman: 2004) 
 
Moreover, many researchers confirm the existence of tight connection 
between innovations and human capital. Nelson and Phelp (1996) 
integrated the idea that the adoption of new technology depends on 
capacity of human capital. They build on ideas that countries closer to 
the technology frontier have accumulated higher levels of human capital 
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that was supported by innovation while countries far from the frontier 
focus on technology diffusion. It means that absorptive capacity of 
country is determined by level of education. Benhabib and Spiegel 
(1994) also build model of technology diffusion. They confirm statistically 
significant positive effect of human capital in connection with technology 
gap by using growth-accounting method. Another research by Xu (2000) 
affirms the importance of specific level of human capital in country to 
benefit from technology flows. 
 
Politics realise that innovation and its many benefits are dependent on 
investments of time, effort and human resources and so they direct 
diverse strategies on international and national levels towards 
encouragement of innovative environment reflected in such visions as: 
ensuring sustainable economic growth, future prosperity or creating jobs 
and industries of the future (Strategy for American Innovation4), 
concentrating on productivity and social cohesion (Europe 20205), 
supporting the creation of knowledge economy by establishing stronger 
links between R&D sector and companies and implementation of e-
government tools (Polish government program “Directions to Improve 
Innovation in the Economy 2007-2013”), etc. Fulfilment of visions is 
monitored by diverse goals in which human capital takes almost 
constant role, e.g. human capital is considered to be important input to 
innovation in Europe 2020 where one of target is related to education; 
“reducing school drop-out rates below 10% and at least 40% of 30-34 
years-olds completing third level education6.” 
 
There are several indices that attempt to measure innovation on national 
levels. This approach allows politicians and academics to understand 
the position of a country among selected cluster, create comparisons 
and diverse rankings. Example of such indices are; Summary Innovation 
Index (SII), US Innovation Index, National Innovative Capacity Index 
(NICI), Global Innovation Index (GII), Creative Class or Knowledge 
Economy Index, etc. In this paper we use methodology of Human 
Capital Subindex of US Innovation Index to evaluate human capital from 
innovation capacity perspective of Slovak republic and others members 
of Visegrad group (Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic). We also apply 
given Subindex to Slovak regions7 with aim to analyze territorial 
disparities from innovative perspective. According to NUTS 3 system, 
Slovakia has eight following regions: Bratislava region, Trnava region, 
                                                 
4 White House: Strategy for American Innovation: Executive Summary 
5 European Commission (2012): Europe 2020 
6 European Commission (2012): Europe 2020 targets 

7According to Nomenclature of territorial units for statistics used by Eurostat, 
European Commission (2012)
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Trenčín region, Nitra region, Žlina region, Banská Bystrica region, 
Prešov region and Košice region. 
US Innovation Index assesses innovation capacity of US countries, 
regions and departments. It has already been monitored for 25 years 
and it is used for cross country comparison in order to offer insights into 
regional development of knowledge-based innovation economies. As it 
is promoted, the purpose of this tool is “to help a region guide strategic 
discussions about where to invest scarce resources to build prosperity 
for the next generation“. 
 
Innovation index is composed of following four sub- indices: Human 
capital, Economic Dynamics, Productivity and employment and 
Economic Well Being.  
 
Innovation overview of selected countries and disparities of Slovak 
regions 
Banerjee and Jarmuzek (2009) analyze various dimensions of Slovak 
regions disparities and confirm dimension and persistence of disparities 
during 1995 - 2006. Based on the per capita GDP, they divide country 
into two groups; richer western regions (Bratislava, Trnava, Trenčín and 
Nitra) and poorer eastern regions (Žilina, Banská Bystrica, Prešov and 
Košice), with illustration of the highest distinctness present between 
Bratislava (per capita GDP about 234%) and Prešov (per capita GDP 
about 55%) of the national average in 2006. For more details, see 
Regional GDP per capita, in percentage of Slovak average.  
 
Table 1 Regional GDP per capita, in percentage of Slovak average 
 1995 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Bratislava region 214 217 220 226 225 226 243 234 

Trnava region 110 105 102 100 104 105 108 122 

Trenčín region 94 94 94 91 92 93 88 93 

Nitra region 86 87 85 85 87 88 89 86 

Žilina region 81 82 83 82 80 81 82 81 

Banská Bystrica 
region 

83 83 84 86 86 82 72 74 

Prešov region 64 61 61 62 61 60 59 55 

Košice region 87 90 93 90 89 88 84 84 

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic 
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Moreover, by using the coefficient of variation over time, they identified 
that the dispersion remained stable during 1995 – 1999. However, after 
stated period it started to widen and the accession of Slovakia to 
European Union (EU) in 2004 even fostered it. This is supported by 
dimensions as: household disposable income, already mentioned per 
capita GDP, productivity level (except for Košice, with 96% of Slovak 
average in 2006 it stands apart from other eastern region and represent 
third highest productivity level in the country) and labour utilization 
manifested in unemployment (e.g. unemployment rate in Bratislava 
decreased from 6% in 1998 to 4.3% in 2006, which coincides with 66.6% 
of labour utilization in 2006; in Kosice unemployment rate increased 
from 18.7% in 1998 to 20.3% in 2006, which coincides with 34.5% of 
labour utilization in 2006). 
 
They identify that “total factor productivity improvements in the western 
regions could be related to the technology and knowledge spillover 
aspects of foreign direct investments (FDI), while the gains in the 
eastern regions likely resulted from the restructuring process and labor 
shedding.” (Banerjee, Jarmuzek, 2009, p.16).  
 
Stimulating employment growth in eastern regions should be realized by 
improvements of quality and accumulation of both, human and physical 
capital, too. Baláž (2006) uses a regression model for identifying major 
factors that are behind regional disparities in relation to regional average 
wages. Those factors are: tertiary education levels, unemployment rates, 
investments and foreign investors.  
 
Innovation policy of each country is oriented on weaknesses of 
innovation performance. Slovak republic is characterized by low volume 
and low quality of R&D activities, low cooperation between firms and 
universities in a Research and Development (R&D) field, low 
engagement of Slovak firms in R&D, poor innovation policy tools8.  
 
In Czech Republic three main problems were discovered: low 
cooperation between firms and researchers, lack of researchers and 
science and engineering (S&E) graduates, insufficient intellectual 
property rights (IPR) protection9.  
 

                                                 
8 Pro Inno Europe 2011. Innovation and Innovation policy in Slovak republic. Available 
at:http://www.proinno-europe.eu/page/innovation-and-innovation-policy-slovak-
republic 
9 Pro Inno Europe 2011. Innovation and Innovation policy in Czech republic. Available 
at http://www.proinno-europe.eu/page/innovation-and-innovation-policy-czech-republic 
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Poland has one of the lowest R&D intensities in EU, private sector invest 
poorly in R&D and number of scientific publications and patent 
application is under EU average11. 
 
There are several different indices which measure countries innovation 
potential or capacity, e.g. Summary Innovation Index (SII, it rates 27 
countries for years 2009/2010), National Innovative Capacity Index 
(NICI, it rates 71 countries in 2001), Innovation Capacity Index (ICI, it 
rates 131 countries for years 2009/2010) and Global Innovation Index 
(GII, it rates 125 countries in 2011). They slightly differ in the factors 
from which are composed and the methodology of how are calculated. 
However, human capital enters to some extent to all of them. Indices on 
national levels allow us to rank the countries and compare their capacity 
among other countries. In the following  
Table 2, the ranking of Visegrad Group countries is demonstrated within 
previously mentioned indices. In the table is also shown the position of 
countries from the perspective of human capital (HC) that enters as input 
factor to all used indices (e.g.  represents human capital (HC) 
factor calculated according to methodology of Summary Innovation 
Index and so on representatively). The worst positions among Visegrad 
Group countries are marked in bold.  
 
Table 2 Ranking of countries from Visegrad Group within chosen indices 
and human capital as input factor 

 SII NICI ICI GII 
Czech Republic 17 18 26 36 32 25 27 28 
Slovak Republic 22 11 34 26 39 31 37 46 
Poland 23 14 36 32 40 39 43 48 
Hungary 19 21 28 34 41 30 25 36 

Source: Authors’ calculation based on data Inno Europe, OECD reports 
 

                                                 
10 OECD 2007. National system of innovation in Hungary. Available at: 
www.nih.gov.hu 
11 European Commission 2011. Innovation Union Competitiveness report 2011. 
Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/pdf/competitiveness-
report/2011/countries/poland.pdf 
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Data and Methodology  
As it was proved by theorists and quantitative researches in the previous 
part, human capital enters into economy as important factor that 
influences competitiveness of the countries. Taking into consideration 
this reason and possible available data on regional level in Slovak 
republic, we have decided to calculate Human Capital Index (HCI) that 
derives from US Innovation Index as its sub-index. 
 
Human Capital Index calculates to which extent inhabitants of specific 
region are able to engage in innovation activities. Applying same 
methodological approach as US Innovation Index uses (with some minor 
changes explained below) we calculate four dimensions that enter to the 
HCI by equal weight. Data from various databases were used for whole 
quantitative analysis; from Slovak statistical database for calculation of 
HCI for diverse regions in Slovakia and from Eurostat database for 
calculation of HCI for Visegrad Group. The aim was to ensure the usage 
of same data collection´s methodology and so avoid possible mismatch 
created by diverse approaches to data collection. We have also used 
data from International Labour Organization (ILO12) for quantification of 
creative class dimension on national level (applied to Visegrad Group). 
Analytical part was based on calculations and supporting maps run in 
computing and graphics software R.  
 
Human Capital Index consists of following dimensions:  
Education – it attempts to measure the skills and knowledge as 
necessary input to population’s capacity to innovate. US Innovation 
Index considers number of absolvent with college degree or higher. For 
the purpose of our analyze we consider number of absolvent from the 
groups ISCED 5 and above. ISCED represents international standards 
classification of education13 and is basically a framework for the 
standardized reporting of a wide range of policy relevant education 
statistics according to an internationally agreed set of common 
definitions. ISCED 5 and 6 represents first and second stage of tertiary 
education. ISCED 7 represents master degree or its equivalent.  
It is measured as the percentage of population aged 25 to 64 with 
tertiary education completed in given territorial unit. It is measured as:  
 

                                                 
12 ILO International Labour Office 2012. LABORSTA internet database 
13 UNESCO (2011). Revision of the international Standard classification of education 
ISCED 
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Where;  

 Number in population with tertiary education completed 
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 Population in given territorial unit aged 25 to 64 

 
on regional level of Slovakia, the  uses data 

from the 2001 Census as the latest year available (with tertiary 
education completed, which corresponds to ISCED 7 and ISCED 8). 

 on national level for all countries of Visegrad Group 
was based on data from Eurostat, with tertiary education completed 
corresponding to ISCED5 or ISCED 6, lya for data is 2010.  
 
Population growth rate – it is measuring the growth rate of persons 
aged 25 to 64 because younger group is most likely involved in the 
educational process and older group represents retirement age.  

 

  data  fo reg al  level  of  Slovak a  were  used  from  Sl vak

statistical database 

r  ion i o  

 data for national level for all countries of Visegrad Group were 

used from Eurostat database 
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Occupational mix – it attempts to measure number of employees aged 
25 to 64 who work in the so called “creative occupations.” Creative 
occupations are socioeconomic classification that was introduced by 
Boschma and Fritsch (2007). They select those occupations which are 
identified as key driving force for economic development of post- 
industrial economies (creative occupations are listed in the appendix).  
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Occupational mix derives from “Technology – Based Knowledge 
Occupation Cluster (KOC) within US Innovation Index that measures 
share of technology – based cluster jobs for the latest year available. 
Clusters are defined as “groups of related industries operating in a given 
location with the impact on economic performance” that stimulate and 
revitalize cooperation in the business environment and emerge from two 
principal forces: agglomeration and convergence (Porter et al., 2011, 
pp.1). However, as Bialic-Davendra (2011) investigates, the technology 
clusters in Visegrad Group are still young concept and there are many 
issues to be improved on the levels of both, the policy makers and 
clusters themselves, too in order to develop intense inter and cross- 
cluster cooperation and so become more competitive.  
Therefore, under mentioned conditions, we have decided to apply 
occupational mix as the antecedent of KOC for the analysis, calculated 
as:  
 

 
Where;  

 Number of creative occupations employment for the last 

year  availab e 

 

l

 Total emplo ent for the last year avai   ym lable
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 on regional level of Slovakia was adopted from the 
calculations of Blahovec (2010), whose research was based on data 
from Slovak statistical database, lya 200814.  

    | 205  on national level for all countries of Visegrad Group was based 
on data from International Labour Organization, lya 2001.  
 
High – Tech employment Share – it attempts to measure number of 
highly skilled and specialized workforce (who works in the High Tech 
industry) that represents an important source for contribution to 
innovation.  

 
Where;  

   High tech employment in year t 

 Total employment in  ear t y

 

data for regional level of Slovakia were used from Slovak statistical 
database, lya 2009. Data collection of employment in High tech sector in 
Slovak regions by Slovak national statistics was realized only once 
within period 2008 and 2009. The Slovak Statistic Office confirmed that it 
does not plan to repeat this kind of data collection. 

 data for national level for all countries of Visegrad 
Group were used from Eurostat database, lya 2010.  
 
 

                                                 
14 Slovak statistical database provide such kind of data only for enterprises with more 
than 20 employees. 
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Final HCI on Slovak regional level is calculated as:  

     | 206 Where;  

   Human Capital Index for Slovakia  

n   num er of dimensions that enters to the HCI, that a e four     b r

 i variable  or measure  region j relative to the Slovak average for 

variable 

‐th   

 

    the  weight  of  the  ration  each  component  influences  HCI  equally, 

25%  for the i‐th variable 
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Final HCI of countries of Visegrad Group is calculated as:  
 

     | 207 
 
Where;  

   Human Capital Index for countries of Visegrad Group  VG   

n   num er of dimensions that enters to the HCI, that a e four     b r

 the i‐th variable  or measure  country j relative to the Slovak ave age 

for variable 

r

 

   weight  of  the  ration  each  component  influences HCI  equally,  25%  

for the i‐th variable 
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Results  
It is assumed that the Innovation Index and its sub-indices are based on 
theoretical assumptions of the factors that have statistically significant 
impact on economical performance. Based on these assumptions, thus 
the usage of Innovation index, we concentrate on the analysis of 
components and not the theories themselves on innovation capacities.  
Analytical part is divided into two parts; first one concentrates on the 
innovation capacity from human capital perspective in the regions of 
Slovakia and second part provides the comparison of Human Capital 
Index valuation within Visegrad Group countries.  
 
In Table 3 there are values of Human Capital Index (see column “HCI”) 
for all eight regions of Slovakia. Moreover, table contains the values of 
all dimensions of regions that enter to the calculation of HCI. The 
measures clearly demonstrate the degree of similarity/ disparity between 
the regions, e.g. Bratislava region has much higher educational 
attainment (30.32%) than the country’s average (14.83%). All 
dimensions of HCI and their values/ regions are presented in following 
maps where colour diversity demonstrates the differences among the 
regions (Map 1 and Map 2).  
 
Table 3 Comparison of Human Capital Index values among Slovak 
regions  

  

Popula
tion 
growth 
rate 

Educational 
attainment Creativity

High-
tech HCI 

Bratislavský 
kraj 1.67% 30.32% 11.37% 5.57% 180.11 
Trnavský kraj 1.35% 10.77% 5.63% 3.25% 97.94 
Trenčiansky 
kraj 1.02% 13.00% 4.11% 1.44% 71.38 
Nitriansky 
kraj 0.96% 12.00% 5.93% 2.18% 81.97 
Žilinský kraj 1.21% 13.30% 6.29% 1.74% 86.15 
Banskobystri
cký kraj 0.86% 13.13% 5.02% 0.71% 63.91 
Prešovský 
kraj 1.39% 12.26% 4.26% 0.78% 71.66 
Košický kraj 1.15% 14.44% 9.23% 1.80% 97.25 

Slovakia 1.20% 14.83% 7.50% 2.48% 100 
Source: Authors’ calculation based on data from Slovak statistical office  
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Population growth rate of working persons aged 25 to 64 achieves the 
highest value in Bratislava region (1.67%) and the lowest in Banská 
Bystrica region (0.86%). As it is shown in the table, all factors from HCI 
reaches the highest points in Bratislava region. This can be partially 
explained by the fact that the capital is situated in this region.      | 209 
Map 1 Diversity of Slovak regions from the perspective of Population 
and Tertiary education 

 
 
Educational Attainment is concentrated on evaluating the percentage 
of population aged 25 to 64 with higher degrees completion (ISCED 7 on 
regional level). Bratislava region peaks more than 30% and the rest of 
the regions lag behind it for almost 15%. The view on overall situation in 
Slovak regions just demonstrates the discussed need for actions, 
deriving and supported also from Europe 2020, towards increasing 
number of tertiary educated habitants.  
Map 2: Diversity of Slovak regions from the perspective of High Tech 
and Creative occupations 
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A view on Creative occupations ranking differences reveals both, 
areas of strengths and weaknesses, too. Prešov region with 4.26% lags 
behind all Slovakia´s regions, while the highest valuation receives 
Bratislava region again with 11.37%. Second position is occupied by 
Košice region with 9.23% (second largest city of Slovakia is situated in 
this region). The rest of regions reached around 5% of employees in 
creative occupations. The average rating of Slovak republic within 
creative occupations factor is 7.5%. 
 
The last factor of Human Capital Index is percentage of population 
working in High - tech sector. The worst values obtained Prešov region 
with 0.78% and Banská Bystrica region with 0.71%. There is a huge gap 
between the worst values and the best ones. Bratislava region achieved 
5.57% of employees working in High - Tech sector and Trnava region 
stayed behind it with 3.25%. 
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The last column of Table 3 demonstrates the overall Human Capital 
Index. According to valuation of HCI, only Bratislava region achieved a 
value over the 100% (which represents the national average). There are 
two regions which stayed closely behind, namely: Trnava an Košice 
regions. The rest of regions lagged behind, achieving from almost 87% 
to 71% of national average (see Map 3).  
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Map 3 Human capital index of Slovak regions 

 
 
Relative ranking of Human Capital Indices of countries from Visegrad 
Group is shown in 
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Table 4. Despite observed differences in all factors of HCI, the Human 
Capital Index also shows interesting differences. HCI of Czech Republic, 
Hungary and Poland were calculated as relative indices to HCI Slovak 
15value (that means that  served as base for calculations, 
hence 100%). Interesting results derives from the fact, that all other 
countries form Visegrad Group achieved lower values than. Although, 
Czech Republic and Hungary received very similar values, it was Poland 
that approached Slovak HCI closer (94.55%).  
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For the purpose of  calculation we have used the online 
quantifier that is located on web page: www.statsamerica.com. As the 
results showed, USA reached almost 210% of Slovak HCI value.  

                                                 
15 Please note that values of components of  are different to those of 

 measured within regional analysis. This derives from different data 
usage (for the comparison of Visegrad Group, it was desirable to use same databases, 
mainly Eurostat and ILO) and from different timeseries (last years available).  
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Table 4 Human Capital Index of countries of Visegrad Group and USA 

Visegrad 
group 

Population 
growth rate 
aged 25-44 

High tech Creativity Education 
Human 
capital 
index to 
SR 

Czech 
Republic 0.86% 4.03% 8.30% 16.78% 92.21 
Hungary 0.27% 4.93% 8.63% 19.95% 92.61 
Poland 1.06% 2.67% 8.21% 22.57% 94.55 
Slovakia 1.30% 3.63% 8.58% 17.71% 100 
United 
states -0.2% 4.8% 8.4% 26.6% 209.93 
Source: Authors’ calculation based on data from Slovak statistical office, 
Eurostat and ILO 
 
Conclusion 
In this study we applied Human Capital Index derived from US 
Innovation Index to quantify both, the value of HC on regional level in 
Slovakia (according to NUTS 3 classification) and the value of HC on 
national level to compare the position of Slovakia among other countries 
from Visegrad group, too. Human capital (skilled, educated, motivated 
and conscious workforce) was identified as an important and integral 
part of innovations, which enters further into creation of knowledge 
economies and thus knowledge societies.  
 
It is generally known that Slovak republic does not support research and 
educational activities to such extent as strategic project Europe 2020 
recommends to EU member states. Moreover, country faces not only 
weak innovation performance but also suffers from relative large 
disparities on regional level. From this point of view, HC computed on 
regional level demonstrate huge gap between highest value of HCI for 
Bratislava region with 180.11% over the national average (only one 
region achieved value over 100%) and lowest value of HCI for Banska 
Bystrica region with 63.91% what is under national average (100%). Our 
findings partially support results of research Banerjee and Jarmuzek 
(2009) which divide Slovakia into two groups of regions. 
 
The article provides comparison of V4 countries position within chosen 
indices measuring innovation potential. According to SII and NICI, 
Slovak republic has better position in a human capital than other 
countries of V4. It was confirmed also by our calculation of Human 
capital index from US innovation index methodology (see 
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Table 4). There is, however, some disagreement in the case of ranking 
of ICI and GII, as Slovak republic and Poland are on much more lower 
positions than Hungary and Czech Republic (see Table 2). Proof of huge 
gap of human capital quality between USA and countries of Visegrad 
group is also the result of conducted research. USA reached almost 
210% of Slovak HCI value, whereas countries of Visegrad group 
achieved lower values than Slovak HCI (see 
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Table 4).  
 
One of possible explanation of obtained result is that US states are 
states where democracy have been presented for longer time and so it 
helped to create a market supportive environment. Whereas Slovak 
republic and Visegrad group countries are representative countries of 
CEE part. E.g. Slovak economy passed through administrative 
transformation only in 1989.  
 
The analytical potential of next research derives principally from 
availability of latest statistical data. It would be helpful and more 
explanatory to add higher levels of ISCED to the model, as they were 
not available at the time of this analysis.  
 
Next research could focus on calculation of whole US indicator for 
European countries, to compare results and ranking by American 
methodology and European methodology. It would be helpful to analyze 
indices over time to see the dynamics and changes within European 
countries. 
 
Furthermore, type of the comparative study that has been conducted in 
this paper has relevance for creation of both, national and regional 
innovation policies, too. The article points to international and regional 
disparities and similarities in innovation performance and so offers a 
scope for mutual learning from experience.  
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Appendix1: Groups of creative people according to Bosch and Fritsch 
(2007) and their corresponding ICSO, International Standard 
Classification of Occupations (ISCO 88). 
 

Creative core occupations ISCO 

physicists, chemists and related professionals 211 
mathematicians, statisticians and related 
professionals 

212 

computing professionals 213 
architects, engineers and related professionals 214 
life science professionals 221 
health professionals (except nursing) 222 
college, university and higher education teaching 
professionals 

231 

secondary education teaching professionals 234 
other teaching professionals 235 
archivists, librarians and related information 
professionals 

243 

social sciences and related professionals 244 
public service administrative professionals 247 
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PRESCHOOL TEACHER CAREER AND WHY 
INDIVIDUALS CHOOSE IT 

Maja Hmelak1, Jurka Lepicnik Vodopivec2  

Abstract 
The first part of the article examines certain fundamental theoretical 
facts about preschool education courses and the preschool teacher 
profession, as well as current theoretical and empirical knowledge about 
the motives for choosing this career path. The central part of the article 
is devoted to the empirical study. A study was performed on a sample of 
616 students and preschool teachers to determine their opinions about 
how suitable they think their choice of education and future profession 
was, and about the motivational factors that led the respondents to 
choose preschool education studies and the preschool teacher 
profession. The study also factored in respondents’ backgrounds 
(students, teachers) and status (beginners, established, experienced). 
An analysis of differences between the respondents in regard to their 
background and status revealed a general agreement with the suitability 
of choosing their education/future profession, but it also showed that 
their choice was primarily guided by self-actualization and altruistic 
reasons. However, statistically significant differences were spotted in 
other reasons as well. Considering that inner motivational factors were 
the most common among all respondents, the authors deduce that the 
respondents represent a suitably chosen and educated population of 
current and future preschool teachers, which should ensure quality work 
with preschool children. 
 
Key words: motives, preschool teacher, profession. 
 
Introduction 
Preschool education as the primary part of the education system has in 
the past undergone a number of systemic and substantive changes and 
in the last decade we are noticing an increasing demand for a high level 
of professional skill in preschool teachers. They are required to have a 
high level of professional competence, which they have to acquire 

                                                 
1 Maja Hmelak is an assistant of preschool pedagogy; email address: maja.hmelak@uni-
mb.si 
2 Jurka Lepicnik Vodopivec is an associate professor of preschool pedagogy; email 
address: jurka.lepicnik@uni-mb.si 
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through quality education based on theory and practice. According to 
Lučić (2007) the future preschool teacher participates in constructing 
and shaping the image of man as the ultimate value, so he bears a 
heavy responsibility. He is provides and organizes the educational 
process, as he has intimate knowledge of the fields of pedagogy, 
didactics and methodology, which systematically contain all the 
knowledge about teaching and education. His general and professional 
education, his skills, spiritual and ethical values, and his attitude toward 
work and children are all factors that affect how successful preschool 
education is. 
 
That is why the profile of a preschool teacher matters, just like it matters 
what reasons and motives made that individual choose to study 
preschool education and to later become a preschool teacher.  
 
Theoretical background 
Preschool education studies and training 
Training preschool teachers includes two important, closely intertwined 
segments: 
 
• scientific and professional education and 
• practical training. 

 
As a part of the scientific and professional education students learn 
about the basic didactic-methodological and pedagogic-psychological 
skills. Bastič Zorec (1997) divided the competences acquired by 
students into the following groups: 
• child and education, which includes specific competences in 

pedagogy (education, didactics and preschool pedagogy theories), 
psychology (development and pedagogy psychology), sociology, 
philosophy, social pedagogy and health education. Competences in 
these fields primarily include various definitions of childhood, history 
of education in the past and the present, and various theories about 
development and teaching of preschool children; 

• theoretical and practical knowledge of individual fields of preschool 
education (movement, language, mathematics, art, nature and 
society). Students obtain in-depth knowledge of those fields, which 
they upgrade with a methodology that they use to find ways and 
forms of transferring these competences to preschool children in 
different stages of development; 

• communication with children and adults includes oral 
communication, reading and writing skills, non-verbal communication 
and artistic expression. Students learn how to make conversation 
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(dialogue, group discussion), narrate freely (elocution), transfer their 
information to the listener (adapting the narration to children of 
different ages, parents with different levels of education, laymen, 
professionals, etc.) and to listen to and heed the opinion of others. In 
addition, they are trained how to independently study professional 
literature (understanding, critical analysis, etc.), write technical texts, 
work in teams, etc.; 

• about the child care system (school system, public and private 
kindergartens, legal, social and medical institutions). Teachers must 
be informed about services offered by institutions aimed at helping 
the family and preschool children. Knowledge of children’s rights is 
also important; 

• scientific critical thinking, which means that students become 
proficient in professional argumentation, scientific critical analysis, 
analytic thinking and synthesis of ideas. 

 
On the other hand, practical training has a huge impact on students’ 
professional development; this is how Plestenjak (1997) defined the 
following functions of practical training:  
• testing if they made the correct career choice: students often wonder 

if they made the right choice regarding their future career. Their first 
contacts with educational practice can provide an answer to that 
question, as they get “first hand” information about their work, work-
related problems and work conditions; 

• getting to know preschool children: practical training provides 
students with the opportunity to improve and upgrade their 
theoretical knowledge of children. They learn how children think, 
react, feel, how they are different from each other based on their 
age, and how active they are. They discover which children they find 
it easier to establish contact with – younger or older ones; 

• linking theory and practice: practical training lets student test the 
significance of theoretical knowledge on the one hand, and connect 
practice with theory on the other. This way theory becomes easier to 
understand and practical skills receive better legitimacy when they 
are founded on theoretical fundaments; 

• experiential learning: skills and competences that are required for 
working as a teacher cannot be acquired merely through lectures 
and books. During their practical training, students learn through 
their own experience and their own activities. Experiential learning is 
based on the idea that we learn best if we do the relevant tasks 
ourselves; the focus is therefore on the comprehensive personal 
experience; 

• testing their work qualification: independent work in a unit provides 
students with the chance to get to know themselves, their skills, 
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interests and their potential. They discover how this kind of work 
makes them feel, how adept they are at leading and guiding a group 
and at making contacts, which fields of education they are most 
proficient in, and how they adapt to working conditions. They learn 
where their greatest challenges lie and in which areas they will have 
to improve their knowledge and competences. 

 
Practical pedagogic training give students an insight into their chose 
profession and into how pedagogic work is actually being carried out in 
kindergartens, so they can link this practical experience with theory. 
When talking about practical pedagogic training, Plestenjak (ibid.) also 
mentions the professional socialization of future preschool teachers. 
This refers to becoming familiar with a specific professional culture, 
values, norms, habits, skills and competences. At the beginning of their 
professional careers, students and teachers learn how to adapt their 
viewpoints and opinions to new situations. They form suitable social 
strategies and ways of finding compromises between their own beliefs, 
interests and ideals on the one hand, and external limitations, conditions 
and requirements set by the new environment on the other. This allows 
students to be gradually integrated into their new professional structure. 
 
In order to implement the functions and objectives of the practical 
pedagogic training listed above, certain principles of implementation 
must be observed. Cencič and Cencič (1994) define them in the 
following way: 
 
• the principle of integrating theory and practice requires mutual 

integration of theoretical learning and practical pedagogic training. 
Practical training is a learning process that combines observation, 
thinking and action; 

• the principle of adequacy is being upheld with an adequate balance 
of theoretical and practical education; 

• the principle of feasibility and organisation requires a conscious 
organisation of practical training. If its goals are to be met, we must 
limit ourselves to those contents and work methods that help 
students develop. Activities that do not stem from these objectives 
do not belong into the framework of practical training; 

• the principles of gradualness requires gradual quantitative and 
qualitative upgrades of practical training proportional to the level of 
student proficiency. Practical training must start with observation and 
end with independent management of a unit under a senior mentor; 

• the principle of universal interrelationship and versatile professional 
activity allows for a comprehensive practical training. It requires 
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integration of all essential activities of the educational system, for 
which the students are being trained for; 

• the principle of economic efficiency and rationality is being 
implemented through suitable scheduling of individual activities. This 
lets us minimize work time and use as little energy as possible while 
achieving as much as possible; 

• the principle of active and creative student work requires optimal 
student activation. The emphasis of practice must be on teaching 
skills and not on writing reports and routine imitation.  

 
“We can recognise a common theme in various definitions, which on one 
hand emphasizes direct, active involvement of individuals in standard, 
everyday life situations, through which they acquire experience, while 
also emphasizing that individuals must think about (process) the 
experience they have acquired” (Lepičnik Vodopivec, 2002: 65). One of 
the more important experts in this field, Kolb, says that “experiential 
learning is each type of learning in direct contact with the reality it 
studies ... It is a direct meeting with the phenomenon, not the thinking 
about such a meeting or about what could be done in a real situation” 
(Marentič Požarnik, 2003; quoted from Kolb, 1984: 38).  
 
However, practical training is only one method of experiential training. 
Educating future preschool teachers includes a number of others. 
Cencič and Cencič (1994) identified the following ones:  
• structural exercises and tasks; these activities make the student 

work directly with a content or with each other. Exercises are clearly 
defined and are carried out step by step; 

• role playing; participants in role playing focus their attention on a 
problem and assume a previously selected behavioural pattern. This 
training is about mutual interaction, which represents realistic 
behaviour in an imaginary situation. Students usually only receive 
general instructions and in the “what if” situation they react as they 
imagine someone else would, or they stay “themselves” and act as 
they actually would in the imaginary situation; 

• simulations; simulations are models or presentations of individual 
pieces of experience or reality in a simplified form in an imaginary 
situation. Rules and materials that are prepared beforehand to a 
certain extent define how the simulation plays out, however, the 
decisions of participants can affect the flow of events. By working 
together they try to directly solve a problem and create a direct 
experience, which is later analysed and evaluated, other possible 
solutions are discussed, the consequences of their actions are 
examined, etc.; 
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• simulations of mini-lessons; mini-lessons are a form of micro 
teaching.3 Participants form several smaller groups and each of them 
prepares a mini-lesson. A group member acting as a teacher holds 
the lesson. The others simulate children or act as observers. The 
one holding the mini-lesson has to prepare in advance and the 
lesson is followed by an analysis and a discussion involving all 
participants. 

 
However, we have to be aware that even all the competences acquired 
through studies are not always enough. “Despite the fact that every 
person needs some kind of formal education for getting employed, much 
more attention should be paid to informal education and working 
experience” (Šinkovec, 2009: 48). A number of studies-related and 
concrete work experiences help the individual develop an integrated 
personality that will help him on the labour market. “Employers expect 
that young candidates should be flexible, innovative, adaptable, dirigible 
and to have a positive attitude towards work. But at the same time they 
accuse the first employment seekers of lacking direct knowledge, 
working habits, motivation for work or studying and responsibility” 
(Šinkovec, 2009: 49).  
 
The profession of a preschool teacher 
The profile of a preschool teacher has been constantly changing 
throughout the history, unlike the expectations of the environment, which 
has always expected the preschool teacher to “be dedicated, a source of 
quality knowledge, a role model and that to always work to the benefit of 
the childrens” (Toman, 2001: 23). According to Cenčič and Čagran 
(2002), preschool teacher career is chosen by those individuals who 
consciously and deliberately made the decision to work with children that 
are undergoing their most challenging and most sensitive stage of 
development. That is why the preschool teacher career is a demanding 
one and requires responsibility, because during that stage in children’s 
lives the teacher has a much stronger influence on them and his actions 
can affect children for life. On the other hand, it is also a career that 
gives a lot back to the preschool teacher. 
 
“Preschool teacher’s qualities, both as a professional and as a human, 
have always been and always will be the defining factor in preschool 
education quality” (Plestenjak, 1990: 27). The preschool teacher not only 

                                                 
3 Microteaching is a shorter form of teaching with limited content. It is based on the 
premise that “the complex teaching activity needs to be broken down into elementary 
skills and with the help of feedback one must practice those skills until one has mastered 
them” (Marentič-Požarnik, 1987: 29).  
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nurtures, but also raises and educates children, combines his efforts 
with those of his colleagues and works with parents to create the best 
possible learning environment for children. He constantly expands his 
knowledge and learns about new methods of working with small 
children, anout new technologies and about various ways of motivating 
children to develop as many skills and competences as possible (Cenčič 
and Čagran, 2002). 
 
Batistič Zorec (2003) finds that recently experts are putting more and 
more emphasis on knowledge, skills and competences of the teacher, 
e.g. on professional qualifications and initiative. Preschool teachers must 
be experienced, attentive and participating observers of children. Only 
this way will they be able to know children’s interests and identify their 
potential talents. They must use their knowledge of how children develop 
and learn as a basis for planning curricula for children of various age 
groups. However, educational work is not merely an efficient execution 
of any planned activity, but it also requires preschool teachers to be 
present in the unit and participate in every situation. This educational 
work also refers to the hidden curriculum. 
 
“Working with preschool children is professional work that cannot be 
framed or narrowed down to simple recipes or solutions that would be 
suitable for all children” (Grum, 2003: 108). However, there are certain 
guidelines and legal acts that define this profession. 
 
The two key central documents on preschool education in kindergartens 
in Slovenia are: 
• Kindergarten Act (1996) – it defines the organization and the 

contents of preschool education in kindergartens, the fundamental 
objectives of kindergartens, the principles of preschool education, its 
goals and programmes, and how they are financed. It also sets the 
education requirements for preschool teachers and their assistants, 
and sets their workload. Preschool teacher’s workload includes 
preparation, planning and implementation of educational activities, 
work with parents and participation in organizing the life and work at 
the kindergarten. It contains the fundamental objectives of the 
kindergartens, defines the objectives of preschool education and set 
the allowed number of children per unit, which in the first age group 
cannot exceed 12 and in the second group 22 children; 

• Curriculum for Kindergartens (1999) – it represents the professional 
basis for work in kindergartens. It contains global education goals, 
the principles of preschool education, the basic knowledge about 
children’s development and learning and about the role of adults. It 
includes six activity areas: movement, language, arts, society, nature 
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and mathematics. For each area it defines the general objective and 
suggests examples of activities and contents that represent a 
potential method of reaching those objectives. Individual areas are 
linked with interdisciplinary activities like moral development, traffic 
education, healthcare and safety. 

 
However, the Kindergarten act is not the only document defining the life 
in kindergarten, as certain guidelines can also be found in the White 
Paper on Education in the Republic of Slovenia (2011). This document 
also contains principles and goals of preschool education that are 
defined similarly as in the act. In addition, the Paper also contains 
certain solutions on how to implement changes to kindergartens.  
 
Reasons for choosing the preschool teacher career 
Our choice of career paths is guided by various tendencies with 
motivation definitely playing a pivotal role. Psychologists try to explain 
the choice of profession through various motivational theories. Among 
the best known ones are various variations of psychoanalysis by S. 
Freud and A. Adler, and A. Maslow’s pyramid theory. A little less known 
is the London’s Career Motivation Theory (London and Noe, 1997), 
according to which the choice of a specific profession depends on the 
potential for identification with the work in this profession, a realistic 
estimate of one’s own skills and competences, and the individual’s 
perseverance in light of the circumstances, which might even oppose 
such decisions. However, this theory, which emphasizes income as one 
of the more important motives for choosing a profession, does not fit the 
motives of future pedagogic workers, where the predominant motives 
are happiness, desire to work with children and various altruistic 
influences (Donohoue Clyne, 1998; Cenčič, 2000). 
 
Very few studies on motives for choosing the preschool teacher 
profession have been carried out compared to studies done on 
elementary and secondary school teachers. Studies that examine the 
reasons why young people chose the teaching profession have been 
going on for over 80 years. L. G. Daniel and C. M. Ferrell (1991) 
analysed 194 of them and based on the results they made a hierarchical 
list of reasons that influence young people to choose teaching as their 
career path. The ten most common reasons are: 
• fondness for children and young people and a desire to work with 

children/young people, 
• job security and/or suitable pay, 
• good working conditions (e.g. working hours, long vacations), 

                                                 
4 Studies included in their analysis had been carried out between 1925 and 1987.  
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• interest in a specific subject, 
• potential for lifelong learning, 
• potential for teaching, but also potential employment in other 

professions, 
• work for humanity, 
• family’s or teacher’s influence, 
• interest in the field of preschool and general education and 
• the opportunity to have a creative and stimulating career. 

 
A newer study carried out by C. Montecinos and L. Nielsen (1997) on 
students of elementary and preschool education confirmed that 
fondness for children (e.g. the desire to make a change in a child’s life) 
was the primary reason for choosing a career in pedagogy. Other 
important reasons were: previous experience in work with children, a 
desire to imitate exceptional teachers that had influenced them during 
school, or the family’s influence (parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, 
etc.). 
 
Several years ago a similar study was carried out by Cencič and Čagran 
(2002). The aim of their study was to determine the motivational factors 
for selecting the preschool education studies and the career of a 
preschool teacher. An analysis of their study revealed that the desire to 
work with children was the most important reason for Slovenian 
students. This was closely followed by: students’ awareness that this 
profession lets them use all their skills and competences, that it is a 
valuable public service, that they are a role model for children and that at 
the same time they can accomplish their goal of acquiring university-
level education. Based on factorisation of the sample of variables, the 
authors (ibid.) identified five groups of fundamental motivational factors: 
 
• an inner calling to be a preschool teacher, 
• influence and self-actualization,  
• social and economic benefits, 
• alternative goals and 
• aspirations and stereotypes. 

 
Similar lists, but for the teaching profession, were also compiled by 
Ivanuš Grmek and Javornik Krečič (2005). By abstracting the common 
characteristics and with the help of the factorisation from the 
aforementioned study by Cencič and Čargan, they divided the individual 
reasons for choosing the teaching profession into five groups: 
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• Self-actualization reasons express the desire for personal and 
professional growth and for beneficial and influential work. This 
group includes the following reasons: 

• teaching is a beneficial work for the whole society; 
• as a teacher I will be a role model for children and young people; 
• the teaching profession provides opportunities for lifelong 

professional development; 
• this profession allows me to employ all my skills and competences. 
•  
• Altruistic reasons are students’ internal motivation factors, which are 

mostly based on their personal interests. These are: 
• a desire to work with children/young people; 
• I always wanted to become a teacher; 
• I did not see myself in any other profession; 
• this profession gives me the satisfaction that results from work. 

 
Material reasons point to external motivation in choosing the studies, 
which is based on beneficial socio-economic consequences of work, the 
potential for promotion and further education. This group includes: 
• attractive work conditions (e.g. shorter working hours, holidays …); 
• education in this field provides opportunities for further training; 
• this education profile is also suitable for other professions; 
• this profession guarantees financial security upon retirement; 
• this profession offers a rather high personal income. 

 
Reasons based on inspiration and stereotypes reflect both one’s own as 
well as others’ aspirations and stereotypes about professions. These 
reasons are: 
• my parents’ wanted me to acquire an academic education; 
• I consider faculty education important; 
• family members working in this profession; 
• this profession is suitable for women. 

 
Alternative reasons express an external motivation affecting the choice 
of studies due to not meeting the conditions to enrol in one’s desired 
course. This includes the following reasons: 
• grades and results in the secondary school were not good enough to 

stud at another faculty; 
• I somehow dropped into this programme; 
• coincidence; 
• I did not manage to enrol in a course I initially wanted. 
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This latter classification was somewhat expanded and adapted, and 
used in our empirical study. The statements were adapted to the 
requirements of preschool education studies. 
 
Objectives 
The objectives of the empirical study were to analyse: 
• the respondents’ opinions on the adequacy of their choice of 

study/profession and 
• motives for choosing the study/profession. 

We were particularly interested in differences between backgrounds 
(students, teachers) and the respondents’ status (beginners, 
established, experienced). 
 
Methodology 
The research methods used were the descriptive and the causal non-
experimental method of empirical pedagogic research. 
 
Based on the purpose of the task we used quantitative research 
procedures. When answering the research question we took an 
extensive approach at the faculty and in the kindergarten, using a 
questionnaire that allowed us to reach a large and representative 
sample of students and preschool teachers. 
 
The research sample in the extensive part of the study at the inference 
statistics level contained a random sample of a hypothetical population. 
It included 616 respondents – 296 students and 320 preschool teachers. 
The respondents were citizens of Slovenia and Croatia. 
 
All respondents, both students as well as preschool teachers, were 
categorized as either beginners, established or experienced at their level 
of education or employment. Among students, beginners were those 
enrolled into the firsts year of the course, established were those in the 
second year, and experienced were those in the third year of their 
studies. For preschool teachers, beginners were those with less than 5 
years of work experience, established had 6-10 years of work 
experience and the experienced were those with 10 or more years of 
work experience. Based on the data, the experienced group (47.9%) 
was the largest and the established group (23.5%) the smallest; the 
beginners made up 28.6% of the sample. 
 
We gathered data through a questionnaire, which underwent a sample 
test prior to being used for the study, so we could eliminate potential 
disadvantages and errors before deciding on a final version. The 
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questionnaire was then given out to students and preschool teachers in 
Maribor (Slovenia) and Rijeka (Croatia). The study was anonymous. 
 
Data that was collected with the questionnaire was computer processed 
with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. 
 
For closed questions we defined the absolute (f) and percentage (f %) 
frequencies, so we could present the acquired data in table form. Based 
on the relation between these variables we conducted the χ2-test. In 
case of low or empirical null distribution of frequencies or when these 
frequencies were lower than 5, we combined the related categories. 
 
Through abstracting the common characteristics and with the help of the 
factorization done in previous studies (M. Cenčič and B. Čagran, 2002; 
M. Ivanuš Grmek and M. Javornik Krečič, 2005), we combined individual 
reasons for choosing the preschool teacher career into five groups: 
altruistic, material, alternative, self-actualization, and reasons based on 
aspiration and stereotypes. To test the differences in reasons for their 
choice of studies between different respondent groups based on status, 
we used the general F-test in combination with Levene’s test. To test the 
differences in reasons for their choice of studies between respondent 
groups based on their background, we used the independent sample T-
test in combination with Levene’s test. In cases where the premise of 
homogeny was not justified, we performed the Welch’s test. 
 
Results and interpretation 
1. Analysis of the respondents’ opinion on the suitability of their choice of 
studies and the profession of preschool teacher associated with it? 
 
Table 1: The amounts (f) and structural percentages (f %) of 
respondents based on how they answered the question: “Do you think 
that you have chosen the right field of studies and the preschool teacher 
career associated with them for yourself?” 

Respondents Suitability of the choice of 
studies and profession f f % 
Yes 544 88.3 
No 9 1.5 
I don’t know 63 10.2 
Total 616 100 

 
Based on the table, the majority (88.3%) of respondents believes to 
have chosen the correct course for themselves. That group includes 
both the students of preschool education studies who are currently 
within the education process and are still learning about their future 
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professional role and the forms and methods of work related with it, as 
well as kindergarten teachers who are already practicing the profession 
they have trained for. Only 1.5% of the respondents were not satisfied 
with their choice, while 10.2% were unsure about it. 
 
The results were encouraging and a cause for optimism, as based on 
the findings we can justifiably assume that in the future kindergarten 
teachers will be those individuals who consciously chose that profession 
and are satisfied with their choice and everything related to it. Only 
happy individuals or employees can perform their jobs successfully and 
consistently, and in this case the results are satisfactory, as this pertains 
to education of the most sensitive population – preschool children. 
 
1.1 Are there any differences between respondents in regard to their 
opinion on the choice of the right studies and career based on their 
background or status? 
 
Table 2: Background and status of respondents in relation to their 
opinion on the choice of studies and career. 

Background Status Choice of 
suitable 
studies or 
career 

students preschool 
teachers 

begin
ners 

establi
shed 

experi
enced 

Total 

f 252 292 156 128 260 544 Yes f % 85.1 91.3 88.6 88.3 88.1 88.3 
f 3 6 1 1 7 9 No f % 1.0 1.9 0.6 0.7 2.4 1.5 
f 41 22 19 16 28 63 I don’t 

know f % 13.9 6.9 10.8 11.0 9.5 10.2 
f 296 320 176 145 295 616 Total f % 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 
χ2 = 8,848 
g = 2 
p = 0,012 

χ2 = 3.707 
g = 4 
p = 0.447 

 

 
Based on χ2-test we find that in one case we keep the null hypothesis, 
which means that there are statistically significant differences between 
statuses of respondents in regard to the opinion about the choice of 
suitable studies/career. However, there are also statistically significant 
differences based on respondents’ backgrounds (P = 0.012) and in that 
case the null hypothesis is rejected. 
 
In regard to status, there are no statistically significant differences and 
even a detailed analysis of frequencies does not show any deviations, 
since the values are more or less the same. The majority of polled 
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beginners (88.6%), established (88.3%) and experienced (88.1%) 
believes that they chose the correct studies/career for themselves. This 
clearly shows the respondents’ awareness of how important it is to 
deliberately think about which faculty course to enrol in and it also shows 
that the respondents know themselves and their wishes very well and 
can, based on that knowledge, choose the most suitable 
studies/profession for themselves. 
 
However, the case is completely different when it comes to respondents’ 
backgrounds, where we identified statistically significant differences. 
While the group that is not sure about the suitability of their choice of 
studies/career contains more students (13.9%), preschool teachers 
(91.3%) are prevalent among those who are fully satisfied with their 
decision, even though the majority of students (85.1%) also stated that 
they chose a suitable career path for themselves. The latter is definitely 
an encouraging and expected information, which confirms that both the 
students and the future preschool teachers will really desire that job and 
be satisfied with it, which will in turn lead to satisfied children and 
parents. 
 
There are several potential reasons why there are more undecided 
students than preschool teachers: either their choice of studies was 
forced upon them by someone else, or these studies were not their 
primary choice, or they realised that they are not cut out for this 
profession when they came in contact with the theory and practice of the 
studies, etc. We did not ask them about these reasons, so we cannot 
provide a reliable estimate. 
 
Analysis of reasons for choosing the studies and career 
We based our analysis of reasons why students and preschool teachers 
chose their studies/career on the existing factorization (Cencič and 
Čagran, 2002; Ivanuš Grmek and Javornik Krečič, 2005). Individual 
reasons were divided into five groups. 
 
Self-actualization reasons 
• Preschool teacher’s job at a kindergarten is beneficial public work for 

the whole society. 
• As a preschool teacher I will be a role model for children and young 

people. 
• This profession provides me with the potential for lifelong 

professional development. 
• The profession allows me to use all my skills, e.g. musical, dancing, 

verbal, etc. 
• I am good in organizing people. 
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• As a preschool teacher I will be able to influence how the society 
develops. 

• I have much to pass on to children. 
• I would like to influence the children. 

 
Altruistic reasons 
• I always wanted to become a preschool teacher. 
• I would like to work with children (young people). 
• I could not imagine any other profession for myself. 
• This profession will give me the satisfaction that will arise from my 

work. 
• Being a preschool teacher is the right profession for me. 
• I always liked kindergartens. 
• I was born for this profession. 
• I would like to influence or change education. 

 
Material reasons 
• This profession offers attractive work conditions (shorter working 

hours, holidays, etc.). 
• This profession offer a good personal income. 
• This profession ensures economic (financial) safety after retirement. 
• This level of education will allow me to work in other professions. 
• Education in this field gives me the opportunity to continue my 

education. 
• Work in a kindergarten is a stimulating and creative profession. 
• This profession offers good employment opportunities. 

 
Reasons based on aspirations and stereotypes 
• This profession is represented in our family. 
• This is a suitable profession for women. 
• Studying at the faculty is important for me. 
• My parents wanted me to acquire an academic level of education. 
• The preschool teacher profession has a high status in our society. 

 
Alternative reasons 
• My marks and results in secondary school were not good enough for 

me to enrol to another faculty. 
• I somehow dropped into this programme. 
• It was merely coincidence. 
• I did not manage to enrol in the course I originally wanted. 
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    | 235 Table 3: Results of the T-test of differences in self-actualization, 
material, inspiration and stereotype, and alternative reasons based on 
the background. 

Num
ber 

Arithmetic 
mean 

Standard 
deviation 

Variance 
homogeneity 
test 

Test of 
differences in 
arithmetic 
means 

Reaso
ns 

Backgrou
nd 

n x  s F P t P 
Students 296 33.8378 3.80732 Self-

actuali
zation 
reason
s 

Preschool 
teachers 320 33.5281 3.63273 0.864 0.353 1.033 0.302 

Students 296 31.7500 5.19566 Altruist
ic 
reason
s 

Preschool 
teachers 320 32.0031 4.73465 2.742 0.098 -0.633 0.527 

Students 296 22.4324 4.00536 Materi
al 
reason
s 

Preschool 
teachers 320 20.1906 4.82203 9.149 0.003 

appro
x. = 
6.294 

appro
x. = 
0.000 

Students 296 13.3716 3.06601 Reaso
ns 
based 
on 
aspirat
ion 
and 
stereot
ypes 

Preschool 
teachers 320 13.4688 3.73566 10.276 0.001 -0.351 0.726 

Students 296 5.8007 3.23185 Altern
ative 
reason
s 

Preschool 
teachers 320 6.7469 3.47968 12.510 0.000 

appro
x. = 
-3.499 

appro
x. = 
0.001 

 
Tests of variance homogeneity show that the premises are not justified 
in three categories: material reasons (P = 0.003), reasons based on 
aspirations and stereotypes (P = 0.001) and alternative reasons (P = 
0.000). As shown by the general T-test, there are no statistically 
significant mean differences in reasons based on aspirations and 
stereotypes. However, in case of material and alternative reasons, the T-
test reveals statistically significant mean differences. In this case we 
used the Welch’s test to review statistically significant differences. In 
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cases of self-actualization reasons (P = 0.302), altruistic reasons (P = 
0.527) and reasons based on aspirations and stereotypes (P = 0.726) do 
not show any statistically significant differences between students and 
preschool teachers in regard to reasons for choosing the studies.  
 
However, statistically significant differences do occur in material reasons 
(P = 0.000) and alternative reasons (P = 0.001). The averages show that 
most often material reasons were the ones that made students 
(22.4324) choose the preschool teacher career; however, these reasons 
were less common in actual preschool teachers (20.1906). Students 
have a stronger interest in salary conditions than preschool teachers and 
they believe that employment can easily be obtained everywhere, even 
outside of kindergartens. Preschool teachers, on the other hand, whose 
personal experience gives them a better understanding of the situation, 
know that things are not that simple and that this should not be the 
deciding reason for the choice of studies or career. Alternative reasons 
were more common among preschool teachers (6.7469) and less 
common among students (5.8007).  
 
Table 4: Motivational factor ranking based on their average importance 
for individuals. 
 
Rank Students Preschool teachers 
1 Self-actualization reasons Self-actualization reasons 
2 Altruistic reasons Altruistic reasons 
3 Material reasons Material reasons 

4 Reasons based on aspirations 
and stereotypes 

Reasons based on aspirations 
and stereotypes 

5 Alternative reasons Alternative reasons 
 
As seen from the above table, both students and preschool teachers 
consider the most important motivational factor for their choice of studies 
to be self-actualization reasons, followed by altruistic reasons. Both 
reasons are primarily linked to inner motivation and a strong desire for 
influence and self-actualization. Therefore, during studies and later 
during their career, the priority of all respondents is to fulfil their 
potentials, while the least important are considered to be alternative 
reasons, which represent external (forced) factors, like insufficient points 
to enter another programme, unfulfilled wishes, etc. 
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In general, the findings show that both students and preschool teachers 
have similar expectations regarding their studies and career. 
 

    | 237 Table 5: Results of single factor variance analysis of self-actualization 
reasons, material reasons, reasons based on inspirations and 
stereotypes, and alternative reasons in regard to respondents’ status. 
 

Num
ber 

Arithmet
ic mean 

Standard 
deviation 

Variance 
homogeneity 
test 

Test of 
differences in 
arithmetic 
means 

Reason
s Status 

n x  s F P F P 
Beginners 176 33.4205 3.65113 
Established 145 33.9448 3.70394 

Self-
actualiz
ation 
reasons Experienced 295 33.6983 3.76619 

0.053 0.949 0.800 0.450 

Beginners 176 31.9034 4.52508 
Established 145 31.7655 5.02357 Altruistic 

reasons Experienced 295 31.9254 5.18513 
1.218 0.297 0.053 0.949 

Beginners 176 22.6818 4.29896 
Established 145 21.9862 4.37319 Material 

reasons Experienced 295 20.0712 4.54962 
0.459 0.632 21.556 0.000 

Beginners 176 14.0000 3.01425 
Established 145 13.3379 3.44444 

Reason
s based 
on 
aspiratio
n and 
stereoty
pes 

Experienced 295 13.1186 3.61443 
1.891 0.152 3.734 0.024 

Beginners 176 5.8920 2.92472 
Established 145 5.8000 2.95710 

Alternati
ve 
reasons Experienced 295 6.7729 3.77685 

11.895 0.000 
approx
. = 
5.675 

approx
. = 
0.004 

 
The homogeneity variance test reveals that in one case the premise is 
not justified, namely in case of alternative reasons (P = 0.000). In that 
case we used Welch’s t test (approx. test) to analyse the statistical 
differences. Welch’s t test revealed statistically significant differences (P 
= 0.004) between beginners, established and experienced respondents 
in reasons for choosing their studies. 
 
Essential for us were the results of the general F-test of differences 
between arithmetic means. For self-actualization reasons (P = 0.450) 
and altruistic reasons (P = 0.949) there were no statistically significant 
differences between beginners, established and experienced 
respondents in regard to their reasons for choosing the field of studies. 
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However, statistically significant differences did occur in material 
reasons (P = 0.000), alternative reasons (P = 0.003) and reasons based 
on aspirations and stereotypes (P = 0.024). Based on the average 
values, material reasons are the most common reasons why preschool 
education studies and the preschool teacher career was chosen by 
beginners (22.6818), and they are the least common reasons for 
experienced respondents (20.0712). The latter group also most rarely 
(13.1186) chose reasons based on aspirations and stereotypes, which 
were the most common reason for choice of studies for beginners 
(14.0000). The beginners, compared to established and experienced 
respondents, also most clearly showed the presence of external 
motivation, which is based on favourable socio-economic consequences 
of work, but at the same time this also points to the fact that their choice 
was influenced by both their own as well as others’ aspirations and 
stereotypes about professions. 
 
Alternative reasons, which include the choice of studies under the 
influence of external motivation due to unmet criteria for entering one’s 
primary choice of studies, are the most common choice for experienced 
(6.7729) and the least common choice for established (5.8000) 
respondents. 
 
Table 6: Motivational factor ranking based on averages of their 
importance for individual statuses. 
 
Rank Beginners Established Experienced 

1 Self-actualization 
reasons 

Self-actualization 
reasons 

Self-actualization 
reasons 

2 Altruistic reasons Altruistic reasons Altruistic reasons 
3 Material reasons Material reasons Material reasons 

4 
Reasons based on 
aspirations and 
stereotypes 

Reasons based on 
aspirations and 
stereotypes 

Reasons based on 
aspirations and 
stereotypes 

5 Alternative reasons Alternative reasons Alternative reasons 
 
As we can see from the ranking, beginners, established and 
experienced respondents all considered the most important motivational 
factors in their choice of studies to be self-actualization reasons, 
followed by altruistic reasons. Both are primarily linked to inner 
motivation and a string desire for influence and self-actualization. 
Therefore all respondents put achieving their potentials in the first place, 
with alternative reasons, which that assume external (forced) factors like 
insufficient points to enrol in another programme, unfulfilled wishes, etc., 
being the least important. 
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Conclusion 
The choice of education and career is one of the most determining in 
one’s life. In order to make it simpler, it is necessary for individuals to 
first gets to know themselves, their desires and interests, but also to 
realistically evaluate their knowledge, competences and skills. All too 
often it happens that the choice of studies is primarily affected by 
external (forced or misleading) mechanisms or unverified information, 
which leads to unhappy students and later unhappy and disinterested 
employees, which only work because they have to, not because they like 
the career they have chosen. 
 
Our findings for the field of preschool education are completely different 
from that trend, which is a cause for optimism. As this is a field that 
affects the most sensitive population, preschool children, it is a very 
encouraging fact that as many as 88.3% of respondents stated that they 
chose the suitable studies and profession for themselves. That is why 
we assume that they are content with their choice and that after finishing 
their studies they will be happy to look for work in the field of preschool 
education and be proud and glad to perform it.  
 
We divided the motives and reasons that guided the respondents in their 
choice of studies and profession into 5 groups: self-actualization reasons 
(the desire for personal and professional growth in combination with 
beneficial and influential activities), altruistic reasons (internal motivation, 
which is primarily based on personal interest), material reasons (external 
motivation, which is primarily based on socio-economic interests), 
reasons based on aspirations and stereotypes (both personal as foreign 
influences, under strong influence of stereotypes) and alternative 
reasons (external motivation or mostly constraints due to unfulfilled 
conditions and wishes). 
 
We have discovered that the most important reasons that made 
respondents choose preschool education studies and the preschool 
teacher career are self-actualization reasons. They are followed by 
altruistic reasons. Both are based on a certain internal, personal interest 
and mostly on the desire for beneficial and influential work, while also 
showing a strong desire for professional development. On the one hand, 
they have a strong interest in quality and constructive work, on the other 
they wish to be able to upgrade and improve their knowledge, social 
skills and competences, and personal development, they strive for 
lifelong learning and to contribute to quality professional development. At 
the same time, they have an honest interest in work with preschool 
children and are ready and willing to perform it with strong motivation 
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regardless of other external (potentially even unpleasant or distracting) 
factors. 
 
The least important reasons that were the most rarely chosen by 
respondents have proven to be alternative reasons, which represent 
external (forced) factors. That is why we have to emphasize the fact that 
the majority of preschool education students and later preschool 
teachers are individuals who chose that course of education by 
themselves, based on their own wishes, interests and desires. Those 
internally motivated individuals are also the reason why the future quality 
of our institutional preschool education is not in question. 
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POWER AND POSITION OF SLOVENIAN POLITICAL 
AND ECONOMIC ELITE AFTER TRANSITION: WHO 

REALLY RULES SLOVENIA? 

Lea Prijon1  

Abstract 
Elite are considered as promoters of progress and development in 
Western world and are as such a crucial factor for a society. In the 
article we focused on Slovenian elite while examing formation, structure, 
power, position and influence of economic elite. Since economic elite is 
closely linked with the power elite we also examined the phenomenon of 
interlocking directorates. They are a merge of indivduals from different 
boards of directors of various enterprises and act as ”bodies” for 
enhancing a company’s credibility for investors, enhancing social capital, 
they facilitate the flow of information within companies etc. Just like 
Slovenian elite emerged, formed and act in a specific way, also 
interlocking directorates have a specific logic of operation, which is a 
consequnece of the unique Slovenian historical situation. The subject of 
”observation” was thus Slovenian economic elite, being closely linked 
with political one and Slovenian interlocks, their formation, performance 
and efficency, compared with European, US and Russian interlocks and 
types of economy. With this kind of analysis we tried to identify, which 
countries or type of economy Slovenian elite and interlocks are 
approaching to.  
 
Key words: Elite, Slovenia, interlocks, historical situation 

 

Introduction 
In the article, we will deal with the Slovenian situation in the field of 
politics and economics from transition till nowadays. With intervening in 
time before the transition, when Slovenia was still part of Yugoslavia, we 
will try to identify, if the situation of political and economic elite changed, 

                                                 
1 Lea Prijon is a fellow researcher in economics. Operation part financed by the 
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Experts and researchers for competitive enterprises. 
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and if it did in what way. The core of the article will thus be the structure, 
power, position and influence of Slovenian political and economic elite 
on the society, as elite are considered as promoters of progress and 
development in Western societies. Inevitably, we will deal with the power 
elite, which is associated with the phenomenon of interlocking 
directorates. Interlocking directorates were first detected in England in 
1970 in yarn industry, and did not incurred as a network to facilitate 
corruption or abuse power. Nevertheless, they appeared as a merge of 
indivduals from different Board of Directors of various enterprises to 
enhance the credibility of a company for investors. Their aim was also to 
facilitate the flow of information within companies, enhaincing social 
capital, strengthening internal cohesion, etc. But, Slovenian interlocking 
directorates were formed in a specific way and thus have a specific logic 
of operation. This is due to the unique Slovenian situation, as experts 
believe that it has not gone through all the stages of modernization and 
transition, which is still not complete. As a resoult, Slovenian elite do not 
exist in the form, typical for western world, neither are slovenian 
interlocks, operating like in other European countries. In order to confirm 
these claims, our research question is: What is the role of Slovenian 
political and economic elite in Slovenian interlocks. How are they formed 
and how do they perform. Consequently, which countries or type of 
economy they are approaching to in its performance.  
 
The answer will be given by analyzing the formation, position and role of 
elite in Western society and their importance for interlocks by analyzing 
three of the world’s main economies: European, US and Russian. For 
European interlocks, we chose Switzerland and Italy as representative 
countries. Since these economies had never experienced socialist 
(communist) regimes, and therefore did not go through the process of 
transition, we assumed that Slovenian interlock will not be consistent 
with them. To make our resoults more credible and applied, we decided 
to expand the ”territory of theoretical research” of interlocks by also 
including Russian economic system. The purpuse of such selection was, 
since Russian economy performed under the communist regime. 
Besides, we have analysed the economic system of the US, where 
interlocks are most known and present. In addition, we will also examine 
slovenian governance and public adiministration (resources) linked with 
Slovenian political and economic elite and Slovenian interlocks.  
 
Elite as a legitimate part of the society?  
Society, in its simplest division consists of lower, middle and upper class 
– namely the elite, which is inevitably linked with concepts of power, 
resources, influence and (in)formal ties. In our further analysis we will 
concentrate and proceed from functionalist theory of social stratification, 
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as a basis for the formation and recognition of elite in modern developed 
societies. Functionalist see and interpret inequality as legitimate, through 
the newly established consensus of values associated with vital 
functions (Crompton, 1993: 1 – 7). Functionalist theory, thus recognise 
elite as an established part of society, which legitimacy of existence is 
recognized and accepted by mass, as an integral part of society. The 
elite is represented by the group of individuals who occupy the most 
important and the most influential strategic positions in the society, that 
give them power and opportunities of influence (Putnam, 1976) drawn 
from the political, economic or cultural spheres. Members of an elite 
have (in)indirect ownership of the means of production (economic 
resources), organizational skills, opportunities, political and symbolic 
resources (knowledge, copetences) and specific personal qulities 
(charisma, motivation, energy). The elite position depends on 
combination of all these resources (Bottomore, 1994: 6). 
 
For the purposes of this paper it is essential to highlight the power elite, 
which implies individuals with the largest property of econimic resources, 
power2 and occupyinig the most important positions in key institutions. 
The latter are considered as a prerequisite for power, wealth and social 
prestige, from which privileged individuals (elite) draw institutional 
resources of power and thus provide theirselves power and wealth. Not 
all the power is concentrated in these institutions, nor it is exercised only 
through their assets (Mills, 1965: 101). Power, that generates the 
possibility of authority (force, influence) is located in centers of power or 
institutional sectors, namely in the economic and political system. As 
these areas grow and centralize, resources of authority and their main 
executive power increase. This also increases the importance of their 
activities and relations between the fields are becoming more intense 
(Mills, 1965: 9). 
 
Merging the power elite in interlocking directorates  
It is essential, for elite to integrate in (in)formal groups, clubs, charitable 
institutions, corporations, etc. Through this, networks that provide 
legitimacy of elite power, are formed. Institutional position largely 
determines that people in higher positions will further enjoy and hold on 
to this positions and resources. Members of the so-called elite circles 
form a more or less coherent group, sharing the same origin, and their 
positions in the hierarchy of money, power and prestige are, to some 
extent, mutually compatible. Representatives of the elite are not 
necessarily the wealthiest individuals in society, but they are mostly 
                                                 
2 Defined by Mann (1986: 6) as someone’s possibility for reaching a goal (mean) with subordination 
of someone else and its environmental space. 
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located in high and/or strategic positions allowing them making decisions 
with long-term consequences (Mills, 1965: 6 – 13). Therefore elite are 
the representatives of interests of important and influential groups, which 
did not raised spontaneously in higher positions but through sub elite. 
The latter is a larger group that includes the "new middle class" of 
civilians, white-collar managers, scientists, engineers, etc. The sub elite 
is the vital element in society, which contributes to the stability of any 
political body, that depends on morality, intelligence and activity of this 
class (Pareto and Mosca in Bottomore, 1994: 4 – 5). 
 
The power elite is associated with the phenomenon of interlocking 
directorates (also interlocks), which act as communication channels, 
alowing and facilitating individuals on top positions in the society, access 
to information between the Board of Directors within enterprises. 
Interlocking directorates3 ”occur when a person affiliated with one 
organization sits in the board of directors of another organization” 
Mizruchi (1996: 271). Continuing from this definition, interlocks are 
directly related with power elite and therefore with monopoly, oligarchy 
and state capitalism (see Pannekoek, 1936). There are many reasons, 
both explicit and inadvertent, for interlocks to form, for example 
collusion, cooptation and monitoring, career advancement, and social 
cohesion and legitimacy. The last is associated with investments and 
refers to company’s credibility and is, as such, the main reason for 
interlocks to establised. In his explicit and implicit studies of interlocks in 
the 70es and late 80es, Mizruchi, found that in large corporations they 
meant indicative cohesion within the capitalist class and allowed 
consolidation of business in efficent, dominant or political actors 
(Mizruchi, 1992: 273).  
 
On the other hand, Useem (1984) sees interlocks as a tool for promoting 
the upper-class cohesion, which creates business elite. Domhoff (2006) 
claims that interlocking direcotrates were first mentioned in 1790 in 
England in the textile industry, in connection with the property of rich 
individuals, where certain individuals appeared as co-owners of the firm 
over the same time. Interlocks may form and act as ”by-product” of 
directors preferences for recruiting experienced directors with strategy. 
As they form, networks emerge, which are significant for board of 
decision making (Davis et al., 2002: 305). Useem, who deals with 

                                                 
3 USA publicly traded corporations are required to have a board of directors of at least 
three persons. In most small, family-controlled firms, the board consist of the firm's 
president, relatives and/or managers, firm's attorney and a few trusted friends. Large 
corporations have boards with ten or more members consisting of a range of inside and 
outside directors (Mizruchi, 1996: 272). 
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networks in general, claims that the most cohesive part of the network is 
the so-called "inner circle", which is equivalent to "economic elite" 
(Useem, 1984). Inner Circle is compatible with interlocks and facilitates 
intercorporate ties and organizational potentials. It allows the excess of 
narrow, local interests of companies and facilitates the creation and 
implementation of a more integrated vision of the broad. Interlocks are 
essential for further definition of elite and represent, after Useem (1984), 
a key section in network of economic elite and the basis for the 
emergence of elite’s power. 
 
Economic elite are individuals who own means of production, managers 
and owners of medium-sized and big companies and corporations. 
These companies, their employees and owners (managers) may 
become important in society, especially for the political system, since 
they represent specific voters, which will most likely vote for the party, 
which itself represents an elite (Haller, 2007: 320). Consequently, also 
political elite becames a crucial factor for interlocks. Political 
representatives have a central place in a society as carriers of the 
legislative function. Since the concept of interest is strongly connected 
with the concept of power, political representaives are seen as a political 
elite that is associated with the power and capacity to exercise it. In the 
economic sphere, the owners of capital, which have a monopoly over 
strategic positions and over economy operate in a network of ownership, 
where dictatorship and managerial positions interweave (Crompton, 
1994: 192). Despite constant conflicts and struggles among elite, they 
cooperate whenever benefits and opportunities for exercising their 
power, or when a possibility for gaining resources, occur. Cooperation 
between elite is associated with the possibility of influencing the society 
and hence the stability of democratic systems. Through participation in 
strategic decisions, a consensus on fundamental social principles is 
established and maintained (Tomšič, 2008: 34, 50, 54), which facilitates 
control and influence of elite. 
 
Possession of administrative resources may be an alternative for 
economic menas of production as the basis of political power. Which is 
quite typical for communist countries of Eastern Europe and the 
countries of the former Soviet Union, where there was little or no private 
ownership of production assets. Officials of the ruling party and the state 
itself, had control over the economy, which Wittfogell called "oriental 
despotism" (Wittfogell in Bottomore, 1994: 30). The problem of policy 
and administration in post socialist societies is also in the fact that, the 
model of effective cooperation can not be applied in this societies, 
because of their specific characteristics (Coombes, 2001: 26). In this 
type of societies power and capability of political candidates (parties), 
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which can be addressed as political elite, can (ab)use their positions 
(influences, connections) within government institutions, to influence the 
elections, gain power and thus influence corruption. In these countries, 
the administrative resources are one of the major factors in most 
elections. But it should be stressed that similar practices are also being 
used in countries that are considered democratic. The more open and 
representative a governing systems is, the more vibrant are its civil 
society organizations, that can reveal abuses of power and corruption on 
different fields. Therefore, public accountability is one of the most 
important mechanisms to control corruption (Governance, Corruption 
and Conflict, 12), prevent abuses of power and influence that are 
facilitated through monopoles, trusts and other (in)formal networks. 
According to Rose-Ackerman (1999: 143) limiting the power of political 
institutions (and politicians), with independent monitoring and 
enforcement, can be an anti corruption strategy. Which can also be 
applied on controlling and preventing elite networks that could arise from 
or for own benefits. Public accountability and its governance is a delicate 
field in former socialist and communist countries that still do not have 
fully consolidated democracy and market economy. Thus, linking the 
former phenomenon with economic elite and interlocks, they can act as 
a tyranny of the minority in (post)socialist countries.  
 
Further on, we will shortly examine characteristics of Swiss and Italian 
interlocks (as representative countries of European interlocks) and 
continue with analyzing Russian an US interlocks. In the next chapter we 
will deal with Slovenian interlocks with the purpose to answer the 
research question in introduction. 
 
European interlocks: The case of Switzerland and Italy 
Ginalski (2010) analised interlocks of family firms in Switzerland and 
highlighted the development of a long tradition of family capitalism in the 
20th century, through a database. The main purpose was to anlise the 
educational profile of the heirs of family business, and how it differs from 
the profile of "outside directors", who are not family-related with business 
owners. The assumption was that nepotism is not necessarily an 
obstacle, for heirs to properly educate and qualify for taking the 
management company. Swiss family capitalism (Berle and Means, 
1932) was formed in the first industrial revolution and has begun to 
change in the second one. Family capitalism (family business) is the one 
in which at least 20% of members in board of directors have the right to 
vote, that are primary owners or heirs of the family business. Thus, in 
Switzerland there are 30% (of the 20 largest companies) of public 
companies where families have the status of business ownership. 
Family businesses, today still constitute a significant proportion of 
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business activities between the large public equity firms, controlled by 
financial funds (Colli, 2003). 
 
In Italy, the study of interlocks was done by Drago et al. (2008) while 
analyzing the possibility of cross-shareholding and collusion between the 
Italian companies, which do not necessarily operate in the same sector. 
The focus was on Italian blue chips4 (representing 80% of Italian 
capitalization) between 1998 and 2008. Despite the fact that 101. Article 
of the Treaty on the Functioning of European Union (TFUE) bans 
gathering of independent companies or corporations for collusion to 
interference competition (Whish, 2009), Drago (et al., 2008) found that 
interlocks enabled and facilitated (informal) collusion and communication 
between the directors, creating conditions for controling consumers5. In 
terms of economic agreements, Levenstein and Suslow (2008), have 
done empirical studies and detached an increased collusion of 
interlocking directorates in Italy. The Italian antitrust authority noted that 
in companies where interlocking culture is present, the latter is being 
used mostly by shareholders in order to establish coordination between 
enterprises for the purpose of expropriation of small shareholders 
(AGCM, 2010). This kind of agreements facilitate private benefits from 
control (Barucci, 2006). The Italian corporate governance acts on bases 
that major shareholders dominate costs of minority ones with cross-
share holding or by alliance. 
 
Findings of Santella et al. (2008 and 2009) imply that in Italy (and also in 
Germany and France) more blue chip companies are joining one 
another, through a small number of interlocking directorates in which 
Blue Chips operate in the context of the peer review. This logic is 
opposite to the behavior and operation of the Blue chips in the UK and 
USA. AGCM6 notes that this method of integration facilitates much more 
pervasive businesses operation, associated in interlocking directorates. 
Drago (2008) notes that these links appear to act as chords of Italian 
economy, including shareholders who are simultaneously employed as 
officers or are working in state-owned enterprises or as public 
concessionaire. As such, they act in bases of Weber's model, being 
defined as politically oriented capitalism. 
 
Russian oligarchy 

                                                 
4 Nationally recognized, well-established, financially solid company. 
5 The US Denate Pujo Comitee also notes that collusion limits competition. This discusion led in 
adoption of the Clayton Act in 1918, which specifically prohibited collusion and formation of 
interlocking directorates. 
6 Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato (www.agcm.it). 
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In this section we will discuss the Russian oligarchy, refering to a 
specific form of political (and economic) organization of Russian society. 
Even if, the terminus ”interlock” will not be used, developments in the 
Russian market (economic system) coincides with the logic of interlocks. 
The Russians economic system is associated with oligarchy, more 
specific, it operates in bases of plutocracy, particularly characteristic 
from times of collapse of the Soviet Union. With the privatization after 
the colapse, oligarchs emerged7, so to speak over night (eg. 
Abramovich, Lebedev, Hodorokovski, Berezovsky). Menshikov (2004: 2) 
describes the Russian economy as oligarchic capitalism with a high 
concentration and monopoly of most basic industries. It is characterized 
by underdeveloped banking system, weak government stimulation of 
economy, ”shrunken” social security and security infrastructure. Such a 
system tends towards high profit margins, it causes technological gaps, 
income inequality and mass poverty, preventing the formation of the 
middle class. The result is an extremely narrow domestic market, over-
dependence on high exporting prices of mineral resources, destruction 
or regresion of manufacturing and high technology production. All this 
generates a one-sided and unbalanced economic growth in general. The 
main reason for such situation is the neoliberal model of market reforms 
and a narrow interest group of few oligarchs, who are primarily guided 
by the rapid enrichment. The formation and existence of oligarchs is 
possible where central planning exists, which allows a slow transition 
from a socialist to a capitalist system, and where the role of control and 
shock of transition to capitalism is ”owned” by the state system. The 
latter successfully controlles the economy with long-term investments 
(Menshikov, 2004: 2). 
 
But oligarchy is not linked only with Russian economic system, since 
Michels8 (1915) claimed that any political system eventually evolves into 
an oligarchy and called this phenomenon ”iron law of oligarchy”. 
Applying his ideas to modern democracies, they can transform (evolve) 
in oligarchy. Linking oligarchy with economic sphere (and economic 
elite) we can speak about the corporate oligarchy, which is a form of 
power owned by a small group (the elite). This elite group consists of 
individuals, which can operate in educational institutions, influential 
economic entities (like banks), commercial entities etc. Considering 
them as a ruling group, with resources, power and influence, oligarchic 
elite is able and allowed to impose strict limitations, of what constitutes 
an acceptable political position. Thus, politicians' careers are linked and 
depend on unelected economic and media elites.  

                                                 
7 On May 2004 Forbes listed 36 Russian oligarchs being worth at least 1 billion $. 
8 Michels compared working-class societies of Germany, Italy, and France, researching the political 
behavior of intellectual elite and the problem of power and its abuse. 
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US economy 
Linking what written above, we can speak about the oligarchy 
(plutocracy) also existing in the US, or about the corporatocracy as 
defined by Sachs (2011). Domhoff (2006) gave as an example of US 
oligarchy, the rule of the Bush family. In the national economy of the 
United States much attention was dedicated to trusts, monopols and 
other forms of oligarchy (the Sherman Act, Pujo Commission and the 
Clayton Act). After the expansion of insurance systems, banks 
bankrupcy and stock market collapse, that caused the global crisis in 
2008, the integration within banks and saving banks was enabled. Which 
led to the rise of financial capitalism. At this time changes in definitions 
of elites occured, firstly in US environment, which then globalized 
(Batsch, 2002), what led to the need for redefinition of power institutions 
within the country, as welll. These were, according to Fukuyama (2004: 
44 – 47), too powerfull since institution’s organization does not 
reorganize, if there is no need for such changes. Even if a society has 
well developed and organized institutions, the latter always generate 
benefits and acquisitions for some, and loss for others. Individuals 
occupying the strategic positions, thus tend to protect their own status 
(power and influence) in the society. For US nation building, Civil War 
and both world wars were crucial, which are the basis for national 
security. Nation building is strongly related to state building, which 
enhances the capacity of state institutions, state-society relations, and 
also external interventions. Nation building is a process of structuring 
national identity, with power of the state. The aim of nation building is the 
unification of the people within the same state for stable and viable 
political system in the long run. The terms nation building and state 
building, which are often used interchangeably, have different definitions 
in political science. Nation building is linked with national identity, state 
building refers to the state’s institutions.  
 
Slovenian economy and elite in process of transition and after the 
indipendence  
To define, if Slovenian elite exist and how are they formed (who is the 
Slovenian elite), an analisis of Slovenian society is crucial. It is difficult to 
speak about Slovenian elite, as they were defined by Pareto, Mosca and 
others, or about the power elite, as defined by Mills. Slovenian society is 
a sepcific one, which has undergone the transformation (transition) in 
early 90es. Transition covered social, political, economic and cultural 
system which changed from socialism to democracy and from a centrally 
planned economy to a market economy. Due to specific factors and 
conditions which hinder the full transformation and modernization, 
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development of elite, as they exist in Western societies, was not 
possible. For this reason the neoelite paradigm9, designed by Higley and 
Pakulski (in Kramberger, 2002: 49) will be used, as a basis for exploring 
and defining Slovenian elite. According to Higley and Pakulski, elite 
should be observed through the crisis regimes, where elite represent the 
real social groups, which are formed from different fractions in each 
country. At this point, individuals on strategic positions in the Slovenian 
political and economic sphere, will be considered as the elite, and will be 
discussed as such in the paper. 
 
In short review of Slovenian economic situation of its membership in 
SFRY10, through the transition, till nowadays, some key issues may be 
drawn. Despite the fact that Slovenia was the most developed republic, 
among all in the former SFRY, state withdrawing from economy, was the 
slowest. Slovenia also lagged behind in the process of business 
ownership and in the allocation of resources through political market. 
Already during the socialist period the political system dominated the 
economic sphere, which was maintained through the transition process 
and still exists today. Such an economy and political arrangements, 
resulted as a slow privatization, monopols and limited foreign 
competition, leading to the emergence and survival of "red directors". 
Who prospered in the domestic market, with collective actions of 
economic policy, and managed to retain links in politics, braided even 
before the fall of the socialism. Thus, on the one hand the private sector 
stagnated, but statal enterprises have been protected on the other 
(Pezdir, 2008). This situation generated high levels of reproduction of 
socialist business elite, which economic positions were maintained (or 
regained) from the previous system. This, so-called "managerial 
capitalism" (Szeleny, 1996) allowed the managerial layer controling 
economy’s levers, because of the absence of ownership structure. Since 
this business or managerial elite draws and obtains its power and 
position from previous (socialist) system of longstanding left parties and 
support of mass media, we speak about the ”retention elite” (Tomšič, 
2006: 85).  
 
Elite are an inevitable component of capitalist societies, which, based on 
neoelite paradigm (see Higley and Pakulski above), also exists in the 
(post)socialist societies, but in different forms and formations. As Tomšič 

                                                 
9 The neoelite paradigm is based on the classical elite theorists (Mosca, Pareto, Michels). 
10 Socialistic Federative Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRJ - Socialistična Federativna 
Republika Jugoslavija). 
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(2008) defines, one of the most important function of elite11 in these 
societies is their influence on changes in the society. Therefore, elite are 
seen as a generator of systemic transformations and many authors see 
the relationship between the opposition and the regime's elite as a 
crucial factor which significantly influenced and contributed to the 
socialist societies in transition to democratic ones (Huntington, 1993 and 
Gill, 2000). However, as they affect the progress of the society, elite 
themselves are a subject of various transformations (Tomšič, 2006: 73). 
After the collapse of socialist systems of societies involved in transition, 
an "institutional vacuum" (Lijphart and Waisman, 1996) or "creative 
chaos" (Ágh, 1994) emerged. This allowed the actual actors, keen of 
political changes and the creation of new institutional arrangements, 
creativity in the society. These actors (representatives of the elite) were, 
in the beginning of the transition of Slovenian society, the so-called 
"political liberals" and "council freethinkers" (Grdina, 2003: 59). 
 
In most industrialized countries there is a close symbiotic relationship 
between politicians - political elite and the economic sphere - economic 
elite, where they are interconnected in (in)formal networks. They are 
interdependent and act for personal or mutual benefits. Lensky et al. (in 
Prijon, 2010: 4) connects this phenomenom with societies, where 
political parties act as a brokerage-type societies12. Politics (political 
ideology) is ”distancing” from ordinary citizens, focusing and 
approaching more and more to the class that has "the possibility of 
speech" - higher classes (Lasch, 1995: 80 – 81). Political debate has 
become biased and predictable and the ideology of the Left and Right 
beame rigid, as it is written by the upper classes, and corresponds to 
their interests. This generates the political myth of nowadays, reflected 
in the fact, that democracy defends and produces the competition 
between elites, which balance each other and limit each others power 
(Bottomore, 1994: 98 – 99). 
 
Case study: Slovenian iterlocks 
We have mentioned "red directors", also typical for Slovenia, since after 
more than twenty years of independence and acquisition of quasi-market 
ecnomy, examples of such recruitment still exist. In what follows, we will 
link this with Slovenian interlocks and analyse, how are they formed and 

                                                 
11 Certain authors claim that there is too much emphasis on the role of elite as carriers of 
modernization processes in post-socialist transition (McSweeney and Tempest, 1993 and Tomšič, 
2008). 

12 Pragmatic type of parties, without strong ideological commitments and well-defined 
political programs. 
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how do they perform in Slovenian territory. Afterwords, we will 
compliance Slovenian interlocks, whether they approach more to 
European, American or Russian ones (microeconomic aspect). 
Additionally, we will analyze Slovenian economc system 
(macroeconomic aspect) to detach which economic system does it 
approaches more in its performance. We began our analysis of 
Slovenian interlocks, with the general presumption: directors, who 
control a greater number of other directors, have the greater impact and 
power (Žerdin, 2005: 13 – 18). Or, as is claimed by Kramberger (2002), 
in the field of researching power, the observation object is the power of a 
leading group of individuals. On similar assumptions, Forbes’s13 
methodology of collecting data of most influential individuals in the world, 
is based.  
 
As we learned from above’s analysis of US, Russian and European 
economic systems, politics is also linked with interlocks. For this reason, 
in the table below (TABLE 1), we present ratio of Slovenian 
governments since its independence till nowadays, in order to outline the 
Slovenian political situation. Such an approach is relevant and 
necessary, if we analyse Slovenian interlocks, as already mentioned, the 
politcs leads the economy, which is strongly related to developments in 
the political arena. Furthermore, we will present a study of Slovenian 
interlocks, starting from Žerdin’s analisys of 2004, updating data for 
current period (april 2012).  
 

                                                 
13 Forbes (www.forbes.com and www.forbes.com/sites/michaelnoer/2011/11/02/the-worlds-most-
powerful-people). 

http://www.forbes.com/
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TABLE 1: Slovenian governments between 1990 and 2012  
 
GOVERNMENT PERIOD PRIME 

MINISTER 
(PM) 

PARTY AND 
POLITICAL 
ORIENTATION 

PERFORMANCE 
OF FUNCTION 
AS A PM 

1. Government 
RS 

16.5.1990 – 
14.5.1992 

Lojze 
Peterle 

DEMOS (right) 2 years 

2. Government 
RS 

14.5.1992 – 
25.1.1993 

Janez 
Drnovšek 

LDS (left) 1 year 

3. Government 
RS 

25.1.1993 – 
27.2.1997 

Janez 
Drnovšek 

LDS (left) 4 years 

4. Government 
RS 

27.2.1997 – 
7.6.2000 

Janez 
Drnovšek 

LDS (left) 3 years 

5. Government 
RS 

7.6.2000 – 
30.11.2000 

Andrej 
Bajuk 

SLS+SKD 
(right) 

5 months 

6. Government 
RS 

30.11.2000 – 
19.12.2002 

Janez 
Drnovšek 

LDS (left) 2 years 14 

7. Government 
RS 

19.12.2002 – 
3.12.2004 

Anton Rop LDS (left) 2 years 

8. Government 
RS 

3.12.2004 – 
21.11.2008 

Janes 
Janša 

SDS (desna) 4 years 

9. Government 
RS 

21.11.2008 – 
10.2.2012 

Borut 
Pahor 

SD (left) 4 years15 
(unfinished 
mandate) 

10. Government 
RS 

10.2.2012 – 
current 

Janes 
Janša 

SDS (right) current 

 
The summary of left option governance is thus 16 years (with 5 months 
suspension of the right government – Bajuk) and the right option 
governance 6 years and 5 months (with current prime minister Janša – 
right). Developments on the field of country’s presidents, on the other 
hand, is characterized only with presidents who are members or 
supporters of left political option. Slovenian political elite (considering 
only Prime ministers and Presidents of the conutry), is mostly tied to left 
political option. 
 
Approaching to interlocks, in the table below (TABLE 2) we present 
findings regarding the influence and power that directors of major 
Slovenian companies had on others in 200416. We made a comparison, 
where are they setted today and what function do they perform. The 
purpose of this analysis was not to identify, who (which political option) 
caused the economic crisis in Slovenia, but only to show the sistematic 
structure of slovenian interlocks, that as such, according to Useem, 
Mizruchi and others, are a tool for promoting higher class.  

                                                 
14 When Janez Drnovšek was elected president of Slovenia, Anotn Rop become Prime minister. 
15 Borut Pahor prematurely ended the function of Prime minister after the motion. On December 4th, 
2011 first early elections to the National Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia, were performed. 
16 Before the first, so-called, right government that complited its mandate. 
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TABLE 2: Position of directors of major Slovenian companies in 2004 
and today  
 

PERSON PARENT 
COMAPNY 
(2004) 

WHERE A 
PERSON 
PERFORMS A 
ROLE OF 
SUPERVISOR 
(2004)17 

COMPANI and 
FUNCTION – 
CURRENT DATA18 

 
 
 
BORUT 
JAMNIK 

 
 
 
KAD 

 
- Luka Koper 
- NLB 
- Krka 
- Žito 
- Lesnina 

- Pivovarna Laško, d.d. 
(Board of directors - 
Member) 
- PDP, d.d. (Board of 
directors - President) 
- Združenje nadzornikov 
Slovenije (Agent - 
Leadership) 
 - Modra zavarovalnica, 
d.d. (Chairman of the 
Board) 

 
 
 
 
 
GORAN 
BIZJAK 

 
 
 
 
 
Casino 
Portorož 

 
 
 
 
- SO 
- Sava 
- Zavarovalnica 
Triglav 

- CANDOR d.o.o. 
(Founder)  
- KGB, d.o.o. (Procurist 
– Leadership) 
- PCK UPVIN d.o.o. 
(Director)  
- DRUŠTVO 
"JADRALNI KLUB" 
(Agent – leadership) 
- Modra zavarovalnica, 
d.d. (Board of directors 
- Member) 

 
IGOR KUŠAR  

 
SOD 

- Gorenje  
- Pozavarovalnica 
Sava  
- NLB 
- Merkur 

- TRIGLAV SKLADI, 
d.o.o.  (Chairman of 
the board) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UROŠ 
SLAVINEC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Helios 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- NLB  
- Petrol  
- Pozavarovalnica 

- GORENJE, d.d. 
(Board of directors - 
President) 
- HELIOS d.o.o. (Board 
of directors - Member)  
- HELIOS Domžale, d.d. 
(Chairman of the board)  
- PPG - HELIOS d.o.o. 
(Board of directors - 
Member) 

                                                 
17 Source 1: Žerdin, 2005: 18. 

18 Source 2: Gvin.com (online database - business-information tool which provides insight into 
Slovenian companies and information about their leadingleaders and supervisors). 
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Sava 
- Triglav steber 1 

- ŽIVA, d.o.o., Ljubljana 
(Founder)  
- KOŠARKARSKI KLUB 
DOMŽALE (Agent - 
Leadership) 
- ZAVAROVALNICA 
TRIGLAV, d.d. (Board 
of Directors – Deputy 
Chairman) 

 
 
 
 
 
GORAN 
BRANKOVIČ 

  
 
 
 
- SOD  
- Slovenijales 
- Terme Čatež 
- Paloma 
- Kovinoplastika 
Lož 

- SŽ - ŽGP Ljubljana, 
d.d. (Board of directors 
- President) 
- AB SAD d.o.o. (Agent 
– Director)  
- AB HOLDING d.o.o. 
(Agent – Director)  
- FINIDEA d.o.o. 
(Founder)  
- GT3 GORAN 
BRANKOVIĆ S.P. 
(Founder) 

MARJAN 
KRAMAR 

NLB - Eti d.d. - Eti d.d. (A member of 
board – Leadership) 

 
 
MIRKO 
KALUŽA 

  
- KAD  
- Pivovarna Laško 
- Trimo 
- Iskra 
Avtoelektrika 
- IEDC 

- ISTRABENZ d.d. 
(Board of Directors – 
Deputy Chairman) 
- SLOVENSKO 
ZAVAROVALNO 
ZDRUŽENJE, GIZ 
(Director) 

HELENA 
BEŠTER 

KAD - Helios  
- Zavarovalnica 
Triglav 

NO DATA 

 
 
JOŽE LENIČ 

 
 
Zavarovalnica 
Triglav 

 
 
- Triglav DZU 
- Intereuropa 

- KRKA, d.d., Novo 
mesto (Board of 
Directors – Member) 
- ABANKA d.d. 
(Chairman of the Board 
- Agent) 

 
 
 
MARJAN 
SOMRAK 

  
 
- SOD 
- Mercator 

- ZARJA d.o.o. Novo 
mesto (Founder)  
- CEROD, d.o.o. (Board 
of Directors – Member) 
- CASINO BLED, d.d. 
(Board of Directors – 
Member) 
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Slovenian interlocks were formed in large state enterprises, where KAD 
and SOD19 use to dominate, as owners of the large state systems. They 
facilitated the formation and recruitment of leftist directors, allowing them 
to took over the management of enterprises and canalising capital into 
investments, which PAC20 later redirected into left-wing interests. Law of 
denationalization (1991) and the Law on Slovenian Resitution Fund 
(1993) enabled privatization, as an opportunity to establish a market 
economy, but the process resoulted as interlock. The latter was mainly a 
left-oriented association, as privatization trends failed and certificates 
have become worthless papers. Directors on strategic positions in 
business and in political circles took economic positions and generated 
interlocks, as we know them today21. A great number of Slovenian 
companies (their proportion of capital) are in direct state ownership or 
are (partially) owned by the para-statal funds (for example KAD and 
SOD). Thus Slovenian economic system is not autonomous and self-
regulating social subsystem, and as such, strongly linked with the 
political subsystem. Consequently, members of the Slovenian economic 
elite are individuals recruited from political elite (Žerdin, 2005: 13). 
 
By analyzing the current position of main individuals in Slovenian 
economy and companies, Mizruchi’s theory is seen in practice. 
Relationships in companies constitute information channels providing, 
collecting and flow of data (Nahapiet, 2000: 134), allowing the formation 
of (friendly and business) ties. Thus, Slovenian interlocks allow the elitist 
group influence and control over society, as discussed already by Mills 
in case of power elite. Therefore in society there are certain structures, 
where power elite is concentrated, repesnted by leaders of major 
companiesa and organizations. At the same time, this relates to the 
classical theory of elites, which implies to their power, being manifested 
in the form of authority, by which they control crucial social institutions 
(cultural, political, economic, etc.). Members of interlocks integrate 
individuals with similar interests and necessary resources (money, 
power, social capital, information, knowledge etc.), who are interested in 
domination and control, enabled by their ingenuity and organization.  
                                                 
19 KAD – Kapitalska družba d.d. (A joint stock company, founder and shareholder 
Republic of Slovenia) 

SOD – Slovenska odškodninska družba (A financial organization for settling obligations 
to beneficiaries according to the Denationalization Act and other regulations concerning 
denationalization of assets). 

20 Group to raise funds for presidential campaign. 

21 Not all companies were taken by the exclusive directors from left political option, but 
the majority of them were. 
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About recruitment and circulation of Slovenian individuals in strategic 
positions (political or economic) we can relate to Bernik (1989: 37), 
which calims that Slovenia is still under the influence of the previous 
system in certan areas. He defines socialist system (society) as "half-
modern society" characterised by "centrality of the political system". 
Žerdin (2005: 22) links his results with "relatively high" rates of 
reproduction of Slovenian economic elite (after Adam et al.) and notes 
that the most influential people of different networks, even after the 
socialism, still recruite as they did in the previous system. Since elite 
recruite from political system, it "can be understood as an indicator of 
slow modernization of the Slovenian society", while adding: "the logic of 
recruitment on the top hierarchicy is highly political" (Žerdin, 2005: 22). 
From analysis above it is also apparent that, in most cases trusts 
were/are form, being controlled by companies that are state monopolies 
(Pivovarna Laško, Telekom, Krka - which is a typical state capitalism). 
What implies that Slovenian economy is managed by always the same 
individuals holding strategic positions in state-owned or half-stataly 
owned business. Otherwise, also in US there are interlocks that extend 
in a multitude of economically very diversified companies, while lobbying 
at the political level in the form of PAC investments. One of such 
example is Warren Buffet, who declares himself as a democrat, with 
ownership in various companies, but with (in)direct support of PAC, for 
both the ruling political options22. The US way of linking national 
interlocks is different than their trans-national linking and expanding. In 
the latter business culture is adapted to the American liberal 
corporativism, significantly different from non US systems. The US 
system favors, first the economy, only then politics. While in Slovenia 
and also in Russia and Italy, the process is reversed, where economic 
system is subordinated to politics. If US owners of capital associated in 
interlocks with the aim of establishing the power elite and thus, 
increasing economic power (only than political influence), in Slovenia 
this role was taken by politics. Businessmen, directors, CEOs etc. were 
set by the ruling party in accordance with their expectations and 
benefits. As a resoult, capitalists were repalced by a democratically 
elected politicians, which established appropriate interlocks to manage 
economic power.  
 

                                                 
22 Accessed through NNDB database (http://www.nndb.com/). NNDB is the so-called 
intelligence aggregator that works on base by "tracking down" known individuals (living 
or dead) and offers the possibility to detect their relationship with institutions, other 
influential individuals, associations, etc. For present analysis, a visual tool called NNDB 
Mapper was used.  

http://www.nndb.com/
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Even when comparing American and Slovenian history and formation of 
state and society, we find that in US the state (political system), with a 
strong international political and military influence, has developed from 
already established economic system and thus economic elite (Zakaria, 
1998: 3 – 10). Slovenian process of nation building run in the opposite 
direction, after political elite established and took power, economic 
system began to form. The importance of politization of Slovenian 
economy can also be traced in the progress of democratization from the 
very beginning. Available economic resources and power, which were 
concentrated for a long time (see table 1) in left option, are difficult to 
reallocate among new political (liberal) option. Consequently, we still can 
not speak about market oriented economy, since the main administrator 
of Slovenian national economic wealth is the state or para-statal funds, 
which are under government control.  
 
For Slovenia, some Menshikov’s (2004) generalized descriptions of the 
Rusian oligarchy, can be detached, in modified forms. Therefore, 
Slovenian interlocks are more comparable with Russian oligarchy mode 
of action in the market (for example, oil companies, metal industry, 
mobile phone networks, energy etc.). They diversify from the Russian 
ones, in a more introverted way of action. In Slovenia monopolies 
dominate, like financial-industrial groups with extremely indebted or 
inefficient banking system, there is an excessively high share of GDP in 
the gray economy, corruption and organized crime, excessively high 
number of monopolistic systems in the share of GDP, inappropriately 
high inequality in the distribution of income and wealth, fusion of state 
monopolies (in Russia - financial oligarchy), and weak management of 
the economy.  
 
Slovenian economy can also be compared with state capitalism of Italy 
(see above-described characteristics of Italian interlocks by Drago et al., 
2008). In contrast to the European interlocks, Slovenian banks are not a 
central element of the interlock, as it is typical for Switzerland. Slovenian 
banks are politically managed element (asset) by the ruling parties 
(coalitions). From this perspective, Slovenian similarities can be 
perceived also with Italian (macro) economic system. Thus, Slovenia 
and its political and economic system distances from the US or Swiss 
tradition of family interlocks. Even if some family businesses are find 
among the millionaires, they are not a sufficiently relevant element that 
would allow Slovenian economic system and interlocks to be analysed 
and treated as Western economy. Eventhough, Slovenia has more 
similarities with oligarh-state capitalism, controlled by the state 
apparatus, whether it has with Italian interlocks. For the latter a case 
study (done by Drago et al., 2008) showed that interlocks recourse to 
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banks, which are also owned by politicians and controlled by powerful 
families, who run the state apparatus, example Berlusconi (Mediaset), Di 
Montezemolo (Unicredit Banca), Pirelli (Intesa San Paolo, Mediobanca 
and Generali). 
 
Conclusion and further reflection thoughts  
All said, united with the area of (in)formal networks, we can refer to 
Kramberger’s (2002: 42) opinion that the average decision-making 
power is concentrated in instrumentalized networks that have a more 
informal character. Informal networks have crucial importance also in 
privatization of public property Róna-Tas (v Prijon, 2010: 10), which is 
particularly relevant for Slovenia. Which was facing with contraband and 
complications in the processes of privatization and denationalization 
after the fall of socialism. Transformation of social structure and its 
subsystems has began before the formal transition process, which sets 
Slovenia in the group of countries with ”endogenous transition”. It is 
characterized by spontaneous privatization of state capital, enabled by 
the ruling elite with formal institutional changes in the organization of 
firms and their ownership. Despite the fact that they were essential for 
significant reforms for further establishment and development of market 
economy (Šušteršič, 1999) this led Slovenia to the critical situation.  
 
In times of socialism Slovenian economy has been publicly owned, 
therefore the state was not the formal owner of the means of production. 
Beside incomplete and incorrect privatization, Slovenian economy is 
also characterized by a strong influence of interest groups in the political 
sphere, monopolization of markets, cartelization, tendencies for 
nationalist, protectionist and interventionist economic policy, which sets 
Slovenia on the opposite side of the capitalist countries (Pezdir, 2008: 
141 – 142). For the correct privatisation procedure, a social consensus, 
would have been necessary (Lavigne, 1995: 157). Slovenian political 
and economic elite understood this processes as an opportunity of rapid 
encrease of wealth, power and their legitimacy, much alike the situation 
of oligarchs23. The economic crisis, further encouraged by trade unions 
with requests for improving labor conditions, which could not be offered, 
by indepted enterprises, araised the mentality and culture of business’s 
rescue, typical of the socialist times. Which is in practice shown as 
artificially maintaining businesses in decline (such as Mura) or as 
helping state companies (such as SCT, Telecom, Petrol). A large 
support to interlocks was given by banks, behaving in accordance with 
the requirements of interlocks and policy administrators. Therefore 
                                                 
23 In Slovenia we can not speak about the oligarchs in Russian terms, as the amounts of capital that 
flow in Slovenian economy are not comparable to the quantities in Russia. The events and the way 
of privatization, on other hand was similar. 
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Slovenian PAC acts directly on the economy and the welfare state. With 
tycoonisation more and more politically privileged individuals appeared 
to the forefront, which generated corruption and, consequently, public 
discontent, thereby increasing the strength of the institutions that protect 
individuals (eg. trade unions). 
 
Excessive state interference in the economy, "unfriendly" economic 
regulations, uncompromising transfers and applications of laws from 
European economies in the Slovenian dimensions, that did not allow the 
development of market due to its specificity, inhibited development of 
Slovenian economy. Such approaches and conditions led to economic 
centralization and economic malfeasance of political managers in large 
enterprises, who changed public ownership into private property. They 
have pledged property in politically regulated banks, facilitating 
uncovered magareial acquisitions. Enormous financial injections, that 
privatized companies received from Slovenian banks, have become a 
black hole of financial losses and a source of internal borrowing, 
weakening Slovenian economic status. Political and economic elite did 
not perform properly its duty as carriers of progress and prosperity. 
Instead, they were associating in (in)formal networks (interlocks), acting 
hand in hand, in its own interests, redeploying social property for 
personal enrichment and empowerment. The ruling economic elite is 
politicaly defined and recruited and by each elections increasingly 
polarized. Apparently, Slovenian population sympatises with such an 
elite, it supports it and nurtures, as it keeps granting mandates, to 
politicians, who manage the state property through politically motivated 
and controlled directors. From this perspective they do not infringe the 
legal rules, since their position has been enabled by legaly elected 
politicians. 
 
And if there is a saying: "No matter what you know, but who you know" 
(Woolcock and Deepa, 2000: 225 – 249), this may be relevant for 
Slovenian situation. What is clear from the analysis of ties and influence 
of individuals on strategic positions in Slovenian economy. Slovenian 
political and economic elite act as a well-organized monopoly, which, 
almost like trusts, manage common property held by the ruling elite 
which facilitates procedures for its own benfits.  
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